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PREFAC E
The results of Mars Probe/Lander studies, conducted over a 10-month period
for Langley Research Center, NASA, are presented in detail in this report.
Under the original contract work statement, studies were directed toward a
direct entry mission concept, consistent with the use of the Saturn IB-Centaur
Launch Vehicle, wherein the landing capsule is separated from the spacecraft
on the interplanetary approach trajectory, some 10 to 12 days before planet en-
counter. The primary objectives of this mission were atmospheric sampling by
the probe/lander during entry and terrain and atmosphere physical composition
measurement for a period of about 1 day after landing.
Studies for this mission were predicated on the assumption that the atmosphere
of Mars could be described as being within the range specified by, NASA Mars
Model Atmospheres 1, 2, 3 and a Terminal Descent Atmosphere of the docu-
ment NASA TM-D2525. These models describe the surface pressure as being
between 10 and 40 rob. For this surface pressure range a payload of moderate
size can be landed on the planet's surface if the entry angle is restricted to be
less than about 45 degrees.
Midway during the course of the study, it was discovered by Mariner IV that
the pressure at the surface of the planet is in the 4 to 10 mb range, a range
much lower than previously thought to be the case. The results of the study
were re-examined at this point. It was found that retention of the direct entry
mission mode would require much shallower entry angles to achieve the same
payloads previously attained at the higher entry angles of the higher surface
pressure model atmospheres. The achievement of shallow entry angles (on the
order of 20 degrees), in turn, required sophisticated capsule terminal guidance,
and a sizeable capsule propulsion system to apply a velocity correction close
to the planet, after the final terminal navigation measurements.
Faced with these facts, NASA/LRC decided that the direct entry from the
approach trajectory mission mode should be compared with the entry from
orbit mode under the assumption that the Saturn 5 Launch Vehicle would be
available. Entry of the flight capsule from orbit allows the shallow angle entry
(together with low entry velocity) necessary to permit higher values of M/CDA,
and hence entry weight in the attenuated atmosphere.
It was also decided by LRC to eliminate the landing portion of the mission in
favor of a descent payload having greater data-gathering capacity, including
television and penetrometers. In both the direct entry and the entry from
orbit cases, ballistic atmospheric retardation was the only retardation means
considered as apecifically required by the contract work statement.
Four months had elapsed at the time the study ground rules were changed.
After this point the study continued for an additional five months, during which
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period a new design for the substantially changed conditions was evolved. For
this design, qualification test programs for selected subsystems were studied.
Sterilization studies were included in the program from the start and, based
on the development of a fundamental approach to the sterilization problem,
these efforts were expanded in the second half of the study.
The organization of this report reflects the circumstance that two essentially
different mission modes were studied -- the first being the entry from the
approach trajectory mission mode and the other being the entry from orbit
mission mode -- from which two designs were evolved. The report organiza-
tion is as follows:
Volume I, Summary, summarizes the entire study for both mission modes.
Volume II reports on the results of the first part of the study. This volume
is titled Probe/Lander, Entry from the Approach Trajectory. It is divided
into two books, Book 1 and Book 2. Book 1 is titled System DesiGn and
presents a discursive summary of the entry from the approach trajectory
system as it had evolved up to the point where the mission mode was changed.
Book 2, titled Mission and System Specifications, presents, in formal
fashion, specifications for the system. It should be understood, however,
that the study for this mission mode was not carried through to completion
and many of the design selections are subject to further tradeoff analysis.
Volume III is composed of three books which summarize the results of the
entry from orbit studies. Books 1 and 2 are organized in the same fashion
as the books of Volume II, except that Book 2 of Volume III presents com-
ponent specifications as well. Book 3 is titled Development Test Programs
and presents, for selected subsystems, a discussion of technology status,
test requirements and plans. This Book is intended to satisfy the study and
reporting requirements concerning qualification studies, but the selected
title is believed to describe more accurately the study emphasis desired by
LP_C.
Volume IV presents Sterilization results. This information is presented
separately because of its potential utilization as a more fundamental refer-
ence document.
Volume V presents, in six separate books, Subsystem and Technical
Analyses. In order (from Book 1 to Book 6) they are:
Trajectory Analysis
Aeromechanics and Thermal Control
Telecommunications, Radar Systems and Power
In s trumentation
Attitude Control and Propulsion
Mechanical Subsystems
Most of the books of Volume V are divided into separate discussions of the
two mission modes. Table of Contents for each book clearly shows its
organization.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Entry Shell: The entry shell is defined as the primary load-carrying structure
including the ablative heat shield.
Multi-Mission Shell: Entry shell designed to survive entry into any of the
Martian atmospheres considered at entry velocities up to Z3, 500 ft/sec.,
entry angles from -Z0 degrees to -90 degrees and entry weights up to 4500
pounds.
Single Mission Shell: Entry shell designed specifically for one launch oppor-
tunity or one Martian atmospheric model (e.g. , 1971 design, Model 3 design).
Entry Weight: The weight of the entry vehicle at atmospheric entry.
Residual Weight: Entry weight less the entry shell weight.
Launch Vehicle System: The Launch Vehicle System includes the three stages
of the Saturn IB/Centaur, with its guidance subsystems and the ascent fairing
which shrouds the Planetary Vehicle, to make up the Launch Vehicle (LV) as
the flight hardware; plus the supporting ground equipment, software, and as-
sociated manpower.
Spacecraft Systen%: The Spacecraft System includes the Flight Spacecraft (FS)
as its flight hardware; plus flight hardware spare parts, development models,
associated operational support equipment (hardware and software), and the
management and engineering teams.
Capsule System: The Capsule System includes the Flight Capsule (FC) as the
flight hardware; plus flight hardware spare parts (or spare Flight Capsules
depending on the time of spares replacement), development and sterilization
assay models, control documentation and associated software, operational
support equipment, and the management and engineering teams.
Planetary Vehicle: The Planetary Vd_icle (PV) is defined as the composite
Flight Spacecraft and Flight Capsule integrally attached and operated up to
separation in the vicinity of the selected planet.
Space Vehicle: The Space Vehicle (SV) is the combined Launch Vehicle and
Planetary Vehicle or Vehicles which physically leave the launch pad in conduct
of the mission.
Mission Operations System (MOS): The MOS includes that portion of the
Project which plans, directs, controls and executes (with support provided by
the Deep Space Network) the space flight operation after injection of the Plane-
tary Vehicle on its trajectory, the Mission-Dependent Equipment required at
the Deep Space Network, and the operational teams.
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Deep Space Network (DSN): The DSN is comprised of the Deep Space Instru-
mentation Facility (DSIF), the Space Flight Operations Facility (SFOF), the
Ground Communications System (GCS) connecting the two facilities, and the
personnel who regularly operate these facilities.
Launch Operations System (LOS): The LOS includes those elements of the
Project responsible for planning and executing the preflight and launch-to-
injection phases of the mission.
Operational Support Equipment (OSE): The OSE includes the equipment and
facilities required for the assembly, servicing, checkout, sterilization, and
testing of the subsystems of the Flight Capsule.
Launch opportunity: a re-occuring duration of time, every 25.6 months, when
favorable Earth - Mars spacial positions allow for practical interplanetary
transfer trajectories.
Launch period: the number of days within the launch opportunity when practi-
cal Earth - Mars transfer trajectories are selected depending on mission
objectives and Launch Vehicle constraints.
Launch window: the duration of time each Earth day when Space Vehicle launch
is practical to achieve desired Planetary Vehicle transfer orbit orientation
and characteristics depending on mission objectives and Launch Vehicle con-
straints.
Flight Capsule Terminology: Figures I and 2 present a further breakdown of
the Flight Capsule, identifying the terminology at the operational stages of
separation and/or deployment. In summary, the Flight Capsule is attached to
the Flight Spacecraft by the forward and aft sections of the FC to FS adapter.
Operation of the sterilization canister lid separation mechanism followed by
the operation of the separation system on the FC to FS adapter, results in the
Separated Vehicle. Attitude control and propulsion maneuvers are performed
to place the Separated Vehicle on a preselected planetary impact trajectory.
After these maneuvers, the propulsion and ACS (Attitude Control System)
electronics assembly is separated and the resultant Entry Vehicle cruises to
and enters the planet atmosphere. After entry, the entry shell (including the
ACS reaction subsystem and spin/despin rockets) is separated and the Sus-
pended Capsule descends through the atmosphere with the parachute. At a
preselected time during descent, a separation mechanism operation extends
the Landed Capsule from the parachute by use of a tether. At impact the
Landed Capsule is separated from the tether for landed operations.
Note that the instrument packages are shown on the Suspended Capsule actually
mounted to the entry shell and Landed Capsule support structure external to
the Landed Capsule. In addition to the selected portions of the science instru-
mentation mounted externally and internally, appropriate portions of the
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This book describes the design for a Mars Probe/Lander (Flight Capsule) for
the 1971 La_ch 0pportunity. The mission includes hard,landing on the surface
and a surfac_mission duration of about one day. Several features of the design
have been selected to accommodate the antlclpated requirements of missions be-
yond 1971 so that some hardware commonality, from mission to mission, can
be achieved. ,/The mission concept discussed herein involves separation of the
Flight Capsule from the Flight Spacecraft on the approach trajectory a few mil-
lion kilometers from Mars. _ The trajectory of the Flight Capsule is then diverted
by application of a small velocity increment to impact the planet while the Flight
Spacecraft remains on its original trajectory to ultimately achieve orbit about
Mars. During deceleration of the Flight Capsule within the Martian atmosphere,
and subsequent parachute descent to the surface, a series of instruments de-
termine the atmospheric properties. Once on the surface, several additional
instruments are employed to determine certain of the surface properties of
Mars. The surface mission lasts approximately Z4 hours.
This Flight Capsule design is based upon three NASA model atmospheres syn-
thesized before the successful Mars flyby of Mariner IV; the range of surface
pressures considered in the design is I0 to 40 millibars. The results of the
Mariner IV flyby which occurred late in this phase of the study, lowered the
range of predicted surface pressure on Mars. The performance of a Flight
Capsule utilizing the entry from the approach trajectory concept was re-exam-
ined in the light of this reduced range of surface pressures; the results showed
this concept to be impractical for all but the simplest of atmospheric probes.
During the study several Flight Capsule entry shell design concepts of single
and multiple-mission capability were evaluated. Alternate landing system ap-
proaches were considered and their capabilities compared. While these con-
cepts are no longer appropriate for an entry from approach trajectory mission,
they may prove useful if a hard lander design is considered for the newly es-
tablished entry from orbit mission concept. The tradeoff studies presented
therefore may still be meaningful when appropriately reexamined.
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2.0 MISSION OBJECTIVES AND CONSTRAINTS
The entry from approach trajectory portion of this study was conducted under a
specified set of mission objectives and constraints. The more significant of
these ground rules are summarized below.
2. l MISSION OBJECTIVES
The mission objectives are divided according to six mission phases: (I) pre-
separation, (2) separation, (3) separation to entry, (4) entry to parachute de-
ployment, (5) parachute deployment to impact, and (6) surface operations.
Engineering diagnostic data will be included for all mission phases. The scien-
tific mission objectives include experiments to obtain the following data:
2. I. l Preseparation
None
2. I. 2 Separation
None
2. i. 3 Flight Capsule Separation to Entry
Trapped radiation within Mars magnetosphere.
2. 1.4 Entry to Parachute Deployment
Prime emphasis will be placed on obtaining atmospheric data; redundant
instrumentation should be utilized where possible. Data as a function of
altitude is to be obtained for the following:
a) Atmospheric density,
b) Atmospheric pressure,
c) Atmospheric temperature,
d) Atmospheric composition,
e) Trapped radiation within the atmosphere, and
f) Ionosphere electron density.
-Z-
2. 1. 5 Parachute Deployment to Impact
Prime emphasis will be placed on obtaining atmospheric data; redundant
instrumentation should be utilized. Data as a function of altitude will be
obtained for the following:
a} Parachute deployment conditions,
b) Atmospheric density,
c) Atmospheric pressure,
d) Atmospheric temperature,
e) Atmospheric composition,
f) Trapped radiation in the lower atmosphere and,
g) Wind speed.
The following experiments will provide surface data:
1) Surface roughness
2) Impact loads.
2. 1.6 Surface Operations
Samples from the immediately adjacent area will be obtained for the
following:
a) Atmospheric density,
b) Atmospheric temperature,
c) Atmospheric composition,
d) Surface wind speed,
e) Surface hardness,
f) Soil composition,
g) Dust particle concentration,
h) Solar constant, and
i) Water vapor concentration.
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2. 2 STUDY GROUND RULES
The following is alist of basic systems ground rules and constraints that are
to be utilized throughout the study. Unless otherwise specified, information
applies to the 1971 through 1975 launch opportunities.
2. 2. 1 Technology Cutoff Date
September 1966 is considered the technology cutoff date for 1971 mission,
and February 1968 for the 1973 mission.
2. 2. 2 Launch Vehicle
The reference launch vehicle for this program is the Saturn IB/Centaur.
The dynamic envelope is to be 3 inches inside the static envelope, shown
in Figure 3. The payload capability of the Saturn IB/Centaur configuration
versus the energy parameter C3, is presented in Figure 4. The Flight
Capsule weight shall not exceed 2500 pounds in 1971 and 1973, and shall
not exceed 5200 pounds in 1975 and 1977. The Flight Capsule envelope
(nominal interface and hardpoints) is shown in Figure 3.
2. 2.3 Atmospheric Models
The model atmospheres to be used are contained in Reference i. The fol-
lowing data from Reference i are presented:
Table I -- Summary of Standard Model Atmosphere Parameters
for Mars.
Table II -- An Atmosphere Model for Terminal Descent Calculation.
Figure 5 -- Comparison of Terminal Descent Atmosphere with
Model 3.
Models I, 2, and 3 atmospheres will be used for entry vehicle design and
Models I, 2, 3, and the terminal descent atmospheres will be used for
parachute design. An altitude of 800, 000 feet will be used for reference
entry angle and entry velocity. (An altitude of 2. 5 x 106 feet will be used
for heating and dynamic motion studies in the Model l atmosphere.) A
surface wind profile of 100 ft/sec shall be assumed and gusts of 50 ft/sec
for a 10-second duration during parachute descent shall be used.
Reference 1 NASA Engineering Models of the Mars Atmosphere for Entry Vehicle Design, Edited by George M. Levin,
Dallas E. Evans, and Victor Stevens, NASA TN D-2525.
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TABLE II
AN ATMOSPHERE MODEL FOR TERMINAL
DESCENT CALCULATIONS
An alternate model atmosphere for use in the design of a retardation system for
terminal descent may also be postulated. This model is generated by substituting
a surface temperature of 300°K in place of the Z00OK surface temperature in
model 3 and keeping the same surface pressure and the same composition. The
result is a model that has a higher atmosphere density at altitudes above 15 km,
but at altitudes below 15 km the atmosphere density is lower than that of model 3.
Equations are given below for the density in the troposphere and stratosphere
regions in both metric and english units.
Metric Units
Troposphere region (below 46 km)
@ = 1.44 x 10-5 (I - 0.0145 Z) 2"50 gm/cm 3
Stratosphere region (above 46 km)
Z
p = 8.64 x 10-4 e 6.5 gin/era3
(note Z is in km)
English Units
Troposphere region (below 150,900 ft)
p = 2.79 x 10 -5 (1-4.41 x 10 -6 Z) 2"50
Stratosphere region (above 150, 900 ft)
-Z
p = 2.0 x 10 -3 e 21'000 slugs/ft 3
slugs/ft 3
(note Z is in ft)
-9-
2. 2.4 Aerodynamic Shapes
Three basic entry shapes* with various modifications will be considered
as follows:
Tension shell -RN/R B = 0 or 0. I -- Figure 6
Apollo with minimum afterbody -- Figures 7 and 8
Blunted cone -- Figure 9
Alterate afterbody configurations are shown. The hypersonic drag
coefficients in air for the various shapes are as follows:
Tension Shell (RN/R B = 0. i or sharp) 1.60
Apollo 1. 44
Modified Apollo I. 58
Blunted Cone (120 degrees) I. 59
Blunted Cone (Ii0 degrees) i. 48
2. Z. 5 Impact Attenuation System
An omnidirectional passive impact attenuator {crushup material or deploy-
able stroke concept) shall be used. The maximum g level to be considered
is i000 Earth g. However a higher level, 2500 Earth g, is allowable for
failure mode. Impact will be on a nonyielding surface. The Martian ter-
rain model to be considered is specified in Reference 2. A spherical
landed capsule will be considered for all three entry vehicle shapes. A
conical landed capsule will be considered for the tension shell and blunted
cone. A lenticular landed capsule will be considered for Apollo and blunted
cone.
2,2.6 Descent Subsystem
The main parachute is to be fully deployed subsonically at a minimum alti-
tude of 15, 000 feet. The maximum vertical impact velocity will be 80 ft/sec.
Sizing and design of the parachute system will be based upon deceleration in
the terminal descent atmosphere. For flight in the Model 3 atmosphere, the
deployment of the parachute will be assumed to begin in the Model 3 atmos-
phere and be fully deployed in the terminal descent atmosphere with altitude,
*Weight parametric studies will consider only the three basic entry shapes. Each shape will be characterized by its drag
coefficient. The highest C D of each basic shape will be used.
Reference 2Ma r s Engineering Atmosphere and Surface Models, Dwain F. Spencer, JPL Document, 21 July 1965.
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velocity, and time being continuous and dynamic pressure being discontinu-
ous between the two atmospheres. No change of atmospheric conditions
will be used for Models 2 and l atmospheres.
2. Z. 7 Sterilization
The Flight Capsule system shall be capable of sustaining qualification test-
ing of 3 cycles of heat in a dry atmosphere at 145°C for 36 hours per cycle
with sufficient time between cycles to return the Flight Capsule tempera-
ture to ambient and terminal sterilization of one 24-hour cycle of heating
at 135°C in dry nitrogen. The probability of Mars contamination shall be
less than 10 -4 for the Flight Capsule. The total internal microbial content
of the Flight Capsule immediately prior to terminal heat sterilization shall
be less than 108 viable organisms. The suspended capsule will be assembled
in a clean room. Major subsystems other than suspended capsule do not
require clean-room assembly. Final assembly of all major subsystems and
terminal sterilization of the entire Flight Capsule will be performed at
C ape Kennedy.
The Flight Spacecraft is not to be sterile.
2. Z. 8 Deep Space Network
The Deep Space Network (DSN) including the Deep Space Instrumentation
Facility (DSIF). and the Space Flight Operations Facility (SFOF) shall be
utilized as defined in Reference 3.
Z. Z. 9 Launch Opportunities and Flight Capsule Separation
The launch opportunities and Flight Spececraft trajectories to be considered
are:
1971 -- orbiter spacecraft (flyby spacecraft as failure mode)
1973 -- orbiter spacecraft (flyby spacecraft as failure mode)
1975 -- flyby spacecraft
Considerations for Flight Capsule separation shall be:
On the planetary vehicle approach trajectory, and
After establishment of Flight Spacecraft orbit.
Reference 3System Capabilities and Development Schedule of the Deep Space Instrumentation Facility, 1964-68, Technical
Memorandum 33"83, Revision 1, 24 April 1964.
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2. 2. I0 Flight Spacecraft Characteristics
The Flight Spacecraft will serve as a transport vehicle for the Flight
Capsule and provide required services until Flight Capsule separation.
The Flight Spacecraft may serve as a communication relay station from
Flight Capsule separation throughout the lifetime of the Flight Capsule.
Consideration should be given to direct communication. A reasonable
degree of flexibility will be considered during the Flight Spacecraft - Flight
Capsule interface design. Separation shall occur during the period between
2 and 20 days prior to encounter. Consideration shall be given to Flight
Spacecraft - Flight Capsule separation, both with and without a Flight
Spacecraft attitude maneuver prior to separation. The Flight Capsule
shall be mounted along the Flight Spacecraft center line (no cocked mount-
ing). Both Flight Capsule speedup and Flight Spacecraft slowdown shall be
considered to obtain communication lead time. The reference Flight Space-
craft orbits considered shall be 4000 x i0, 000 km and 4000 x 20, 000 km.
The periapsis altitude for the 1971 orbiter window will be:
hp = 21,000 ± 12, 800 km - i mid-course correction
hp = 4000 ± i000 km - 2 mid-course corrections
hp = 4000 ± 500 km - 3 mid-course corrections
2. 2. II Guidance
The rms error in the measurement of the position and velocity of the Flight
Spacecraft with respect to Mars at planetary distances will be taken as
150 km and 0.003 m/sec (Io). The planetary radius will be taken as 3, 385
kin, and the Mars gravitational parameter as 42,977.8 km3/sec Z.
Z. 2. 12 Landed Capsule Surface Mission Lifetime
The surface mission lifetime for the various launch opportunities are as
follows:
1971 mission -- at least one day
1973 mission -- l to 6 months
1975 mission -- approximately 6 months
2. 2. 13 Landing Site
The Landed Capsule should be landed {including dispersions) at a Mars
latitude which is within 30 degrees of the sub-Earth point for preliminary
-16-
consideration. Nominally, landing should occur to allow direct link com-
munications in an area which is a circle of 500-km radius (3o).
2. 2. 14 Structures
A s_hell concept capable of carrying variable size payloads shall be used in
the design. Weight estimates shall be confirmed by a detailed layout of the
design. Flight Capsule exterior profile shall be defined as the structural
shape.
-17-
3.0 SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
3. 1 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The 1971 flight capsule is capable of completely independent space flight from
the point of separation from the flight spacecraft, on the approach trajectory,
through ballistic entry and parachute descent in the Martian atmosphere to sur-
vival on the planet surface for at least one day. The scientific payload includes
instruments to determine the character of the Martian atmosphere and to grossly
define the planetary surface.
The Z500-pound flight capsule, as part of the planetary vehicle, is launched on
a Saturn SiB/Centaur Launch Vehicle and transported in a semi-passive state
to the vicinity of Mars. It is controlled and monitored by the flight spacecraft
which provides all the necessary housekeeping services during interplanetary
transfer.
The flight capsule separates from the flight spacecraft iZ days prior to flight
spacecraft orbital injection. A small velocity increment is applied to the
flight capsule after separation to achieve a Mars impact trajectory and to pro-
vide sufficient lead time prior to flight spacecraft orbital injection to accommo-
date relay communications during entry and descent. The timing of the separa-
tion event provides flight capsule entry, parachute descent, and impact in view
of the DSIF station" at Goldstone, California. Active attitude control is employed
after separation to maneuver the flight capsule to the proper thrusting attitude
and to provide thrust vector control during engine firing. Immediately after
the application of velocity increment the flight capsule is spun up to i0 rpm for
attitude control through entry, and the ACS Electronics and Propulsion Assembly
is jettisoned.
The 1850-pound blunted-cone entry vehicle has an M/CDA of 0.20 slug/ft 2 and
is constructed with beryllium face sheet-stainless steel core honeycomb struc-
ture and cork silicate heat shield.
The entry vehicle structure is of a multi-mission design capable of entry
velocities up to 23, 800 ft/sec and entry angles from -20 to -90 degrees in the
model Z or model 3 atmospheres at M/CDA.'s from 0. 15 to 0.48 slug/ft 2. How-
ever, the actual range of entry angles for the 1971 mission is more restricted,
shallower than -52 degrees, because an M/CDA of at least 0.20 slugs/per
square foot was required to realize significant Landed Capsule payload. An
M/CDA of less than 0. 15 slug/ft 2 is necessary to achieve the desired parachute
deployment altitude and Mach number conditions in the Model 3 atmosphere at
an entry angle of -90 degrees. The increased M/CDA results in a reduction in
the allowable range of entry angles (see Section 5.7). The heat shield is
accordingly designed for the reduced requirements of the 1971 mission. A
-18-
single subsonic parachute is deployed in a reefed condition at Mach 1.3 about
19,000-feet altitude and disreefed at 16,000 feet in the terminal descent model
atmosphere; higher deployment altitudes obtained in the more dense atmos-
pheres. An oblate spheroid landed capsule, protected by a foam-filled fiber-
glass honeycomb crushable material impact attenuator, lands on the planet
surface. Direct and relay link communications are used to provide functional
redundancy for data return. Relay communications is prime during entry and
parachute descent. Direct communications to Earth is used after landing.
The data from entry is transmitted over the direct link after impact. The sys-
tern is powered by sterilizable nickel cadmium batteries.
Analysis of the flight capsule design shows a predicted reliability of 0. Z78.
Reliability goals for each subsystem were determined to increase the flight
capsule reliability to 0. 51, consistent with overall mission goals. These pre-
dictions and goals are shown in Table III.
3.2 DESIGN DESCRIPTION
Two designs are presented in this section. The reference design is the Blunted-
Cone Entry Shell - Oblate Spheroid Landed Capsule. An alternate design is the
Blunted-Cone Entry Shell - Flotation Sphere Landed Capsule.
3. Z. 1 Reference Design
The subsystem characteristics are summarized in detail in Section 4.0.
This section presents the design integration of these subsystems in terms
of detailed inboard profiles of the reference design in both the launch and
entry configuration. An inboard profile is also presented for the Oblate
Spheroid landed capsule. These inboard profiles are presented in Figures
10 through 13.
The design consists of several major assemblies; sterilization canister,
AV propulsion and ACS electronics, Flight Capsule/Flight Spacecraft
Adapter, Suspended Capsule Structure, Entry Shell, and Landed Capsule.
This grouping of assemblies is dictated by the flight operational sequence
of the flight capsule from prespacecraft separation to post-impact surface
operation. This is presented in Section B. 3, Figure 16.
3. Z. 1. 1 Sterilization Canister
The sterilization canister performs two vital functions. The first
is to isolate all items to be landed on Mars, from the presence of
viable strains of Earth organisms (a biological barrier). The
second function is to help control the internal temperature of the
flight capsule during transfer from Earth to near encounter with
Mars.
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The lid and the base have turned rims at their outermost diameters.
These rims are welded together as the final step of assembly just
prior to exposing the flight capsule to the sterilization heat cycle.
Also at this time, the electrical connector to the ignitor circuit for
the flexible linear-shaped charge, is mated with that from the safing
and ignition circuit in the base.
Pads are bonded to the lid section to provide separation between the
canister lid and the entry shell. Investigation into the pad composition
is required to assure compatibility with the requirements of non-
adherence and non-damage to the heat shield surface during launch
vibration.
A pressurization subsystem is included in the sterilization canister
and is attached to the base section. The purpose of this subsystem is
to maintain a higher internal pressure than the external ambient
pressure (-_ 1 psi), so an outflow of gases at minute leaks, will pre-
clude the entrance of micro-organisms.
The subsystem consists of a 1 Z-inch diameter tank and regulator
valve that senses the differential between the internal canister pres-
sure and the ambient pressure. Maintenance of the necessary inter-
hal differential pressure is accomplished by the pressure regulator
feed from the storage tank.
In addition to the pressure tank and regulator, a fill line and shutoff
valve, and a pressure relief valve with a microfilter, are incor-
porated in the system. The fill line is only used after the steriliza-
tion cycle to refill the internal tank from another tank that also ex-
periences the same cycle. The relief valve is required to bleed off
overpressure during the launch phase of the mission.
3. Z. 1.2 AV Propulsion and ACS Electronics
In order to increase the usable entry vehicle weight it became desir-
able to jettison as much of the flight capsule weight as possible prior
to atmospheric entry. One subsystem that could be jettisoned was the
AV rocket case and the ACS electronics-gyro package. These two
subsystems are mounted in one package, since both are utilized at ap-
proximately the same time and have completed their function soon
after flight dpacecraft separation. As presented in Figure 10, the
hV rocket is a spherical, solid propellant (Thiokol No. TE-M-345
modified) with thrust termination by nozzle deployment. For reasons
of available space, separation simplicity and gyro requirements, it is
desirable to make the jettisoned package as compact as possible.
Therefore the ACS electronics and gyros are mounted around the AV
-Z3-
rocket as shown in detail B, Figure 10. Also shown in this detail is
the separation mechanism. It consists of clamps (similar to the Mar-
montype) and a restraining cable {Reference detail D). The restrain-
ing cable holds the clamps (located in four places equally spaced) in
place and is severed by cable cutters to release the clanlps. The
cable cutters are located in two places; either one can release the
system. Separation of the package is accomplished by two springs
diametrically opposite each other. These springs will push the pack-
age away from the separated vehicles at i. 5 ft/sec.
3. Z. I. 3 Flight Capsule/Flight Spacecraft Adapter
This assembly forms the major load path, mounting and separation
technique for the complete flight capsule. The assembly is divided
by the sterilization canister forming two sections; an aft section,
where the mounting ring to the spacecraft is located, as well as the
backup flight capsule separation system, and a forward section where
the main separated vehicle separation system and mounting interface
is located. Both sections are conical monocoque structures with sim-
ple end rings. A detail of the ball-lock separation mechanism is
shown in detail C of Figure i0. Four of these mechanisms (all mani-
folded together) are used to release the separated vehicle from the
flight spacecraft. Eight coil springs, paired at each ball lock, push
the separated vehicle away from the spacecraft at I. 5 ft/sec. The
coil sprir_gs are matched at assembly, such that they are of equal
force to reduce possible tipoff errors. Each spring is completely en-
cased in a cylinder to stabilize the spring and to provide a controlled
guide during separation.
3. Z. i. 4 Suspended Capsule Structure
This portion of the flight capsule forms the primary structural ele-
ment, in that it, encapsulates and supports the landed capsule during
entry and during parachute descent, provides the major load path
system for the entry shell and landed capsule during launch, provides
the mounting surface for most of the external payload, parachute
package and _V propulsion and ACS electronics package, and pro-
vides the separation system interface between the entry shell, landed
capsule, tether and Avpropulsion packages. The details of this struc-
ture are illustrated in Figure 11. It consists of eight straight radial
beams (aluminum channels) running out from the Av propulsion inter-
face to the entry shell interface. The entry shell separation mecha-
nism, consisting of ball lock release mechanisms manifolded together
with two gas generators (either of which will activate the system), is
located at this interface. This system is initiated by a rnicroswitch
triggered by a load cell mounted in the parachute riser line. When
the load in the parachute (in the reefed condition) riser line just
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The entry structure employedin this design is a bondedberyllium
face sheet-stainless steel core {honeycomb)sandwich shell. The
selection resulted from a parametric tradeoff study which indicated
that significant weight savings (,,,30 to 40percent} could be obtained
by using this type of construction over all stainless steel or aluminum
honeycomb. The details of the shell design are illustrated in Figure
12.
Due to the limitation of beryllium sheet size (,'_36 inches by 100
inches} the structure is made from 18 equal sized radial gores {indi-
cated as B and D in Figure 12). Panels consisting of three sections
are fabricated at one time. These panels consist of six (three on
each side} beryllium face sheet gores, four beryllium splice plates
{see Section A-A), the stainless steel core and two tapered beryllium
doublers (see Section G-G}. This complete panel assembly is then
bonded together to form one-sixth of the completed structure. All
of the panels are welded together, as shown in Section A-A, to form
the conical section of the shell (i. e., without spherical cap). A
spherical cap section is then bonded together with two stainless steel
ring weldments (i. e. , inside and outside similar to Section A-A).
This cap is then welded to the cone section along with a stainless steel
closeout ring {reference Section E-E} to form the basic structure.
The final operation is the attachment of the beryllium ring sections,
as shown in Section E-E and Section G-G. The first set of rings is
made UlX of extruded angles and flat web sections riveted together.
This set of rings is then bonded to the honeycomb shell and the stain-
less steel closeout ring. The second ring is the suspended capsule
structure mounting ring. This ring is an extruded angle and is bolted
to the shell at preselected locations where beryllium plugs are
bonded in place. *
The face sheet thickness is held constant over the complete structure
(0. 025 in the cone section and 0. 020 in the spherical cap) thus elimi-
nating the necessity of chem-milling tapered face sheets and local
doublers (all doublers are bonded in place) which simplifies fabrica-
tion and reduces cost. The core of 0.60 inch in depth is held constant
throughout the complete shell. However, the density of the core
is varied to strengthen local stress areas such as splice and weld
joints.
*The fabrication techniques present in this paragraph are very similar to the techniques that would be employed in the
fabrication of aluminum honeycomb, except that aluminum weldments would be utilized. Stainless steel honeycomb is
also similar except that brazing would be used instead of bonding.
-Z9-
The final component that is included as part of the entry shell is the
landed capsule bearing pad. This pad is the major load path of the
landed capsule to the entry shell during the high entry decelerations.
The large area is required due to the low bearing strength of the
landed capsule impact attenuator which is made of foam plastic (most
likely polyurathane) formed to the oblate spheroid contour.
The reaction control system, the spin and despin systems and some
of the external science instrumentation are mounted to the entry
shell. All of the reaction control systems (nozzles, tanks, etc.)
are mounted on the entry shell in the area of the end closeout ring
assembly. The base ring supports and forms the mounting pad for
these systems as illustrated in Figure ii in the end view.
The reaction control system consists of four sets of three-axis noz-
zles (one set in each quadrant) and two sets of cold gas tanks and
regulators, one set for each two sets of nozzles, forming two com-
plete systems. The system has the capability of pure couple reac-
tions but is redundant, in that there are two completely independent
systems, such that if one set is inoperative, the other set will pro-
vide the reaction capability. The nozzles in the pitch and yaw direc-
tion protrude through the entry shell because the available space in
the dynamic ascent shroud envelope would not allow the nozzles to
be mounted on the outside rim of the entry shell.
The spin and despin rocket motors are also mounted in the same
area as the reaction control system. Ten spin rockets are provided
in two groups, one group is used under normal operational sequence
(i.e., 10 rpm spin stabilization after AV thrusting) and the other
group to spin the Separated Vehicle up to 50 rpm in case of an ACS
failure before separation. In the second case a third group of eight
despin rocket motors are required to despin back down to i0 rpm
early in entry.
Located in the nose section of the blunt cone entry shell is the radio-
meter quartz window which is utilized during the peak entry heating
pulse. Around the quartz window is a beryllium heat sink plug to
keep products of ablation away from the window. Details of this
window along with an alternate approach are shown in Figure 1 i.
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deployment utilize telescoping tubes that are gas-pressure actuated.
Other mechanisms such as springs, and electric motors, have been
investigated and found inadequate. Each of the telescoping mechanisms
uses a plastic foam sabot around the instruments to protect them from
the high g-loads at impact. The determination of which side of the
capsule is up after it has come to rest for instruznent deployment is
made by a gravity-sensing mercury switch. The internal structure
is Z4 inches high by 40.8 inches in diameter. It is constructed of
aluminum honeycomb panels with stiffeners at jointing points and at
instrument mounting locations (reference details D and E). The unit
is of modular construction with the instruments mounted in radial bay
sections that are connected to a main umbilical. The units are then
bolted together making one assembly.
This type of construction was developed to facilitate assembly, in
that certain modules would contain a selected grouping of equipment
such that it could be checked out as an entity. Hence, checkout time
during manufacturing assembly is kept to a minimum.
Mo'_nted _.n the center of each face of the landed capsule S-band V-
horn antennas. These antennas are fed by a coaxial cable in the
c ente r.
The main umbilical line from the landed capsule support structure is
in the outer periphery of the impact attenuator. The cable is fed
through one bay into the central section of the landed capsule where
it picks up the various bays of equipment modules. At separation
from the support structure, this cable is cut by a cable cutter to
terminate electrical contact with the external payload while on the
tether.
In addition to the required crushable impact material as discussed
previously a thin layer (,_I inch) of balsa wood is used around the
internal structure to protect the landed payload from sharp rocks or
surface hazards.
3.2. Z "Alternate Design - Flotation Sphere Landed Capsule
Due to the particular advantages of the flotation sphere landed capsule
design, primarily its greater efficiency in delivering a given payload, an
alternate conceptual design was developed. This design utilizes the blunted-
cone entry shell configuration and the flotation sphere landed capsule.
O -33-
3.2.2. I Modifications to Entry Shell Design
The only modifications in the blunted-cone-flotation sphere other than
the landed capsule itself, are the suspended capsule structure and the
VHF relay antenna location. The significant difference between the
oblate spheroid and spherical landed capsule is the relative size. As
can be seen in Figure 14, the sphere is somewhat smaller and fits
much more compactly in the entry shell (i. e., it sets forward pro-
ducing a more favorable c.g. location). This then moves the entry
shell mounting ring into a smaller diameter, thus reducing the landed
capsule support structure weight and the afterbody size and weight.
The modification to the suspended capsule structure is shown in
Figure 14 details D and E. The modification consists of straightening
out the load path system from the entry shell to the flight spacecraft
adapter intersection to form a cylindrical shell section, instead of the
eight radial beams presented in the previous design. It is not clear
which is the better approach at present and only rather detailed
structural analysis will verify the correct approach. This modifica-
tion also affected the location of the mounting ring. The mounting
ring location on this design is a 58-inch diameter whereas the
mounting ring in the reference design is a 120-inch diameter. As
noted previously, this smaller diameter reduces the mounting ring
weight, however, the shell weight probably increases due to the
smaller area on which the landed capsule loads are reacted by the
entry shell (i.e., a higher concentration of loads). This is particu-
larly true of the multi-mission structure for which both shells are
designed to hold a 4500-pound entry vehicle. For that mission the
loads are reacted as a line load at the mounting ring. It is obvious
from the shell standpoint that the further out the mounting ring is,
for the 4500-pound entry vehicle loading condition, the better off the
shellwill be. If the shellwere designed only for the 1971 mission it
may prove more advantageous to move the mounting ring in as far
possible. More tradeoff studies are required to substantiate this
conclusion.
THe other significant difference in this design approach over the
reference design is the use of the VHF antenna within the landed
capsule for all communication links (i.e., from post-separation to
post-impact). This implies that all structural and miscellaneous
components aft of the antenna should be dielectric material, such
that they will not interfere with the antenna pattern. Hence, all
structures, such as the AV propulsion support, afterbody (including
heat shield), etc. must be fabricated from fiberglass or similar
materials. Preliminary analysis of the heat shield requirements for
the afterbody indicated that Teflon will be required, and will weigh
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10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
clamps securing the attitude control electronics AV rocket case and
support. The support, with the electronics and the rocket case are
then ejected by a spring force. With the discarding of the ACS AV
rocket support, the separated vehicle is trimmed of all excess weight
and becomes an entry vehicle committed to a set ballistic entry tra-
j ectory.
The entry vehicle enters the planet atmosphere.
At appro_-A-'z_-.ate!y 21, 000 feet +_he cover of the _rm_rachute container is
ejected and the pilot chute mortar is fired. The pilot chute is pro-
pelled at an angle rearward to take it outside the vehicle wake.
The pilot parachute pulis the parachute cover and the parachute out of
the container and into the airstream. The cover is released from the
parachute as the end of the riser lines are reached allowing the cover
and the pilot parachute to be discarded. At this time the main chute is
in a reefed position.
The shock as the reefed parachute reaches the end of the riser line
produces a high loading pulse Lhat peaks suddenly then reduces to a
nominal value and finally to the terminal velocity value. As the
loading passes the peak value, any vehicle perturbations produced by
the opening tend to vanish. At this time the entry shell ball locks are
activated'and the entry shell is separated from the suspended capsule.
At approximately 15, 000 feet the reefing lines are cut and the main
parachute opens to its full size[
Atmosphere sampling will be continued throughout the entire entry
phase. However, at about 500-feet altitude the radar altimeter will
signal for the electrical disconnect of the landed capsule and also for
the severence of the cable holding the capsule sling. This will allow
the capsule to drop to the end of a 20-foot tether.
Upon striking the surface, the internal accelerometers signal the
tethering explosive bolt disconnect, thus propelling the tether assembly
from the vicinity of the landed capsule.
The accelerometers sense the static condition of the landed capsule
when it comes to rest, and the initiation of the explosives discard
selected segments of the impact attenuator material from the capsule.
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16. The final action is the deployment of the instrumentation. On the
oblate spheroid the holes through the structure are opened on ejection of
the impact attenuation material by explosive sheets and the signal is
immediately initiated to deploy the instruments. Three groups of instruments
are deployed by telescoping deployment mechanisms actuated by a gas
generator.
In case of an indication of attitude control failure prior to separation of the
separated vehicle from the flight spacecraft, the procedure can be changed as
follow s :
i. From the cruise mode attitude, the sterilization canister lid is
separated from the canister.
2. The flight spacecraft is reoriented to the proper thrust application angle.
3. The separated vehicle is separated from the flight spacecraft.
4. Immediately, the separated vehicle is spun up to 50 rpm.
5. The AV rocket is fired.
6. The AV rocket/attitude control electronics is ejected.
7. The separated vehicle is de-spun to approximately i0 rpm.
The remaining steps from entry to instrument deployment, are the same as
the nonfailure mode steps.
3.4 WEIGHT AND BALANCE
Included in this section are the weight and balance summaries of the reference
and alternate Mars Probe/Lander designs. The weights presented are the
outcome of detail design layout described in the previous sections, tradeoff
studies and landed capsule synthesis derived in Section 6.0 of this book.
3.4.1 Oblate Spheroid Landed Capsule Design
Presented in Table IV is the weight summary of the reference design. The
breakdown starts with the complete flight capsule weight of 2500 pounds
(limit defined by study ground rules) and proceeds to remove the various
major subsystem weights to arrive at the next system weight category.
This method of weight summary is in concurrence with the operational
sequence discussed previously. The 2500-pound weight limit on the flight
capsule limits the entry vehicle weight to 1850 pounds due to the fixed
weights of the sterilization canister and propulsion units. An M/CDA of
-4Z-
0.20 slug/ft 2 is required to obtain the entry and landing mission objectives.
Most of the weights presented on Table IV are calculated from given sub-
system characteristics generated from preliminary analysis. Only the
electrical connectors, thermal control coating weights were estimated
since they depend on rather detailed designs.
Table V gives the detail weight breakdown for the entry shell primary
structure, heat shield, and afterbody.
In the primary structure weight breakdown the landed capsule mounting
ring and bearing pad weights are included. These weights are included
to indicate the total entry shell structural weight that is separated at
parachute deployment. A contingency factor of 15 percent has been included
in the entry shell primary structure to account for miscellaneous brackets
and fittings, that cannot be determined in a conceptual design. Included
in the heat shield weight breakdown is the heat shield on the aft side of the
entry shell from the base ring to the suspended capsule mounting ring
(secondary heat shield). A.fterbody refers to the enclosure (heat shield
and structure) over the suspended capsule in this design the short truncated
cone running between the suspended capsule mounting ring to the AV propulsion
tiedown.
Tables VI and VII give the weight breakdown for the instrumentation, tele-
communications and power respectively for the weight summary presented
in Table IV. The instrumentation weight breakdown as presented in Table
VI is the recommended instrumentation list to accomplish the required
mission objective.
Those instruments marked with adouble asterisk on this list were removed
from the reference design, along with their portion of the cabling and
bracketing weight in order to meet the required weight allocation of the
landed capsule as indicated in the weight summary (see Section 6.3).
These instruments, however, were included in the alternate design where
the flotation sphere landed concept was used.
Similarly that equipment marked with an asterisk on Table VII which repre-
sents the relay link equipment for the landed capsule telecommunications,
were also removed from the reference design in order to meet the weight
restrictions. Again, these equipment were included in the alternate design.
A contingency factor of 25 percent was applied to the suspended and
landed capsule instrumentation, telecommunication, and power weights
to account for unknown factors that could not be predicted in a concep-
tual design. The structure of the landed capsule was estimated as 35
percent of the internal weight less the thermal control weight which is
an estimated value.
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TABLE IV
FLIGHT CAPSULE WEIGHT SUMMARY
OBLATE SPHEROID LANDED CAPSULE
Weight c.g. *
(pounds) (inches)
2500.0 42.2Flight Capsule
FC-FS adapter
Sterile canister
Electrical and mechanical connectors
I00.0
366.9
50.0
Separated Vehicle
h V propulsion
ACS electronics
Spin propellant
Propulsion supports
Miscellaneous
Entry Vehicle
Entry shell heat shield
Entry shell structure
Thermal control
ACS nozzles, tanks, etc.
Spin rockets and supports
98.5
I0.0
Z.I
I0.0
12.5
290.0
451. Z
25.0
69.3
i0.0
Electrical and mechanical connectors
Contingency
Suspended Capsule
Instrumentation
Telecommunications
P owe r
Miscellaneous
Contingency (25 percent on above)
Parachute
Structure
Afterbody heat shield
Landed Capsule
Impact attenuator
Electrical and mechanical connectors
Internal WeiGht
Instrumentation
Telecommunications
Power
Miscellaneous
Contigency (25 percent on above)
Thermal control
Structure
55.5
23.0
35.3
20.6
33.0
4.6
23. 1
74.0
120.0
21.0
215.0
15.5
48. 0
98.7
70. 1
2.0
54. 7
15.0
76.0
1983. 1
1850.0
9Z6.0
595.0
364.5
38.0
35.6
41.6
32.0
Ixx (slug/ft 2 lyy
1259. 1 861.3
809.5 561.6
808.9 526.3
139.3 140.7
39.3 39.3
*Note: Center of gravity (c. g.) is from entry shell nose
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TABLE V
ENTRY SHELL WEIGHT BREAKDOWN
Primary Structure
Base ring
Beryllium face sheets
Stainless steel core
Stainless steel weldments
Beryllium splice plates
Epoxy bond
Contingency (at 15 percent)
Beryllium mounting rings
Foam bearing pad - Landed Capsule
Heat Shield
Cork primary he_'shield
Epoxy bond
Cork secondary heat shield (t = 0.125inch)
Epoxy bond
Cork heat shield (t = 0.125 inch)
Bond
Afterbody
total
total
total
Weights (pounds)
61.4
102. 5
63. 5
25.3
35.5
26. 0
50. 0
47. 0
40. 0
451.2
213.0
27.0
41.5
8.5
290. 0
16.5
4.5
21.0
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TABLE VI
INSTI_UMENTATION WEIGHT BREAKDOWN
Science Payload External
**Trapped radiation (I)
Pressure (Z)
Temperature (2)
* ;:-"I_F probe
Acoustic den sitometer
Mass spectrometer
Gas chromatograph
Radar altimeter
Radiometer
Beta scatter
C able s
Brackets
Science Payload Internal
*Accele rometer (3)
**Impact accelerometer (3)
Gas chromatograph
Water detector
Pressure (2)
Atmospheric temperature (2)
Acoustic densitometer (2)
Cosmic radiation (2)
Surface radiation (2)
**Hot wire anemometer (2)
Force anemometer (2)
Microphone (Z)
$'*Penetromete r (2)
Surface temperature (4)
Alpha scatter (2)
C able s
Brackets
total
Weight
(pounds)
2.2
0.6
0.6
1.3
3.0
8.0
4.8
8.0
2. Z5
0.8
5.0
3. 85
40. 4
1.8
1.0
4.8
0.5
0.6
0.6
3.0
4.4
4.0
1.0
4.0
1.0
2.0
l.Z
1.4
19.0
7.4
total 57. 7
*Accelerometers are part of the descent and entry instrumentation.
However, they are contained inside the Landed Capsule since they
must be near the Entry Vehicle center of gravity.
**These instruments are removed for reference design but are
included in alternate design.
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TABLE VII
TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND POWER WEIGHT BREAKDOWN
SUSPENDED CAPSULE
Telecommunications
Data handling and telemetry
C abl in g
Power conditioning
Brackets and mounting hardware
Relay antenna
Relay transmitter { 1)
Miscellaneous RF relay
Command receiver antenna
Power
Batteries
LANDED CAPSULE
Telecommunications
Direct antenna (2)
-_Relay antenna (2)
Direct transmitter (2)
Miscellaneous RF hardware direct
RF power supply direct
*Relay transmitter (1)
_Miscellaneous RF components relay
Command receiver/decoder (2)
Central control and sequencer
Data automation equipment
Telemetry system
Storage
Cables
Power conditioning
Brackets and mounting hardware
D ia gno s tic monitor s
Engineering data transducers
Power
total
total
Weight
{pounds}
5.0
5.0
2.0
1.0
2.5
3.0
2.0
0.1
20.6
-)-)
-_-). 6
2.5
5.0
12.0
5.0
3.5
3.0
2.0
5.0
9.6
5.5
3.0
2.0
22.0
12.0
9.7
4.0
4.0
108.7
Batteries 70. 1
_These items are removed for the reference design but are included in the
alternate design
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3.4. Z Flotation Sphere Landed Capsule Design
As discussed in Section 3.2, the only changes in the alternate design
from the reference design are the landed capsule configuration, the
suspended capsule structure, and the VHF relay antenna location. The
weight breakdown of the alternate design is exactly the same as the reference
design down to the suspended capsule weight category as presented in
Table IV. Table VIII presents the alternate design flight capsule weight
breakdown. The basic changes in weight occur primarily in the instrumen-
tation, power and impact attenuator of the landed capsule. The instrumen-
tation weight breakdown as presented in Table VIwas used except that
only one each of the following deployable instruments is required in the
flotation sphere concept where vertical direction is assured:
• Acoustic Densitometer
• Cosmic Radiation
• Surface Radiation
• Hot-Wire Anemometer
• Force Anemometer
• Microphone
• Penetrometer
• Surface Temperature
• Alpha Scatter
The reduction in the number of instruments and the number of communi-
cations antennas, along with a higher gain antenna permit a reduction in
battery weight. This, together with the higher efficiency of the flotation
sphere landed capsule shape, resulted in alarge reduction in attenuator
weight. The total landed capsule weight is reduced from 595 pounds to
57Z pounds, thus allowing more instrumentation and power capability
on the suspended capsule as indicated in the weight summary. The
contingency on the entry vehicle weight was also increased by 10 pounds.
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TABLE Vlll
FLIGHT CAPSULE WEIGHT SUMMARY
FLOTATION SPHERE LANDED CAPSULE
Flight Capsule
FC-FS Adapter
Elect. and Mech. Connectors
Sterilize Canister
Seperated Vehicle
A V Propulsion
ACS Electronics
Spin Propellant
Propulsion Supports
Misc.
Entry Vehicle
Entry Shell Heat Shield
Entry Shell Structure
The r m_l Control
ACS Nozzle, Tanks, etc.
Spin Rockets and Supports
Elect. and Mech. Connectors
Contingency
Suspended Capsule
Instrumentation
Telecommunications
Power
Miscellaneous
Contingency (25% on above)
Parachute
Structure
Afterbody Heat Shield
Landed Capsule
Impact Attenuator
Elect. and Mech. Connectors
Internal Weight
Instrumentation
Telecommunications
Power
Miscellaneous
Contingency (25% on above)
Thermal Control
Structure
100.0
50.0
366.9
98.5
I0.0
2.i
I0.0
12.5
290.0
451.2
3= 0L_j,
69.3
I0.0
55.5
33.0
40.4
20.6
37.5
4.0
26.0
74.0
120.0
21.0
186.9
15.5
46.7
98.7
63.0
2.0
52.6
15.0
92.1
2 500.0
1983.1
1850.0
916.0
572.5
370.1
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4. 0 SUBSYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
4. i COMMAND AND PROGRAMMING
4. I. 1 Objectives and Requirements
The Central Computer and Sequencer (CC&S) Subsystem performs timing,
sequencing and associated computational functions for the flight capsule.
Computations are performed to solve equations involving time, acceleration
and altitude. A master time base is provided for use in all computations
and sequences. The initiation of all events in appropriate order is pro-
vided by properly timed outputs to other subsystems.
There are four sequences to be controlled. These may be characterized
by the mission phases associated with them. They are the separation,
cruise, entry-descent, and landed sequences. These sequences are initi-
ated in one of two ways: by a time-determined signal (for example, a
signal from the cruise sequence} or by the occurrence of a non-timed
event (for example, the indication by the radar altimeter that a certain
altitude has been reached}. The cruise sequence is initiated by MOS com-
mand through the flight spacecraft CC&S. The separation and entry-descent
sequences are initiated by the cruise sequence. The landed sequence is
initiated by an accelerometer at impact.
4, I.Z Subsystem Mechanization
Two separate CCg_S subsystems comprise the overall Central Computer
and Sequencer. The first subsystem, used from preseparation to impact,
is located outside the flight capsule. The other subsystem, inside the
flight capsule, is employed from impact through the end of the mission.
4. I.Z. 1 External CC_S Functional Description
The external CC_S provides timing and sequencing services for the
flight capsule subsystems from before separation to impact. This
CC&S initiates flight capsule events in three different sequences as
follows :
I. Separation Sequence -- The separation sequence controls all
flight capsule events from Z40 minutes before separation to 15 minutes
after separation. During this time, the external CC&S initiates pre-
separation checkout (external mode i} and separation. The events
initiated are as follows:
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Apply test voltage to ACS and gyros
Turn FC systems on
Turn all FC systems off (except ACS and gyros)
Transmit FC direct link via FS
Turn off FC direct link via FS
Actuate external mode 1 (preseparation checkout)
Start postseparation timers No. 1 and No. 2
Initiate FC AV maneuver
Terminate AV propulsion
initiate FC attitude control n_aneuver
Jettison propulsion structure
Z. Cruise Sequence -- The cruise sequence controls all flight
capsule events during the cruise phase after separation. During this
time, external mode Z (postseparation checkout) is initiated once each
day. Except for those times during which it is operating in external
mode Z, the CC&S operates the flight capsule in external mode 5, a
standby mode.
3. Entry-Descent Sequence -- The entry-descent sequence con-
trols all flight capsule events from 5 minutes before entry to impact.
During this time the following major events are initiated by the ex-
ternal CC&S:
Start External Mode 2 (pre-entry checkout)
Start External Mode 3 (entry data storage)
Start External Mode 4 (entry-descent data transmission)
Arm entry and landed pyrotechnics
Deploy reefed parachute
Disreef parachute
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Deploy science probes
Tether Lander Capsule
Figure 17shows a functional block diagram of the external CC&S.
This figure showsboth primary andbackup sources of initiation sig-
nals, and the major events initiated for each phase of the mission
controlled by the external CC&S. The external CC&Scontains the
following major items:
Master timer
Cruise sequencer matrix
Separation sequencer matrix
Entry-descent comparison circuits
4. l.Z. Z Internal CC&SFunctional Description
The internal CC&Sprovides timing and sequencingservices for the
flight capsule subsystems from impact through the end of the mission.
It initiates flight capsule events in a single sequence, called the landed
sequence, which starts when the payload is tethered and ends with the
end of the mission. During this period, the following events are
initiated by the internal CC&S.
Energize internal mode l (impact data storage)
Jettison chute and external payload
Terminate direct link transmission
Jettison impact attenuator
Deploy cosmic radiation detector, and atmospheric temperature
probe
Surface radiation detector
Deploy alpha scatter and surface temperature detectors
Deploy anemometer and microphone
Energize internal mode Z {direct link transmission)
Terminate direct link transmission
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Figure 18 is a functional block diagram of the internal CC&S subsystem.
This figure shows both primary and backup initiation signal sources and
the major events initiated by the internal CC&S. The internal CC&S
contains a master timer and a post impact sequencer matrix.
It is desirable for all sequences to be initiated by functionally redun-
dant signals. However, during certain times, functionally redundant
initiation is not possible (such as during portions of the post-impact
science mission). In such cases, redundancy is obtained through
direct link command from Earth whenever possible; this capability
exists only during the portion of the Martian day when there is mutual
visibility. Further redundancy is obtained by using block-redundant
master timers in both CC&S subsystems.
4. 2 SCIENTIFIC AND ENGINEERING INSTRUMENTATION
4.2. 1 Objectives and Requirements
The mission objectives specified by the Langley Research Center (LRC)
were to provide data necessary for the design of future flight capsules
(engineering objectives) and to provide the data necessary for the design
of future experiments which would definitively elucidate the nature of the
planet Mars, including its biological, geological, and meteorological
phenomena both past and present (scientific objectives). The scientific
and engineering instruments were selected to meet these objectives. The
primary goal of the payload selection task was to approximate as closely
as possible the actual payload which the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration in concert with the scientific community would choose.
The actual method of payload selection and the experiments which were
considered are given in Volume V, Book 4, Sections Z. 3 and Z. 4.
The most important objective of the scientific and engineering instrumen-
tation is the measurement of the Martian atmospheric density profile.
Knowledge of this profile will allow the design of future entry vehicles
which do not include large design contingencies for atmospheric density
uncertainties. A second important objective is the determination of the
wind velocity spectrum near the surface. This information is essential
for the design of hard landers which utilize parachutes for their terminal
descent phase. Although knowledge of the density profile will allow the
design of parachute systems which will reduce the vertical velocity com-
ponent to acceptable levels, unless the horizontal (wind induced) component
is known very conservative design of the impact attenuation system will be
necessary. The need for wind velocities is less critical for the design of
soft landers which utilize retropropulsion systems for the terminal descent
phase. The basic capabilities of these systems must be so large that the
added cost of the propulsion to counter even the most severe winds is not
-54-
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very significant. An additional requirement for wind velocity data comes
from the landed capsule and its projected lifetime. If landed mission
durations of the order of weeks or months are planned, then the probability
of damage to sensitive components or even burial of the entire capsule by
windblown sand must be evaluated, and possible countermeasures planned.
The third most important objective is the definition of the nature of the
Martian surface, i.e., its bearing strength, hardness, and large-and
small-scale contours. These data are essential for the design of landed
capsules. A fourth objective is to obtain information which will allow the
formulation of definitive life detection and characterization experiments.
This may be accomplished by describing the near-surface environment in
which such organisms are most likely to be found. The aspects of this
environment which are of the most interest include surface and atmospheric
chemical composition and temperature, radiation (both electromagnetic
and particulate), and surface physical properties. Almost all of these
aspects are also useful in the engineering design of future missions.
Additional lower ranked objectives of geophysical interest include the
characterization of the ionosphere, the magnetosphere, and the planetary
interior.
Certain basic ground rules were imposed on the payload studies by LRC.
Television, either during the entry, parachute descent, or landed phases
was not to be considered for the 1971 mission. Similarly, active biological
experiments, i.e., experiments seeking to detect Martian life forms by
measuring growth or processes associated with metabolism were to be
excluded from consideration. Chemical composition experiments were
not, however, to be excluded. A mobile lander was not to be considered.
This was understood to mean that, while roving vehicles which might leave
the lander to obtain samples were beyond the scope of the study, simple
sample collecting devices were allowable. The payload instrumentation
was, of course, also required to withstand the various environments to be
encountered during the mission, e.g., the sterilization qualification test,
the 500- to 1000-g impact shock, and the lower amplitude but longer
duration entry deceleration. Finally, the selected instrumentation had to
have a development status such that it would be available for the mission.
This was defined as being available for test in prototype form by I Septem-
ber 1966, based on accelerated development programs initiated in late 1965.
4. Z.Z Subsystem Design
From the objectives and requirements discussed in the previous section
and from studies of possible experiments, their interface requirements,
and their performance, a scientific and engineering instrumentation pay-
load has been developed. The payload actually consists of two physically
separate systems, one system which is (with the exception of the acceler-
ometers) located external to the landed capsule, for entry and parachute
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tdescent measurements, and a second system which is located wholly
within the landed capsule, for postlanding measurements. It should be
noted that, although the experiments themselves are fairly rigidly separ-
ated, many of the experiment support functions, particularly communica-
tions and power, are much less sharply divided by the walls of the landed
capsule. The selected instruments and some of their requirements are
listed in Tables IX and X. The instruments in these tables are listed in
order of decreasing priority. As the flight capsule design evolved (par-
ticularly as the oblate spheroidal landed capsule was selected), it became
apparent that all of the experiments could not be carried because of weight
were not included in the reference design. These deletions have eliminated
from the payload experiments which will provide data on the physical
nature of the Martian surface. Recent reevaluations of the need for such
data have indicated a greater requirement than was originally recognized.
In any further work on this mission concept it is recommended that serious
consideration be given to the inclusion of the penetrometer experiment at
the expense, if necessary, of the landed acoustic densitometer.
These tables show that certain instruments are duplicated in the two
systems. That is, there are two gas chromatographs, one in the suspended
payload and one _dthin the landed capsule. This situation also prevails with
the acoustic densitometer, the atmospheric temperature probes and the
atmospheric pressure probes• The selection of the oblate spheroidal
landed capsule introduces an additional multiplicity into the instrumenta-
tion, since those experiments which require orientation relative to the
local vertical must be duplicated to allow for the two possible rest attitudes
of the capsule. Instruments which are in this category include: cosmic
radiation, surface radiation, hot-wire anemometer, force anemometer,
particle microphone, penetrometer, surface temperature, and alpha
scatter.
Table XI shows how the candidate scientific instrumentation payload meets
the objectives which were discussed in Section 4. Z. 1. In this table an "X"
is placed under an objective if the instrument in question provides infor-
mation which may satisfy the objective either alone or in a simple com-
binatio_ with other instruments. Certain higher level combinations have
been excluded. It may be seen that all of the more important objectives
are supported by information from at least three instruments, and in one
case by as many as ten instruments. This actually understates the redun-
dancy obtained, since some of the instruments are duplicated either within
a given portion of the mission or between the descent and landed missions.
Questions of excessive redundancy might well be raised, but much of this
redundancy is functional rather than block redundancy. Thus many of the
experiments which appear redundant for a given objective are in fact
complementary. Under atmospheric composition, the radiometer, the
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TABLE XI
RELATIONSHIP OF INSTRUMENTS TO OBJECTIVES
Ins trume nt s
t3
0 < _ ca < < ca
S
cD o
_S
,-cJ o
cD
(J
Accele rometer
Radiome te r
Atmospheric temperature
Atmospheric Pressure
Mass spectrograph
Gas chromatograph
Radar altimeter
Acoustic densitometer
Beta scatter
Impact accelerometer
Pe ne tr ome te r
Water detector
Cosmic radiation
Surface radiation
Force anemometer
Hot-wire anemometer
Particle microphone
Surface temperature
AIpha scatter
X X
X
X X X
X X X
X X
X X
X X X
X X X
X X X
X
X
X X
X X
X X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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mass spectrometer, the gas chromatograph, the acoustic densitometer,
and the water detector each performs a composition analysis task uniquely
well, but no single instrument provides all of the desired information.
The radiometer provides data on the major components of the upper at-
mosphere {carbon dioxide, nitrogen, and probably argon) very early in
the mission. This is desirable both because few other instr_'_nents may be
effective at this altitude on an entering vehicle, and because of the possi-
bility of a catastrophic failure later on in the mission. The mass spectro-
meter will analyze for a series of specific atn_ospheric components and
do it very well, but instruments appropriate for missions of this type
cannot detect small amounts of carbon monoxide in either nitrogen or
carbon dioxide (a biologically important analysis). The gas chromatograph
on the other hand will handle the carbon monoxide well but has trouble
separating oxygen and argon, a trivial analysis on the mass spectrometer.
The acoustic densitometer is present primarily to determine density, but
it also allows the measurement of mean molecular weight and the heat
capacity ratio, Cp/C v. These latter data will provide a check on the
element-specific detectors so that if an unexpected major component is
present, some estimates of its identity will be available. The water de-
tector provides an estimate of the water content, something none of the
other instruments do well at the low concentrations predicted for Mars.
In addition, the accelerometer, the atmospheric temperature probes,
the atmospheric pressure probes, the beta scatter instrument, and the
radar altimeter are credited to the atmospheric composition objective.
The first four of these serve primarily to allow the reconstruction of the
density profile, but knowing density, pressure, and temperature, the mean
molecular weight can be calculated to provide, as noted above, a check
on the element-specific sensors. The radar altimeter provides altitude
reference points for the profile. Thus although an apparent ten-fold re-
dundancy exists, none of the instruments are present solely for the pur-
pose of building redundancy. Each serves a well defined and independent
role. Similar situations exist with other objectives having a high redun-
dancy in instruments, although there actually are a few cases of almost
pure block redundancy, e. g., the acoustic densitometer and the beta
scatter instruments under the density profile objective.
4. Z. 5 Subsystem Performance
Some information on the performance of the science and engineering in-
strumentation has been given in the previous section. However, it is the
purpose of this section to describe in detail the functions of the various
instruments. The three accelerometers will be mounted as close to the
center of gravity of the entry vehicle as possible with each accelerometer
input axis parallel to the pitch, roll, and yaw axes of the vehicle respec-
tively. By sampling the decelerations experienced by vehicle between
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entry andMach I, data will be obtained which, by the application of suit-
able reductionmethods, will allow the reconstruction of the atmospheric
density profile in this region. Backup for this calculation will be provided
by the data from the radar altimeter, the pressure probes, and the tem-
perature probes. A failure of almost every other experiment and even the
loss of communications during the later phases of the mission could not
compromise the achievement of the critical parts of the most important
mission objective as long as the accelerometers function.
The radar altimeter will provide altitude data from the end of blackout
until impact. Use of the entry shell structure as the high altitude antenna
will allow this broad range of operation without excessive power require-
ments. After separation of the entry shell, the altimeter will shift from
the low frequency (18 MHz) to the higher frequency (3Z4MHz) system
which includes its own antenna. The data obtained will provide reference
points for the data taken by the other instruments. The time versus alti-
tude information will allow the reconstruction of a portion of the density
profile independentof the accelerometer experiment. In addition, with
a single altitude reference point, the accelerometer experiment can be
used to construct a large portion of the density profile even though low
altitude data are not obtained.
The atmospheric pressure probes will be so placed on the capsule that
onewill read stagnationpressure at the nose, and the other will read a
pressure which may be related to the free-stream pressure. From these
data the velocity of the vehicle may be calculated. This velocity will be
used in the reconstruction of the atmospheric density profile. The pressure
measurement is, of course, also of great interest for its own sake. The
lander pressure measurements are useful only in this latter regard. The
pressure instrumentation to be used will be either vibrating plate trans-
ducers or diaphragms with solid-state force sensors.
The atmospheric temperature probes will be identical total temperature
probes which will provide data from which static temperature may be cal-
culated. At lower velocities the measured total temperature will approach
the static temperature. The experiment will give information of use in
the reconstruction of the density profile, of meteorological interest and
also of use in the design of thermal control systems for future missions.
The landed instrument will provide data applicable only for the last two
uses. The surface temperature probe will, in addition to providing
meteorological and thermal control data, also provide some insight into
the nature of the surface materials from the variation of their temperature
over the diurnal cycle.
The gas chromatographs will detect the concentrations of atmospheric
argon, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, krypton, neon, nitrogen, oxygen,
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and xenon, employing a miniature multiple column, multiple detector
system. These are the major gases whose presence is anticipated in the
Martian atmosphere. The presence of major amounts of other gases, as
perhaps methane or nitrogen oxides, will either not be detected or will
degrade the planned analyses. However, several other experiments will
allow the calculation of mean molecular weight or will measure individual
components by other means.
The acoustic densitometers will transmit measurements of the acoustic
velocity, acoustic impedance, and temperature of contained atmospheric
samples. From these data, the atmospheric density, mean molecular
weight, and heat capacity ratio (Cp/C v} will be calculated. The experi-
ment will provide low altitude atmospheric density data to complement the
higher altitude accelerometer data and will allow an independent check of
the analyses of the major components of the atmosphere.
The radiometer is actually a group of six ratio-measuring radiometers
which will measure the intensities of six spectral lines in the emissions
from the shock-excited atmospheric gases in front of the stagnation point.
From the intensities of these lines the amounts of nitrogen, carbon di-
oxide, and argon may be determined. The main advantage of this experi-
ment is that it obtains data during the peak heating portion of the entry
mission in which it is difficult to obtain valid data from most composition
measuring instruments. Thus this experiment, and the accelerometer
experiment, provide excellent insurance in the event of failures during
the later part of the mission.
The mass spectrometer will utilize a quadrupole mass spectrometer to
measure the amounts of five preselected atmospheric components as well
as to obtain an estimate of total pressure. The instrument is stabilized
to assure that the five selected mass peaks will be correctly focused.
The elements to be determined are argon, carbon dioxide, neon, nitrogen,
and oxygen. As noted in the previous section, the mass spectrometer and
the gas chromatograph rather nicely complement each other to provide
with high reliability a broad range of analyses.
The beta scattering experiment will utilize the back scattering of beta
particles from atmospheric molecules to obtain estimates of atmospheric
density. The beta particles are generated by a radioisotopic source and
detected by counters which are shielded from the direct emissions from
the source.
In the landed capsule payload the most critical experiment is probably the
wind velocity measurement. A drag force anemometer has been specified
as the most desirable instrument, although if the development of sonic
anemometers proceeds at a fast enough pace, it is possible that a sonic
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Qdevice might have some merits over the drag force instrument. The
drag force unit measures the dynamic pressure of the wind on a spheric
sensor. This device requires knowledge of atmospheric density for
accurate interpretation, while the sonic instrument measures along three
perpendicular axes the wind-induced change in the transit time of an
acoustic pulse between two points. This unit can be made more nearly
independent of temperature and compositional uncertainties. Two separate
units are required to provide reliable vertical erection from the oblate
sphere configuration.
The particle detector microphone will detect the number of particle im-
pacts against an erected surface. The number of impacts above and
below a given threshhold energy will be counted and the accrued counts
played out five times during the landed mission. The counts will be
logarithmically encoded so that a wide dynamic range will be obtained.
The water detector is included on the landed payload rather than the de-
scent payload to provide longer equilibration times for the sensor. It is
expected that at low Martian temperatures and water concentrations the
response time of the sensor and the time required for the capsule to come
to equilibrium with its environment will place serious doubts on descent
data. The water detector will utilize the capacitance changes which absorbed
water induces in thin alumina films as a measurement technique.
The cosmic and high energy radiation instruments will measure the radi-
ation environment at the Martian surface. To reduce the possibility of
confusing surface and cosmic radiation sources, the detectors will be
appropriately shielded and directionally gated.
The alpha scattering instrument will provide data on the elemental compo-
sition of the surface of the planet. The energy distribution of alpha particles
propelled from a radioisotopic source and then back-scattered from the
surface will be measured with a Z00-channel pulse height analyzer. The
energy spectrum of the scattered particles is a function of the atomic
number of the target material. The technique allows the resolution of
individual elements in the range of atomic numbers from 5 to 17 (boron
to chlorine in the periodic table) and the resolution of pairs of elements
from 18 to Z6 (argon to iron). At higher atomic numbers, the resolution
degrades further. The sensitivity decreases with increasing atomic
number in about the same way that resolution decreases. The sensitivity
for carbon is about 0. 1 percent.
4. Z.4 Subsystem Mechanization
In spite of the very tight development timetable allowed for this mission,
the actual mechanization of the scientific and engineering instrumentation
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has not proceeded very far. All of the instruments can be assembled from
state-of-the-art hardware, but only the mass spectrometer has actually
been constructed to meet the various environmental conditions to be an-
ticipated on this mission. Breadboard versions c_ several of the instru-
ments have been built for most of the experiments to test the basic feasi-
bi/ity of the measurement concepts. Because of this situation, further
discussion of the mechanization of the instrumentation is not meaningful.
4. 3 TELECOMMUNICATION
4. 3. 1 Requirements and Constraints
The basic requirements (data preparation and communication), which
must be satisfied by the telecommunication subsystem can be briefly
stated as follows. The subsystem must be able to:
1. Prepare scientific and engineering data for efficient transmission
to Earth by performing such functions as sampling, encoding,
data compression and storage.
Z. Establish communication contact with Earth and transmit cruise,
entry, landing, and system status data. Of principal importance
are the phases of entry, descent, and post landing. During the
entry and descent phases sufficient data must be processed and
transmitted to adequately define the vertical structure and compo-
sition of the atmosphere and wind velocity near the surface.
During postlanding operation, climatic information must be
collected over one diurnal cycle and the character of the Martian
surface must be determined. The data transmission objectives
for each mission phase are summarized in Table XII.
4. 3. 1. 1 Environmental Constraints
The considerable difficulty associated with attitude control of the
suspended capsule during the parachute descent phase of the mission
makes the use of directional antennas impractical, thus imposing
severe limitations on the effective radiated power which can be ob-
tained. Similarly, the lack of orientation capability in the landed
capsule makes wide antenna beamwidths necessary during post_landing
operations. Reflection from the planet's surface further limits com-
munication capabilities because of fading due to multi-path effects.
Plasma attenuation created by aerodynamic heating during entry
limits the communication time and makes storage of critical entry
data necessary. Finally, the high deceleration during entry makes
the normally efficient coherent modulation systems less attractive
due to the high carrier power required to avoid loss of phase lock.
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TABLE XII
DATA TRAIWSMISSION OBJECTIVES
Mission Phase Data Objective
Pre separation
Separation
C rui se
Preentry
* E n try
Determine integrity of FC subsystem
Verify execution of ACS, separation
and AV events
Periodic status checks
Calibrate instruments in zero g
Define upper atmosphere
Terminal descent
Impact
Landed
Define lower atmosphere
Determine survival status and local
environmental conditions
Collect surface environmental and
science data
*Approximate 7 to 14 seconds of communications blackout occurs
during this phase.
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All of these factors contribute to create a situation which severely
constrains the data transmission capability of the flight capsule.
4. 3. I. Z Total Energy Constraint
Thermal control diffic,Aties created by the requirement for omni-
directional impact attenuation, coupled with the severe impact shock,
make the use of high energy, high density power sources such as
RTG's and solar cells infeasible. The degrading effects of the steri-
liza tion environment on lightweight batteries disqualifies them from
consideration. The oniy power source remaining which presents ac-
ceptable low design risk is the highweight Nickel Cadmium battery.
The mission thus becomes severely energy limited, making trans-
mission of large quantities of data over the Mars-Earth distance
impossible.
4. 3. 1. 3 Flight Spacecraft Constraints
Since the execution of the flight spacecraft orbit injection maneuver
requires a number of time consuming preparatory operations it is
required to maintain a lead time of about 3 hours between flight cap-
sule entry and flight spacecraft injection. "_ ........... Lo this re-
quirement results in large ranges (approximately 35, 000 kin) between
the two vehicles during flight capsule entry. It is desirable to mini-
mize flight capsule requirements which introduce complexity into the
flight spacecraft design. Therefore, large steerable antennas on
flight spacecraft should be avoided. These factors tend to reduce the
potential capability of the relay mode of data transmission.
4. 3. 1.4 Design Guidelines
The preceeding paragraphs clearly indicate a bit-limited mission. If,
however, modest objectives are accepted, the probability of achieving
these objectives can be made sufficiently high if a conservative ap-
proach is followed in the telecommunication system design. The
following guidelines reflect such an approach.
a. Utilize a low-gain body=fixed antenna on the flight spacecraft
and the flight capsule.
b. Employ functional redundancy in the telecommunication system
design where possible.
Co Utilize low-power solid-state equipment where current day
technology permits.
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4. 3.
d. Avoid reliance on the flight spacecraft after orbit injection.
e. Select a data rate which allows adequate margin for fading
conditions.
f. Minimize mode changes during critical mission phases.
The following paragraphs describe a design concept which satisfies
the minimum requirements within the imposed constraints.
Z Subsystem Design
4. 3. Z. i General Approach
Figure 19 presents the overall telecommunications system block
diagram. Two independent data handling and data transmission sys-
tems are employed. The external system, located outside the landed
capsule, is used during the period between flight capsule separation
and landed capsule impact on the planet's surface and utilizes a VHF
relay (to the flight spacecraft) mode of data transmission. The in-
ternal system is used exclusively during the landed phase of the
mission and employs a direct (to Earth) mode of data transmission.
The required interfaces between the two systems are minimized,
being limited by the following constraints:
I. Accelerometers internal to the landed capsule (near the
center of gravity) must provide information during the entry
phase and therefore must be connected to the external system.
The use of the direct link to provide redundant transmission
of entry data after landed capsule impact dictates connection
between the internal and external telemetry systems.
The handling function for each system is split into two data
handling sections and one storage section. The data handling
sections are the data-automation subsystem and the tele-
metry subsystem. The data automation equipment handles
all scientific instrumentation, while the telemetry subsystem
handles all engineering data. The reasons for doing this
are:
ao A failure in either subsystem will not compromise
operation of the other.
b. The data acquisition requirements of the two subsystems
are dissimilar.
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C. The science instrumentation package is more susceptible
to change than engineering requirements, therefore, a
less complex interface results from use of two subsystems.
The radio subsystem for the external and internal tele-
meters are quite dissimilar. The external (relay system)
operates at approximately Z70 MHz, employs a 30-watt
solid-state transmitter and utilizes the Frequency Shift
Keying (FSK) modulation technique. The internal direct
link system transmits at ZZ95 MHz, utilizes a Z0-watt
traveling wave tube (TWT) and employs a multiple fre-
quency shift (MFS) or linear chirp modulation (LCM).
A command receiver is incorporated in the direct link
radio subsystem to allow landed capsule control flexi-
bility in the postlanding operation. Table XIII presents
a brief resume of the telecommunications system salient
design and performance characteristics.
4.3. Z.Z Relay Versus Direct Link
The proposed approach utilizing relay transmission before impact
and direct link transmission after impact was selected after the
following considerations:
I. The difficulty associated with pointing a directional antenna
toward Earth or toward the flight spacecraft during the entry
and parachute descent phase of the mission made a wide-beam
antenna necessary.
_° The performance (data rate capability) of a relay link far
exceeds that of a direct link when each is constrained to use
a wide-beam antenna.
3. The probability of multiple line of sight contacts between the
flight spacecraft and the landed capsule within the mission
duration is not sufficiently high to make postlanding relay
transmission alone acceptable.
4o The optimum relay transmission frequency for prelanding
operation is in the VHF band and results in antennas of large
volume. The added impact attenuator weight required to pro-
tect such antennas for the post-impact mission proved pro-
hibitive for this design. The increase in operating frequency
required to alleviate the weight problem would degrade the
performance of the link to an unacceptable level.
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TABLE XIII
TELECOMMUNICATIONS CHARACTERISTICS
External System
Mode of transmission
Transmitter power
Frequency
Modulation
FC antenna type
FS antenna type
FS receiver noise figure
Data rate (at 35, 000 kilometers)
Relay via FS
30 watts
Z70 MHz (approximately)
FSK
Spiral
Helix (body fixed)
5 db
64 bits per second
Internal System
Mode of transmission/reception
Transmitter power
Frequency
Transmit
Receive
Modulation
Antenna type
Data Rate
Direct with Earth
Z0 watts
ZZ95 MHz
Zl15 MHz
MFS or LCM
V Horn
Z bits per second
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4. 3. Z. 3 Transmitter Power and Modulation Selection
Since the technology cutoff date for the study was established at
September 1966, selection of a direct link transmitter power at S-band
in excess of Z0 watts would have been highly speculative. Powers much
less than Z0 watts would result in data rates so low that the value of the
mission would be questionable. As it stands, the moderately high risk
associated with even a 20-watt unit when one considers the impact-
shock requirement may well put the landed mission below the threshold
of feasibility. Thirty watts at Z70 MHz represents the maximum
power achievable using a solid-state design. The potential problems
associated with gaseous breakdown, and possibly multipacting makes
avoidance of high voltages (as required by vacuum tubes) desirable.
In the absence of hard constraints regarding the flight spacecraft
performance as relay receiver, the30-wattpoint appears to provide a
reasonable compromise between system performance and equipment
complexity.
Both the relay and direct link systems proposed the use of noncoherent
modulation techniques. These selections came about because of the
large fraction of total power which would be required to provide a co-
herent reference. In the relay case, large-loop bandwidths would be
necessary to ensure rapid acquisition and to allow tracking during the
high acceleration periods of entry. In the direct link case, the very
low effective radiated power resulting from the poor antenna perform-
ance on the planet's surface would hardly be adequate to maintain lock
with realizable-loop bandwidths in the DSIF receiver.
For these reasons, the normally less efficient, but more easily
mechanized noncoherent FSK system, proved better suited to the un-
usual environments during entry and descent and the 3Z-level MFS
system or LCM system proved to be the best choices for the post-
landing mission.
4. 3. 3 Subsystem Operation
The telecommunications subsystem operates in a variety of data acquisition
and transmission modes as described below:
4.3.3. 1 External Mode I -- Preseparation/Separation Checkout
The flight capsule functional checkout mode is used 1 ) during automatic
checkout prior to launch, _) periodically during the in-transit phase
prior to separation, and 3) during the separation phase. Data is avail-
able prior to separation either via hard line from both internal and ex-
ternal telemetry subsystems, or via radio link from any transmitter by
means of parasitic antennas on the sterilization canister.
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4. 3.3. Z External Mode Z -- Postseparation Checkout
The status of the flight capsule is checked periodically via relay link
during the cruise phase between separation and entry. Five minutes
before entry (te-5 } a final status check starts. During this check of
the flight capsule, all entry and descent science instruments, with
the exception of the radiometer, are also monitored. The external
system remains in this mode and continues to transmit data via the
relay link until impact unless external Mode 4 operation is initiated.
During this mode, initiated at entry when 0. 1 g is sensed, critical
entry data (e. g., acceleration} is stored. This is done because com-
munications blackout occurs shortly after sensing 0. lg.
4. 3. 3.4 External Mode 4 -- Entry/Descent Data Transmission
During this mode, initiated at 11 seconds after sensing 10 g ascending
(10 g + 11}, the format of external Mode 2 is changed. The data
stored in external Mode 3 is substituted for much of the engineering and
other science data no longer required. The system is required to com-
plete transmission of all data stored during communication blackout
(external Mode 3) before impact, even if the parachute should fail to
open. Also, in this mode, the first 15 frames of data played out via
the relay link are stored in internal storage for subsequent trans-
mission directly to Earth after landing. This is done to provide a
functionally redundant path for transmission of critical entry/descent
data in the event of relay link failure.
4. 3. 3. 5 External Mode 5 -- Standby
During this mode, all subsystems requiring battery power are turned
off, except for the CC&S master-timer sequencer which initiates ex-
ternal Mode Z.
4. B. 3.6 Internal Mode 1 -- Impact Data Storage
During this mode, initiated when the payload is tethered, impact
science, post-impact engineering, and post-impact science data are
stored.
4. 3.3.7 Internal Mode 2 -- Direct Link Transmission
During this mode, first initiated one hour after sensing 0. lg, the
15 frames of data stored during external mode 4 are transmitted to
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Earth at a rate of Z bps. This mode is initiated again Z4 hours later,
andthe data collected since the first direct-link transmission are
transmitted to Earth.
4. 3.4 Subsystem Mechanization
Figure Z0 shows the overall telecommunications subsystems in detailed
block diagram. As previously noted, two functionally independent systems
are used. As the names imply, the external system is physically outside
of the landed capsule and the internal system is located within it.
The external and relay systems feature a radio subsystem containing re-
dundant 30-watt solid-state transmitters which are capable of being
switched by on-board failure sensing equipment. The transmitter is pro-
tected against the effects of high VSWR during entry by a three-port circu-
lator in the antenna feed-line. Assuming load is utilized to dissipate the
reflected power under this condition, the relay antenna, mounted on the
exterior of the suspended capsule, is a planar spiral providing the de-
sired circular polarization. Near 0-db gain is obtained at a look angle
of 90 degrees. The data handling equipment includes an 8,000-bit core
storage, a 105-channel PCM telemetry for diagnostic measurements and
a 32-channel telemetry for landing experiments. The internal or direct
link system contains redundant S-band Z0-watt traveling wave tubes feeding
redundant antenna systems. Linearly polarized V-horn antennas mounted
on opposite sides of the landed capsule allow communications regardless
of capsule landing attitude. Sensing of reflected power allows the system
pointing away from the planet's surface to be selected for use following a
brief turn on of both systems after impact. An S-band command receiver
is diplexed to the antenna system using redundant three-port circulators.
The internal data handling, like the external system, utilizes separate
equipments for diagnostic and experimental measurements and contains a
1Z, 000-bit core storage system.
4. 4 POWER SUBSYSTEM
4.4. 1 Design Requirements
The electrical power subsystem is required to supply all flight capsule
power from preseparation checkout to the end of the mission. The power
subsystem must be capable of complete recharge from the flight space-
craft power supply whenever it is partially discharged during inflight
and preseparation flight capsule checkout. The equipment must be capable
of sustaining the dry heat sterilization cycle with complete electrical
checkout both before and after sterilization.
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The primary environments which influence the power subsystem design
are sterilization qualification, three 36-hour cycles of dry heat at 145°C,
cruise temperatures from -15 ° to +60°C, and impact shocklevels as high
as 1000G during planetary impact. The system must be capable of re-
taining its charge during the _ to Z0 (nominally 1Z) days from separation
to impact.
The subsystem power profile is shown in Figure ZI. In general only
total power levels are shown rather than the requirements for separate
components. For example, the "checkout" block represents the total
power and energy used by transmitters and instruments intermittently
over the IZ-day cruise period; the only continuous power user is the
Central Computer and Sequencer which requires 0. 1 watt. The trans-
mitters use raw dc power. All other users, however, require regulated
power and condition it to their particular needs. Table XIV shows a
complete list of the power requirements by mission phase of each com-
ponent, and total energy requirement. The transmitters represent the
major power user. The power levels shown include the power dissipated
in the regulator.
An additional 25 percent of battery capacity is required to provide energy
to keep the battery at operating temperature.
4.4. Z Subsystem Design
The power requirements and the environmental condition which must be
accommodated lead to only one power source, the nickel cadmium battery.
Practical alternate power sources are silver-zinc batteries and the Lithium-
chlorine fuel cell. The silver-zinc batteries cannot be considered at this
time since they have not been shown to survive sterilization. The fuel cell
is not yet adequately developed.
A schematic of the power system configuration before separation is shown
in Figure ZZ. Weight restrictions do not allow for a fully redundant system.
However, some measure of redundancy can be achieved by using two
separate battery-regulator circuits and allowing battery No. Z in the
landed capsule to act as backup to battery No. 1 located in the external
payload. The maximum energy drain on battery No. Z, as a backup
during entry and descent, would still allow it to perform its function
fully under any but the most extreme temperature environment. Under
extremely adverse conditians it would provide 75 percent of the post-
impact requirement.
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4, 5 PROPULSION
4. 5. 1 Objectives and Requirements
The primary objective of the propulsion system is to provide a small in-
cremental velocity to place the separated vehicle on an impact trajectory
and to accelerate the separated vehicle to provide three hours lead time
for relay link communications during entry and parachute descent before
the flight spacecraft begins its orbit injection attitude maneuver. The
velocity increment is applied shortly after flight capsule - flight space-
craft separation lZ days before planet encounter. A maximum velocity
increment of 100 ft/sec is required adjustable downward to accommodate
dispersion in the planetary vehicle approach trajectory.
The requirements which have the largest impact upon the selection of the
propulsion unit are the necessity for only one firing cycle (no restart
capability) and the dry heat sterilization technique. Only equipment which
represents the expected state of the art in September 1966 was considered.
A thrust cutoff capability is required. Both solid and liquid engines were
considered with respect to reliability, sterilizability, space storability,
total impulse accuracy, and the total impulse needed (4, 850 pounds sec-
onds). A solid propulsion rocket motor with thrust cutoff provided by
nozzle deployment was selected.
4. 5. Z Subsystem Design
The propulsion subsystem consists of a solid propellant rocket motor.
The rocket firing is controlled by the flight capsule CC&S which stores the
start time and duration of fire, updated as needed through the DSIF-to-
planetary vehicle-to-flight capsule communication link. After the attitude
control system has positioned the separated vehicle in the correct firing
attitude, at the prescribed time, the rocket is ignited by an electrical
signal originated in the flight capsule CC&S. Thrust termination is con-
trolled by the flight capsule accelerometers which measure the AV, a
backup termination signal is based on a burn time stored in the flight
capsule CC&S. The thrust termination is achieved by nozzle deployment
which is followed by the jettisoning of the expended motor.
The rocket motor is a modified Titan vernier motor (TE-M-345). The
primary modification consists of replacing the present propellant with a
sterilizable propellant (TP-H-3105). The motor is spherical in shape,
13.5 inches in diameter and 18.6 inches long, having a TH-1050 stainless
steel case. The exhaust nozzle is partially submerged, has an area ratio
of 18.7, and is made of vitreous silica phenolic. The nozzle is retained
in the motor case by a split flange which is held together by two explosive
bolts so that on receipt of an electrical signal the bolts are released, the
flange separates, and the nozzle is blown free of the case, resulting in a
sudden drop in chamber pressure which terminates thrust.
-8Z-
The motor is mounted in the flight capsule using mounting flanges presently
existing on the Titan vernier motor. The total loaded weight of the pro-
pulsion subsystem is 81.0 poundsyielding a propellant mass fraction of
0. 788.
To contribute to the reliability design goal of 0. 990 the dual ignitors of
the Titan motor are retained; each has a minimum firing current of 5
ampe re s.
4. 5.3 Subsystem Performance
The Titan vernier motor using sterilizable propellant has a total impulse
capability between 255 lb-sec, minimum and 16,320 lb-sec, maximum due
to its thrust termination feature. The required total impulse of 4850 lb-
sec. nominal results in a AV of 100 ft/sec, while the total impulse avail-
able results in a AV capability of Z90 ft/sec for the separated vehicle.
The total impulse capability is reduced by off-loading propellant which
would lower the rocket motor total weight by approximately 30 pounds.
The resulting AV capability would be 145 ft/sec.
To accurately control the total impulse it is necessary to have a highly
repeatable shutdown impulse. Re Titan motor has a total impulse re-
peatability for any one burn time of less than 1 percent (3-sigma}. When
thrust termination is used, the repeatability is improved because of the
faster shutdown. A large pressure spike for a fraction of a second (40
msec) accompanies the shutdown, but it will dissipate through the mount-
ing joint sufficiently, due to joint design such that there is no detrimental
effect on the vehicle or subsystems.
The propellant specific impulse is 255 seconds which does not impose any
important weight problem because of the small propellant quantities. The
requirement that only gaseous exhaust products shall result from the com-
bustion process and the fact that the propellant is to be sterilizable pre-
vents, at this time, improving the specific impulse of the propellant by
using metal additives.
The average thrust level is 768 pounds and offers no problems for the
separated vehicle due to acceleration loads since the thrust to weight
ratio is less than one-half.
4. 6 ATTITUDE CONTROL AND THRUST VECTOR CONTROL
4. 6. 1 Objectives and Requirements
The attitude control system (ACS) is required to orient the separated vehicle
to the proper attitude for application of the velocity increment following
separation from the flight spacecraft, to maintain it in this attitude while
-83-
thrusting, and then to place the separated vehicle in the proper attitude
for entry andmaintain this attitude. More specifically, the systems must
perform the following functions:
a. Nullify the tipoff rates due to separation from the flight spacecraft
and realign the separated vehicle to the flight spacecraft refer-
ence attitude.
b. Maneuver the separated vehicle thrust axis into a preselected
attitude, with respect to the flight spacecraft reference attitude,
for AV thrust application.
c. Provide thrust vector control (TVC) during the operation of the
AV propulsion system.
d. Reorient the separated vehicle from the thrust application attitude
to the attitude required to achieve a zero-angle of attack at entry.
e. By means of spin rockets, provide spin stabilization for the
balance of the trajectory.
In the event of failure of the ACS to perform in its normal operating mode,
it shall be capable of providing spin stabilization immediately after separa-
tion to maintain the attitude attained by flight spacecraft maneuvering and
to provide TVC during the AV propulsion operation.
4. 6. 2 Subsystem Desis-n
The design selected makes use of a combination of active attitude control
using a gyro controlled cold-gas reaction system together with spin stabi-
lization which is accomplished by solid propellant spin rockets. The
angular rates of the separated vehicle are measured by three body mounted
rate gyros; the outputs of these gyros are electronically integrated so that
angular position as well as angular rate is available. This information is
used by the control logic to operate the valves of the cold-gas reaction
control system. The system provides three-axis control in couples by
means of twelve nozzles. Spin stabilization is provided by two redundant
groups of solid propellant rockets. Normally only one group is required
for spin stabilization, but if the primary operational mode of the ACS fails,
both sets of spin rockets will be used in the backup mode. (In this case it
is necessary to despin prior to entry, and a third set of rockets is pro-
vided for that purpose).
-84-
The gyros and electronics will be turned on and allowed to warm up while
the separated vehicle is attached to the flight spacecraft. During this
time the ACS will be checked out; this also provides an opportunity to trim
the drift of the gyros and integrators. Next the separated vehicle is
separated from the flight spacecraft, the reaction control system is activat-
ed and realigns the separated vehicle to the flight spacecraft reference atti-
tude, correcting for any disturbances which occured during separation.
The separated vehicle is then oriented so that its thrust axis is in the de-
sired AV direction and maintained in that direction during thrusting. The
separated vehicle is then reoriented to have zero-angle of attack at entry
and is spunup by one set of spin rockets to maintain this attitude for the re-
mainder of its trajectory until entry. Finally the propulsion and ACS
electronics assembly are jettisoned to reduce the entry weight of the entry
vehicle.
Several alternatives were available in the design of the ACS and TVC.
These are discussed in greater detail in later sections, but deserve brief
mention here. Particular attention was given to a spin-only system. This
approach is particularly attractive because of its simplicity, but has two
serious drawbacks. One is the requirement that the flight spacecraft
maneuver to place the separated vehicle in the proper attitude for thrust-
ing; the other is the poorer accuracy of the spin-only system, resulting
in unacceptable entry angle dispersions. An active closed loop system
was therefore selected for initial stabilization, orientation, TVC, and
reorientation.. The active system could have been designed to continue to
operate until entry, but spin stabilization was the preferred choice because
of the small additional weight required and the high reliability of a spin
system compared to an active system which must operate for several days
from the time of separation until entry. Because the entr¥ vehicle is aero-
dynamically stable, no attitude control is required during entry. However,
it is not desirable for the entry vehicle to be tumbling at entry due to the
longer time required for stabilization and the attendant effect on heating,
loads, dispersion, and parachute deployment. Consequently spin stabili-
zation is used to ensure a stable orientation at entry with no angle of attack.
4. 6. 3 Subsystem Performance
The most stringent performance requirement on the ACS is the control of
the direction of the imparted velocity vector, It will be seen in Section 7.1
that the requirement for communications lead time (which is obtained by
accelerating the separated vehicle) together with rather narrow limits
on allowable entry angle dispersion--these two factors dictate the
accuracy requirements of the AC$. The system overall accuracy is
0. 23 degree {one sigma) compared to 0. 25 degree required for an entry
angle of -40 degrees. It operates for a total of 15 minutes and weighs 90
pounds. The total stored impulse is 764-1b-sec, compared to 232 lb-sec
-85-
required. It has a limit cycle amplitude of less than 0. 1 degree, and a
maximum rate of 1.0 deg/sec. The limit cycle and rate limit were select-
ed to minimize impulse requirements within the accuracy constraints on
the system. In addition to the limit cycle itself, other contributors to the
pointing error are drift and scale factor in the gyros and integrators,
errors introduced by the electronics, and alignment errors.
More than three times the required total impulse is stored in the system
to provide for leakage and possible failure. There are two completely re-
dundant systems with sufficient extra impulse in each system to compen-
sate for a valve stuck open in either system.
Under normal operation the spin rockets are required to achieve a spin
rate high enough to provide stabilization in the zero-angle of attack attitude
until entry, and this is accomplished with two rockets each having a total
impulse of 45 lb-sec, giving a spin rate of 10 rpm. In the backup mode a
higher spin rate of 50 rpm is required to achieve stabilization during
thrusting; and this is accomplished by using the redundant set of spin rock-
ets together with the primary set. An additional set of eight rockets are
provided to despin 10 rpm at entry in the backup mode.
4. 6.4 Subsystem Mechanization
A subsystem schematic is shown in Figure 23. Three-axis control is pro-
vided by the cold-gas reaction system until the final orientation after AV
thrusting. The separated vehicle is then spin stabilized with solid propel-
lant rockets. A mathematical model showing the logic for stabilization is
presented in Figure 24.
4.6.4.1 Gyros
The gyros are the Kearfott Alpha Series. Modifications will be made
to features such as the gyro gain, characteristic time, and gyro heater
voltage to be more compatible with operational requirements.
4. 6.4. Z Integrator
An electronic analog integrator integrates the gyro output to provide
an indication of angular position. It is instrumented by using a dc-
operational amplifier with a capacitor in the feedback loop.
4. 6.4. 3 Control Logic
A Schmitt trigger circuit appropriately biased for the correct firing
level receives the error signal (proportional to attitude and attitude
rate). The hysteresis of the Schmitt trigger is set to provide stability.
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4. 6. 4. 4 Reaction Subsystem
A schematic of the cold-gas nozzle and plumbing portion of the reac-
tion subsystem is shown in Figure Z5 spin rockets are not included.
These twelve nozzles provide three-axis control in couples. Spin
stabilization is provided by solid propellant rockets. The spin rockets
will be arranged in two groups. In the case of failure of one group,
the other will be used for spinup. Both sets of spin rockets will be
used if the primary operational mode of the ACS fails and the backup
mode is selected.
4. 6. 4. 5 Spin Rockets
The spin rocket is a solid propellant scout spin motor MARC -4B2
{Atlantic Research), modified. The primary modification is the re-
placement of the presently used propellant with a sterilizable propellant.
4. 7 PARACHUTE
4. 7. 1 Objective and Requirements
The primary objective of the parachute descent system is to decelerate the
landed capsule to a reasonably low verticle impact velocity while render-
ing adequate communications time during the terminal phase of the flight.
The parachute, system and allowable attendant deployment conditions, dic-
tate to a large degree the maximum M/CDA that can be allowed for a vehi-
cle entering a given atmosphere with particular entry conditions. The
final selection of such a retardation system was based first on reliability,
second on weight, and finally on performance and developmental risk.
The selected descent system must contain a terminal descent parachute
which is fully inflated and subsonic at 15,000-feet altitude. The system
must also ensure a vertical impact velocity of no greater than 80 ft/sec in
the worst case (terminal descent atmosphere). A reasonably low impact
velocity was chosen to allow for the design of an impact attenuation sys-
tem which would minimize the impact g on the landed scientific instrumenta-
tion.
4. 7. Z Subsystem Design
The model atmospheres which must be accommodated were the Models 1,
2, and 3 combined with the terminal descent atmosphere. The entry vehicle
must be designed to sustain the environments of Models 1, 2, and 3 and at
commencement of descent retardation with the model switched to the termi-
nal descent atmosphere. Switching to the terminal descent atmosphere at
-89-
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parachute deployment has the effect of changing the Mach number while
maintaining the same flight velocity. It was concluded that Model 3 atmos-
phere dictated the allowable M/GDA based on the design deployment condi-
tions of the descent system and that the terminal descent atmosphere, sized
the parachute required to satisfy time and impact velocity criterion.
The selected retardation system utilizes a single main parachute which is
pulled out of its canister by a pilot parachute. The main parachute is de-
ployed in a reefed condition at Mach 1.3 and is disreefed at 16,000 feet
after having received a signal from the radar altimeter. Selection of the
canopy configuration for this mission was based ou four factors, pezforn-_-
ance characteristics, reliability, weight (volume) penalty, and develop-
ment risk. An optimum parachute configuration requires simultaneous
evaluation of the above mentioned factors, coupled with an appraisal of
the effect of parachute configuration on payload characteristics and payload
subsystem requirements. It was found that the ring-sail canopy best satis-
fied the design requirement.
Utilizing the terminal descent velocity expression, a useful parameter in-
volving parachute area and suspended weight can be evolved. (i. e. A /
mc
1
Wsusp -_2}. Figure 26 depicts this parameter as a _u_ ....... of impact
velocity for each of the atmospheres under consideration. Note that the
area (Amc) is based on a nominal parachute diameter and that the system
weight scales approximately linearly with required parachute area. For
a vertical sea-level descent velocity of 80 ft/sec the required ratio of
Amc]Wsusp is approximately 6. 1 ftZ/Earth pounds in the terminal descent
atmosphere. Based on the required Amc/Wsusp values in the terminal
descent atmosphere, Figure 27 presents the nominal main parachute dia-
meter {ring-sail canopy} as a function of impact velocity for a range of
suspended weights. The reference capsule design has a suspended weight
of 926 pounds. Based on this weight and an impact velocity of 80 ft/sec,
a 85-foot nominal diameter parachute is required. Trajectory results for
the reference M/CDA of 0. 15 slugs/ft 2 indicate that for deployment of the
main parachute at Mach 1. 3, the maximum opening dynamic pressure is
approximately 10 lb/ft 2. Figure 28 shows parachute weight versus open-
ing dynamic pressure for a range of nominal parachute diameters. The
indicated parachute weight reflects only the canopy and shroud lines. The
weight of the riser line, pilot parachute, canisters, etc. must also be in-
cluded. For the reference 85-foot nominal diameter parachute and an
opening dynamic pressure of 10 lb/ft, the required canopy and shroud line
weight is 70 pounds. However, reefing of the parachute (18 percent of
projected parachute area) equalizes opening shock loads and lowers the
extremely high descent times in the model 1 and two atmospheres, and
-91 -
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reduces the weight by some 20 percent to 56 pounds. Including the suspen-
sion line, harness assembly, pilot parachute, and deployment canister,
the final total system weight is 74 pounds.
It is of prime importance to maintain parachute descent time within a rea-
sonable minimum and maximum range in order to provide adequate but not
excessive communications time. Figure 29 plots descent time versus
Amc/Wsusp for parachute full open at 16,000 feet. For the four atmos-
pheres under consideration and the design Amc/Wsusp of 6. I lb/ft 2, the
descent time ranges from 175 seconds to a maximum-of 332 seconds. This
range of descent time is within the overall system operational requirements.
4. 7.3 Subsystem Mechanization
The pilot parachute is deployed nominally at Mach 1. 3. The pilot para-
chute in turn pulls the main parachute out of its canister in a reefed condi-
tion. Satisfactory operation of the descent system is dependent upon initia-
tion and upon the separation mechanisms used to accomplish the deploy-
ment sequence.
Initiation of the system is based on a peak acceleration - time correlation.
Figure 30 is a plot of time from peak acceleration to Mach 1. 3 versus
peak acceleration. The data points are based on the range of trajectories
and atmospheres considered. A curve fit of the data yields a correlation
between peak'entry g and time. The curve fit shown ensures initiation at
Mach 1. 3 or less for all cases and results in deployment altitudes above
16,000 feet where disreefing of the parachute occurs. Figure 30 presents
data for only one entry velocity, (Volume III, Book 2, Section 6. 7.4, pre-
sents a summary curve utilizing this type of initiation system where entry
velocity is expressed as part of the curve-fit equation).
Implementation of the reference initiation system requires sensing vehicle
axial acceleration. The magnitude of the peak value is read into an analog
circuit which correlates it to a given fit as shown on Figure 30. At peak
acceleration a timer is started and at the end of its At excursion, initiation
takes place.
At the end of At excursion a signal is sent to an electrical squib which in
turn ignites the mortar charge. The mortar fires the pilot parachute out
of its canister at 100 ft/sec. The pilot parachute in turn pulls the main
parachute out of its canister. In the event the mortar fails to fire the
the pilot parachute, a gas generator is used as a backup ejecting the main
parachute directly out at 30 ft/sec. Once the main parachute is out and
inflated, it descends in a reefed condition to 16,000 feet at which point
disreefing of the parachute takes place. The disreefing altitude is sensed
by a radar altimeter which sends a signal to the reefing line cutters.
-95-
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4. 8 IMPACT ATTENUATION SUBSYSTEM
4. 8. 1 Objectives and Requirements
An impact attenuation is employed to absorb the initial landing impact
kinetic energy and any subsequent impacts as the landed capsule comes
to rest on the Martian surface. The landed capsule should be capable
of surviving the resultant velocity of 100 ft/sec horizontal from steady
winds during descent, and 80 ft/sec vertical velocity'-:-" without exceeding
1000g in the instrumentation packages. It is desirable to have the impact
attenuators made of RF transparent material in order to eliminate dupli-
cate antenna systems for the communication link during descent and to
eliminate the need for removal of the attenuator after impact.
Some of the important terrain features of the Martian surface which affect
designs of the impact attenuation subsystem are: the surface bearing
strength, which defines the depth of penetration into the surface; the slope
of local terrain, which affects the landing orientation and final erection;
and the roughness of the terrain, which defines the depth of impact mater-
ial required to avoid local hazards such as rocks.
Other constraints on the impact attenuator are the configurational con-
straints imposed by the entry vehicle shape. These are further discussed
in Section 6.2. An oblate spheroid landed capsule configuration was select-
ed as the reference design and flotation sphere - landed capsule as an
alternative approach. All environmental and mission constraints imposed
on the overall flight capsule must also be considered in the design of the
impact attenuator. Such environments as sterilization, space vacuum, and
cold temperature soak are of particular concern.
4. 8.2 Subsystem Design
Design of an impact attenuation system primarily evolves around the selec-
tion of the type of attenuator and materials available to meet the above
objectives. The high horizontal wind and the necessity for omnidirectional
protection eliminated many impact attenuator schemes such as penetration
spikes, liquid shock absorbers, etc. The design was directed toward
crushable materials and air bags because of their relatively high-impact
energy absorbing-efficiency. It was found however, that air bags were
considerably heavier then the crushable material approach.
*Optimization analysis between the impact attenuator and the parachute subsystem proved that 80 ft/sec vertical descent
velocity was optimum in terms of maximizing the available internal weight.
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The first step in the design of the impact attenuator was to select the proper
crushable material based on presently available data. A survey of mater-
ial properties indicated that fiberglass honeycomb with polyurethane foam-
filled cells best suited the energy absorption characteristics (including
good anisotropic behavior) required for the design. Plastic foam mater-
ials prove too inefficient (large stroke). The design resulted in using
3 / 16-inch cell size fiberglass honeycomb-filled with 2 lb/ft 3 of polyure-
thane foam, which represents an overall density of 4 lb/ft 3. On the
oblate spheroid the required thickness is 15 inches on the minor axis, and
23 inches on the major axis. For the alternate design, the flotation sphere,
the required thickness is a constant 15 inches. On both designs, a thin
layer (_ 1 inch) of balsa wood is provided on the inner surface to protect
the internal package from the penetration hazards of sharp rocks.
4. 8. 3 Subsystem Performance
The thickness of impact attenuation used in these designs was determined
on the basis of 500-g peak deceleration resulting from impact in any direc-
tion. This deceleration load is based on landing on a flat, hard surface at
a resultant velocity of 130 ft/sec. A small weight savings (,,, 5 to 10 per-
cent) could be realized by increasing the peak g level to 1000 g, however,
the 500-g level was used to reduce the instrumentation development pro-
blems.
One of the more significant design problems is the landed capsule penetra-
tion into the planet's surface. Preliminary analysis for the oblate spheroid
design and the most conservative surface model showed a maximum pene-
tration of 0. 61 foot.
4. 8.4 Subsystem Mechanization
In order to preserve the crushing stress characteristics, in particular the
good anisotropic properties, of the attenuator throughout the thickness,
the honeycomb material is uniformly oriented along the radial direction.
To accomplish this the honeycomb material is constructed of three layers
with a thin sheet of fiberglass between each layer and on the cover. This
composite is then bonded to the inner layer of balsa wood which is in turn
bonded to the internal structural shell. On the oblate spheroid design,
deployment of instruments is accomplished through holes made in the
crushable material by sheet explosives. On the flotation sphere, the
attenuator is made up of 14 segments, each segment is constructed of
three layers of honeycomb bonded together as for the oblate spheroid.
Each segment cover sheet overlaps the adjacent segment, thus creating
a locked joint between segment from separating during impact. All of the
segments are bonded to a continuous inner spherical shell which houses a
-99-
separation system for jettisoning the attenuator after impact. While it is
desirable not to jettison the impact attenuator, the operation of the flotation
sphere makes it necessary to ensure that the damaged part of the attenuator
is not impeding data transmission and to allow instrument deployment.
4. 9 ENTRY SHELL
Three generic entry vehicle shapes were considered for the flight capsule, the
blunted cone, modified Apollo, and tension shell. The blunted cone shape was
selected on the basis of a slightly better entry shell weight fraction and higher
confidence in the aerodynamic performance prediction.
A major design goal of the study was the development of an entry shell with
multi-mission capability. The multi-mission entry shell would have the
capability of entering any model of the Martian atmosphere at any entry veloc-
ity up to 23,800 ft/sec, any entry angle from -Z0 to -90 degrees, and any
M/CDA up to the 4500-pound entry weight limit for future mission. The multi-
mission shell, however, imposes too large a weight penalty on the weight-
limited 1971 mission.
The s elected multi- mission structure - 19 71 heat- shield entry- shell concept
retains most of the development advantages of the multi-mission shell, requir-
ing only that a new heat shield be designed for each launch opportunity.
4. 9. 1 Desisa_ Recluirements
The primary design requirements upon the entry shell result from the en-
vironment during atmospheric entry. A summary of the loading and heat-
ing parameters which designed the entry shell structure and heat shield is
shown in Tables XVI and XVII.
4. 9. i. i Loads
The entry-load parameters are presented for normal (zero-angle of
attack) entry and for the failure-mode rearward entry. For rearward
entry (179-degree angle of attack}, the entry vehicle is righted with
the aid of a flap, however, the loads shown in Table XVI assume a
flap failure. Table XVI also indicates the maximum normal loads.
A 25-percent increase in loads generally occurs in rearward entry.
4. 9. i. 2 Heating
Pertinent heating data is presented in Table XVII. Angle of attack
causes increased total integrated heating for the blunted cone; in
general, high spin rates decrease heating.
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TABLE XVll
HEATING SUMMARY - BLUNTED CONE - 1971 HEAT SHIELD
Entry Weight = 1390 pounds
Entry Velocity= 23, 800 ft/sec
Entry Angle = -20 degrees
Diameter = 15 feet
Entry Angle of Attack = 0 degree
Model Z Atmosphere
Peak Heating Rate
(Btu/ft2/sec)
Convective
7O
Radiative
Total Integrated Heating
(Btu/ft 2)
Stagnation Point
Convective
2798
Radiative
19
Sonic Point
Convective
803
4.9. 2 Structure
4. 9.2. 1 Objectives and Requirements
The primary shell and internal structure is required to maintain its
integrity throughout its operating sequence. This sequence begins at
the factory and includes: 1) sterilization cycle temperatures and loads,
2) handling and transportation loads, 3) ascent loads, 4) spaceflight
temperatures 5) maneuvering and separation forces, 6) entry tempera-
tures and loads, and 7) parachute-opening shock loads.
The most important constraint on the structural design is the desire
for minimum entry weight. To achieve this objective, the most effi-
cient practical structural configuration and materials were considered.
A summary of the design conditions for the flight capsule is given in
Table XV.
For the multi-mission structure entry shell, the inertia of the payload
was assumed to be distributed over the rear face of the shell for the
early mission and concentrated on a circular line for the future
-IOZ-
4.9.
missions. The inertial force of the future mission payload was larger
than the inertial force of the 1971 payload although the deceleration of
the capsule was greater for the 1971 mission. This was because the
mass of the 1971 payload was considerably smaller than that of the
future mission payloads. The structural requ_irement of the nose por-
tion of the multi-mission shell was governed by the 1971 requirements,
while the outer portion of the shell was designed for the higher external
pressure associated with the large payload of future missions.
4. 9. 2. Z Subsystem Design
A honeycomb sandwich structural concept was selected for the blunted-
cone entry shell. For the lightly loaded large shell structures consid-
ered, this type of construction is the most efficient of the various
state-of-the-art types of construction. Because of the requirements
for very low weight, beryllium was used for the face-sheet material.
The honeycomb core selected was stainless steel due to its thermal
expansion compatibility with beryllium and its lower costs and greater
availability. In order to achieve an optimized structure, the face-
sheet thicknesses and core depths were selected so that the stresses
in the face sheet approached the yield strength of the material, while
at the same time the structure was at Cne point of incipient buckling.
In order to accomplish this, it was necessary to increase face-sheet
thicknesses and core depths locally at points of concentrated-force
applicatibn and at cutouts.
3 Heat Shield
4. 9.3. 1 Objectives and Requirements
The requirements imposed on the heat shield parallel those for the
structure through the mission sequence from the factory to parachute
deployment. During the spaceflight phase, the heat shield is aided by
the thermal control system and together they assure integrity of the
structure and of the payload.
The assurance of the integrity of the structures and of the payload
through attenuation of the external thermal environment during entry
at minimum weight expenditure are then the objectives of the heat
shield design.
In achieving these objectives the main constraint upon the heat shield
is to accommodate the critical environments created at the boundaries
during the entry phase while providing protection for the structure to
perform its function. The design conditions for the heat shield stem
from the aerodynamic environments and from the structural design
criteria.
-I03-
The satifaction of the design conditions is predicted on the availability,
selection, and understanding of the behavior of appropriate heat shield
materials, i. e., materials displaying a proper combination of thermal,
optical and ablative characteristics. As a result, complex interactions
have to be considered in establishing the heat shield design and mater-
ial specifications.
On the other hand, the weight of the heat shield is sensitive to the
initial conditions (temperatures) existing at the onset of entry. These
temperatures depend on the flight capsule thermal control exercised
prior to entry, while attached to the flight spacecraft and during
cruise. Thus, in addition to the environmental, structural and mater-
ial requirements present in any entry vehicle design, a set of thermal-
control constraints may exist for the heat shield (or vice versa).
Finally, the requirement for decontamination and sterilization imposes
a constraint on the selection of heat shield materials from the beginning
of the design process, limiting the choice to only such materials that
can satisfy this initial requirement. A summary of design conditions
used for the reference design is given in Table XVII and in Table XVIII.
TABLE XVIII
SUMMARY OF HEAT SHIELD DESIGN DATA
(BLUNTED CONE)
M/CDA
a e
apeak heating
Qstag tot
qmax diam
Pulse duration
Material heat shield
Material structures
T structure
T at entry
S.F.
End of pulse
0.15
Ii.5 degrees
< i degree
2798 Btu/ft 2
70 Btu/ft 2
130 seconds
Cork Silicone
Beryllium 0. 020 inch
300 to 500°F
I00 to 300°F
1.0
Impact
-I04-
GThe design of the heat shield presented is for the normal entry mode
only, and is valid for an M/CDA of 0. 15 slug/ft 2.
4. 9. 3. 2 Subsystem Design and Performance
The thermal protection concept applied to the blunt cone was an abla-
tive heat shield which appeared to be most efficient for at least the
forebody of the entry vehicle for the anticipated environmental condi-
tions. Low-density and low-conductivity materials with moderately
good ablative characteristics were desirable for this application. A
number of materials with these characteristics were investigated and
Of these material candidates, only four were selected for further in-
vestigation either on the basis of more acceptable thermal properties
(since most of them exhibited similar gross ablative behavior) or mini-
mum degradation in mechanical (as well as thermal) properties when
subjected to simulated decontamination and dry heat sterilization
cycles. The preliminary thermal properties and ablative character-
istics used in the design studies with these materials are shown in
Table XX.
In Lhe parametric studies preceding the sclcction of aerodynamic
shape and base diameter, the relationships between the heat shield
thickness (for the preceding four materials) total aerodynamic heat-
ing and allowable structural temperature were established which
were used then together with the relationship between aerodynamic
heating and base diameter in systems tradeoff. The angle-of-attack
effect on heat shield weight was also investigated and was found to
be small. Once the reference designs were established, appropriate
local heat shield thickness and weight were calculated and are shown
for the reference designs and concepts in Table XXI for the forebody
heat shield only. The cork silicone material displayed the minimum
requirement for the heat shield weight and thus was selected for
reference purposes. The heat shield weight fraction is shown in
Table XXI.
4. I0 THERMAL CONTROL
4. 10. 1 Objectives and Requirements
The main objective of the thermal control system is to maintain electronic
components, batteries, structural members, and the heat shield within
specified temperature limits during the various phases of flight. It must
be compatible with the flight spacecraft within the available power and the
general weight allocation. It must be compatible with other flight capsule
systems allowing for nominal performance (failure modes) during all the
phases of the mission. The system should be passive if at all possible.
Its passive elements should not degrade the performance of other materials,
-105-
TABLE XlX
COMPARISON OF CANDIDATE MATERIALS
Material
Purple Blend Mod 5
Cork silicone
Avcoat 5026-99
DC2048
Avcoat 5026-39M
Avcoat 3008
Armstrong 2755 cork
Insulative Heat of Ablation
( Btu / lb)
15, 000
12, 000
II, 000
i0,000
ii, 000
1I, 000
1I, 000
TABLE XX
THERMAL PROPERTIES AND ABLATIVE CHARACTERISTICS
OF MATERIALS
erial
Property
K Btu / ft-hr -° F
/; lb/ft 3
Cp Btu/lb -°R
_L
T/T
Hv Btu/lb
TA °F
0. 067
37.5
0. 387
0.60
0.51
0.17
-330
3000
Cork
Silicone
O. 045
25.6
0.52
O. 59
I. 26
0.42
-2390
3000
5026 -99
0.045
24.0
O. 44
O. 59
0.81
O. 27
-1850
3000
Low Density
Nylon Phenolic
O. 058
36. O
O. 40
O. 80
O. 995
O. 332
-2075
3000
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or themselves be degraded by other materials. Flight capsule tem-
perature control must be maintained during surface operations as well.
The thermal control system must minimize the thermal disturbance to the
flight spacecraft at flight capsule separation. Alternatively, the thermal
interface between the flight spacecraft and the flight capsule must be de-
fined to determine, for the particular configuration, the relationships be-
tween the various allowable temperatures, flight spacecraft power avail-
able for heating and the optical property requirements for the flight capsule
thermal control coatings. It has been assumed that the base of the flight
capsule sterilization canister was isothermal at -20°F near Mars (llef. 4).
The temperature limitations of the system components, and other design
conditions and assumptions used in the design and performance analysis
are shown in Table XXll.
4. i0. 2 Design and Performance
The scope of thermal control analysis and design was largely limited to
the investigation of the critical conditions which might arise during the
mission to establish the limiting thermal control system requirements
for the conceptual flight capsule design. The performance analysis was
devoted to the various failure modes which might occur due to unfavorable
flight capsule - sun orientation during various phases of the mission, and
to the deterrrdnation of the sensitivity of the flight spacecraft power require-
ment to the temperature-emissivity (alE) relationship of the flight capsule
thermal control coatings.
The performamce requirements for the blunted-cone 1971 mission, based
on the temperature limitations shown in Table XXll and the parametric
results shown in Table XXlII and Figures 31 and 32 lead to recommenda-
tion of the thermal control system shown in Figure 33. This system con-
sists of a low E (0. 05) thermal control coatings on the primary and second-
ary heat shield faces and a moderately low E ( a/E = 1 to 3) coating on the
afterbody to maintain the critical components within the allowable tempera-
ture range during the postseparation phase. Since the external battery
tends to run at low temperatures, some heat will have to be supplied by the
flight spacecraft during interplanetary cruise, and it will have to be addi-
tionally prior to separation. Superinsulation will be required to maintain
proper operation temperatures (40 to 160°F) after separation. The internal
battery may not require heat during cruise; however, it also must be in-
sulated and warmed up prior to separation to maintain a sufficiently high
operating temperature for post-impact use. The above design will accom-
modate the anticipated post separation flight capsule - sun orientation angles
(53 to 90 degrees from the rearward axial direction) and will not cause
overheating for direct sun impingement. The oblate-spheroid landed capsule
with its metallic surface will operate within prescribed limits. The post-
separation phase presents the most difficult thermal control problem in
absence of a heat source in the flight capsule.
4Conceptual Design Studies of an Advanced Mariner Spacecraft IV, Flyby Bus Design RAD-TR-64-36 Section 9, Thermal
Control (28 October 1964_.
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5.0 ENTRY VEHICLE SHELL SELECTION
A primary objective of this study has been the comparison of various approaches
to the conceptual design of a flight capsule to land on the Martian surface from
approach trajectory. During the study, parametric analyses of the entry vehi-
cle shell were performed to provide tradeoff data from which a recommended
shell could be selected. This section presents those tradeoff analyses.
5. I SHELL MISSION UTILIZATION CONCEPTS
The entry shell for the Mars flight capsule represents a major design and de-
velopment task. Although the scientific mission of the flight capsule may change
from one launch opportunity to the next, it would be desirable to utilize the same
entry shell for each opportunity. The term entry shell, as used throughout this
section, will refer to the basic load carting entry vehicle structure and the heat
shield required for thermal protection during entry.
Several entry vehicle shell concepts were formulated for this study. Multi-
missien shell refers to a shell that can be utilized over several launch oppor-
tunities. This concept would eliminate the necessity for expensive redevelop-
ment of a new entry shell for each mission. The multi-mission shell, there-
fore, has been d_signed for entry velocities up to Z3,800 ft/sec, the maximum
entry velocity anticipated through the 1975 launch opportunity; entry angles from
-Z0 to -90 degrees to accommodate the full range of anticipated landing site re-
quirements through the 1975 launch opportunity; model atmospheres l, 2, and 3,
and entry weights up to 4, 500 pounds, limited by the launch vehicle capability.
From the parametric weight analysis performed, it was determined that the
multi-mission shell design concept placed a severe limitation on the payload
weight available for the 1971 mission. To evaluate these weight penalties assoc-
iated with the multi-mission shell concept, several single mission shell con-
cepts have been postulated.
The first approach utilizes a multi-mission structure designed to withstand the
variety of entry conditions postulated for the multi-mission shell. The heat
shield is designed for a 1971 mission only. This concept has the advantage of
providing a decrease in heat shield weight and yet having a partial multi-mission
shell capability.
The second concept utilizes an entry shell designed specifically for the 1971
mission at an M/CDA of 0. 15 slug/ft Z. The weight of both heat shield and
structure can be decreased for the 1971 mission; however with this approach
the entire multi-mission shell concept is discarded, requiring a new entry-shell
development for each mission.
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The remaining design approaches were formulated to determine the benefit of
designing entry shells for the specific known atmosphere for future missions.
Entry shells were synthesized for themodel 3, Z, and 1 atmospheres to evalu-
ate the penalty associated with the multi-mission shell for future missions in
the event that the atmosphere of Mars is determined to be either model 3, 2,
or I.
5. Z ENTRY SHELL CONFIGURATIONS
This study compared three basic entry configurations. The design details of
the blunted cone are discussed in Section 3.2. The designs of the modified
Apollo and tension shell are discussed in this section insofar as they differ from
the blunted-cone design.
5.2. 1 Modified Apollo
5. Z. I. 1 Design Description
The design details of the modified Apollo* configuration follow very
clos ely the _ _ _c the _i.._,_ _ .... +_ _i- a few
._. w_ _ cone 5_.a_.. ._._y
minor differences are noted in the design as shown in Figures 34
and 35 for the launch and entry configurations, respectively. These
differences are primarily in the entry shell and mounting arrange-
ment, separation systems, and suspended capsule structure. The
entry.shell is a spherical cap with the same type of construction as
the blunted cone (i.e., beryllium face sheets with stainless-steel
honeycomb core). The details of this design are the same as the
details of the blunted cone, except the face sheets are doubly con-
toured instead of singly contoured. This makes forming of the face
sheets and bonding of the structure somewhat more difficult.
At the time this design was completed the thickness of the core was
Z inches and the face sheets were 0. 030 inch thick. Further struc-
tural analysis has indicated that a tapered core varying from 0.50
inch at the center to 1.63 at the mounting ring to 0. Z7 at the outer
rim can reduce the structural weight. Face-sheet thicknesses are
• 0. 035 inch with doublers added at the mounting ring to bring the
thickness to 0. 065. These changes in the core and face-sheet thick-
nesses were not available in time to alter the design layouts but are
reflected in the weight breakdown presented in Table XXIV.
The heat shield system for this vehicle is also cork-silicone, a
constant 0.37-inch thickness over the entire spherical cap.
*The modification in the original Apollo configuration is the elimination of the 33-degree afterbody and the toroidal corner,
thus leaving only a spherical cap section.
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TABLE XXIV
MODIFIED APOLLO -- WEIGHT SUMMARY
Flight Capsule
FG/FS adapter
Sterile canister
Elec. and mech.
connectors
Separated Vehicle
AV Propulsion
ACS electronics
Spin motors propellant
A V propulsion structure
Miscellaneous
Entry Vehicle
Entry shell-heat shield
Entry shell structure
Thermal control
ACS nozzles, tanks, etc.
Spin motors and supports
Elec. and mech.
connector
Contingency
Suspended Capsule
Instrumentation
Telecommunications
Power
Miscellaneous
Contingency (25 percent
on above)
Main chute, pilot, etc.
Structure
Afterbody
Landed Capsule {available)
Weight
{pounds )
2500.0
i00.0
366.9
50.0
1983.1
98. 5
I0.0
2.1
i0.0
12.5
1850.0
249. 5
524.3
25.0
69.3
i0.0
55. 5
25.0
891.4
40.4
Z0.6
37.5
4.0
25.6
71.3
143.0
24.5
514. 5
c.g.*
{inches)
33.0
27.3
24.4
3Z.8
30.1
Ixx (slug/£t I)2_
1210.7 880.8
?74.2 542.8
769.6 483.8
142.0 113.0
52.2 33.8
*Note: Center of gravity from entry shell forward nose location
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QAn alternate separated vehicle/flight spacecraft separation system is
presented for this design. This separation system is very similar to
the blunted-cone AV propulsion package separation, i. e., clamp-cable
mechanism (reference Section E-E, Figure 34).
The suspended capsule structure was also changed, due to the limited
space behind the landed capsule and the restrictive ascent shroud-dy-
namic envelope. The modified Apollo must set further aft in the shroud
than the blunted cone (to maintain 4-inch clearance around the 180-inch
diameter vehicle), restricting the allowable spacc for the AV propulsion.
In this design, the suspended capsule structure, which consists of four
radial beams and a cylindrical shell, fully cradles the landed capsule.
The external equipment is again mounted on this structure, around the
cylindrical shell section. Web gussets are located radially around the
cylindrical section to support the forward conical portion of the after-
body, between the entry shell and the flight spacecraft adapter mount-
ing ring. The aft cover of the suspended capsule is constructed of
fiberglass as in the blunted cone and is mounted to the radial web struc-
ture. The concave aft end is provided to enhance the rearward entry
righting moment and to provide clearance for the AV propulsion pack-
age separation.
All other features of the design are the same as the blunted-cone de-
sign desc'ribed in Section 3. Z. The flight sequence is also the same.
5.2. 1. Z Weight Summary
A summary weight similar to that of the blunted cone is presented in
Table XXIV. The significant weight difference is in the primary struc-
ture. This is illustrated in Table XXV where a detailed weight break-
down of the entry shell is given. The major difference between the
blunted cone and modified Apollo structural design is the thickness of
the honeycomb core. In the blunted cone, the core is 0.60 inch thick,
while in the modified Apollo the core varies from 0.5 inch to 1.63
inches thick over most of the shell. The face-sheet thickness is also
slightly greater on the modified Apollo (0. 035 inch compared to 0. 025
inch on the blunted cone).
In the first column of Table XXIV, external instrumentation and tele-
communications is shown as in the blunted-cone design. The available
landed capsule weight is again much too small to accommodate the de-
sired payload. An adjusted weight synthesis similar to that of the
blunted cone could be accomplished for this design to arrive at a weight
balance between the suspended capsule and landed capsule.
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TABLE XXV
MODIFIED APOLLO - ENTRY SHELL WEIGHT BREAKDOWN
PRIMARY STRUCTURE
Base ring
Beryllium face sheets
Stainless steel core
Stainless steel weldments
Beryllium splice plates
Epoxy bond
Contingency (at 15 percent)
Beryllium mounting rings
Foam bearing pad
HEAT SHIELD
Cork primary heat shield
Epoxy 5ond
Cork secondary heat
Epoxy bond
AFTERBODY
Cork heat shield
Epoxy bond
Weisht (pounds)
65.6
127.6
101.0
42.0
44.3
ZZ. 7
6O. 5
24.0
36.6
Total 524.5
Weight (pounds)
184.4
12.6
43. 5
9.0
Total 249. 5
Weigh t (pounds)
Z0.5
4.0
Total 24.5
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TABLE XXVI
TENSION SHELL - WEIGHT SUMMARY
Weight-
(pounds)
Flight Capsule
FC/FS adapter
Sterile canister
Elec. andmech. connector s
I00.0
_Ob. 9
50.0
Separated Vehicle
AV propulsion
ACS electronics
Spin propellant
Propulsion supports
Entry Vehicle
Entry shell heat shield
Entry shell structure
Thermal control
ACS nozzles, tanks, etc.
Spin motors and supports
98.5
I0.0
2. I
22.5
415.6
35%O
25.0
69.3
i0.0
Elec. and mech. connectors
Contingency
Suspended Capsule
Instrumentation
Telecommunications
Power
Mis c ellane ous
Contingency (Z5 percent on
above )
Main chute pilot, etc.
Structure
Afterbody
Landed Capsule (available)
55.5
25.0
40.4
20.6
37.5
4.0
25.6
71.0
96.0
25.0
2500.0
1983.1
1850.0
890.6
570.5
c,g.
(inches)*
74. 1
72.6
71.5
67.3
52.0
*Note: Center of gravity from entry shell forward nose location
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are shown in Figure 37, detail A. The compression ring design is
composed of extruded beryllium angles, channels and flat sections
riveted together to form a box-like section. Local beads are chem-
milled into the flat sections to increase the local buckling strength.
An alternate design is shown for detail A consisting of a square box
section designed to more efficiently utilize the section in buckling.
However, this increase in structural efficiency was gained at the cost
of added spacer material and an increased depth of the sections which
could impose difficult design and fabrication problems. The detail
A design was used as shown in the main cross section. On this de-
sign, the ring is elongated, reducing the spacer thickness and weight.
This ring is also used to mount all of the reaction control equipment
as in the blunted cone design.
All remaining design features are described in detail in the blunted-
cone and modified-Apollo designs.
5.2.2. Z Weight Summary
Presented in Table XXVI is a weight summary for the tension shell
design. Here again, the only basic change in the weight summary
from that of the blunted cone is the entry-shell weight (i.e., the
primary structure and heat shield) which is given in more detail
in Table XXVII. The heat shield weight is significantly increased
over the other designs while the structural weight has decreased
giving a total entry-shell weight approximately the same as the
blunted cone. This is more evident in the available landed capsule
weight which is approximately the same as for the blunted-cone de-
sign. This design was not pursued to the same depth as the blunted-
cone design (except in structural analysis) and the design could
change significantly if pursued further.
Table XXVII illustrates the wide variation in entry shell weight
encountered when various alternate approaches are considered.
The design shown is one of the lightest considered, at the possible
expense of additional fabrication and development problems.
5.3 BASIS FOR SHELL SHAPE COMPARISON
The selection of an entry shape can be based on entry shell efficiency if a definite
trend can be established to show an optimum shape for a specific purpose. How-
ever, the comparison is not clear cut and therefore other factors must be con-
sidered. Factors such as testing requirements, manufacturing and fabrication
problems and systems compatibility must be investigated to perform a thorough
shape - selection analysis. Careful consideration was given to all phases of
the design, development, and manufacture. The following is a list of the major
Q
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criteria that were used to establish the optimum shape for the conceptual design:
1. Residual weight ( a measure of entry shell efficiency)
Z. Aerodynamic stability
3. Center of gravity and packaging versatility
4. Design confidence
5. Test requirements
6. Manufacturing ease
7. Payload integration
8. External interfaces.
5.4 METHOD FOR DETERMINATION OF RESIDUAL WEIGHTS
The primary and most powerful method of selecting the optimum entry vehicle
shell is that of determining the residual weight associated with each of the
various configurations. In addition to determining residual weights, a weight
analysis of the landed capsule was performed for comparative purposes.
During the ensuing discussion, the following definition of terms are used exten-
sively. Figure 38 presents a pictorial representation of the various terms that
are considered in the parametric synthesis of the Entry Vehicle.
The following is a further definition of the relationships used in the analytical
synthesis of the vehicle and its subsystems:
WE
WH&S
W R
WMC
WES
WLC
WCU
= Entry weight
= Heat shield and structure weight (entry shell)
= Residual weight = W E - WH& S
= Main parachute weight
= External structure weight = 0. 10 W R
= Landed capsule weight = W R - WM C - WES
= Crush-up material weight
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WI = Internal weight = WLC WCU
WIS = Internal structure weight = 0.35 WLC
Wilo = Internal payload weight = W I - WIS
The weight analysis of the Landed Capsule includes determination of the para-
chute, impact attenuator, and various support structure weights. While these
weight studies do not directly relate to a comparison of entry shell configura-
tions and concepts, they aid in evaluating the overall impact of the shell selec-
tion on system design.
The main parachute used in this system synthesis is of ring sail design which
develops a supersonic drag coefficient of 0.70. It is designed to perform under
the most severe atmospheric conditions that is, deployment in the Model 3 atmos-
phere, and descent and impact in the terminal descent atmosphere. It is de-
signed to allow the landed capsule to impact with a vertical velocity of 80 ft/sec.
Figure 39 indicates the weight and diameter of the main parachute as a function
of suspended weight. Since test data is severly limited above this diameter,
the largest diameter parachute utilized was i00 feet in diameter. For suspended
weights greater than 1300 pounds, three-chute clusters were employed resulting
in a weight penalty in excess of 30 pounds. An additional weight of 4 to 6 pounds,
dependent on main parachute size, is required to account for the pilot parachute
and deployment mortar to completely synthesize the descent system parametric
weight.
For comparison purposes, two configurations of landed capsules were analyzed;
the flotation sphere and the oblate spheroid. The crushup material used for the
parametric analysis was foam-filled fiberglass honeycomb based upon the re-
quired total impact velocity of 130 ft/sec. In addition to the vertical impact
velocity, a horizontal wind velocity of 100 ft/sec was assumed, giving a resultant
velocity at impact of approximately 130 ft/sec. Figures 40 and 41 indicate the
crush-up weight required to prevent the impact loads from exceeding 500 or
1000 g as a function of R 2. R Z is defined as the principle radius of curvature of
landed capsule. An internal packaging density of Z. 0 slug/ft 3 was assumed for
the flotation sphere, which represents a presently realizable density. However,
due to the unique packaging requirements associated with the oblate spheroid,
a packaging density of 1.0 slug/ft 3 was assumed for that configuration. The
crushable material density is a variable along the curves; the optimum material
density is assumed at each point.
In addition to the heat shield, primary structure, parachute, and crushup weights,
a parametric approach to system synthesis must consider supporting structures
to arrive at a realistic internal payload weight. The external support structure
is defined as the brackets and attachments that are required to support the
landed capsule, parachutes and other external equipment within the entry shell.
From past experience, the external support structure weight has proven to be
about 10 percent of the residual weight.
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Another major weight fraction considered is the internal support structure
necessary to support the internal payload within the landed capsule. Again,
past experience and other studies have shown that this weight is approximately
35 percent of the landed capsule weight.
5.4. 1 M/_____CDADetermination
The study ground rules stipulated that the main parachute is to be fully
opened subsonically at a minimum altitude of 15, 000 feet. The parachute
must be initially deployed at an altitude of 16, 000 feet allowing 1000 feet
of altitude for the parachute to completely open and decelerate the vehicle
to subsonic speeds; a parachute deployment Mach number of 1.0 was selec-
ted as a maximum practical limit to insure subsonic velocities when the
parachute was fully open. These altitude and Mach number contraints to-
gether with the model atmospheres considered in the study and the entry
conditions specified define the entry vehicle hypersonic M/CDA.
The atmospheres, Model 1 (40 millibar surface pressure), Model 2 (25
millibar surface pressure), and Model 3 (10 millibar surface pressure) are
as specified in NASA TND-2525. The Model 3 atmosphere results in the
lowest density profile throughout the entry altitude range and as such is the
constraining atmosphere in the determination of the hypersonic M/CDA.
For the 1971 opportunity an entry velocity range from 18, 000 ft/sec to
Z3, 800 ft/se_ and an entry angle range from -20 degrees (near skip-out) to
-90 ° must be accommodated.
Figure 4Z presents M/CDA as a function of model atmosphere and entry
angle for an entry velocity of Z3, 800 ft/sec. This figure shows the maxi-
mum allowable 1V_/CDA to accommodate the entire range of entry velocities,
entry angles and model atmospheres to be 0. 15 slug/ft . This figure also
illustrates as a function of diameter, the M/CDA that corresponds to an
entry weight of 4500 pounds; the maximum entry vehicle weight available
for future missions.
It is possible to increase the M/CDA by staging (reefing) the main para-
chute such that partial deployment occurs at some higher Mach number and
altitude. Full parachute deployment (disreefing) would still take place at
Mach 1.0 at 16,000 feet. Mach 1.3 was chosen as the reefed parachute
deployment lVIach number since experimental data indicates serious infla-
tion and stability problemsabove this Mach number. The application of
reefing generally enhances the over-all performance of the system, if the
opening shock load is limited to a level which optimizes the required canopy
and shroud line strength for both reefed deployment and disreefing. This
requires matching the shock loads at each of the two events. There exists
a maximum reefed area which matches the opening shock load and minimizes
-133-
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4the parachute system weight. Figure 43 shows the allowable M/CDA as a
function of reefed parachute drag area. Figure 44 indicates that the de-
ployment and disreef shock loads are equal at 18 percent of the full para-
chute area. At this point it is possible to obtain an M/CDA of 0. 153
slug/ft Z. The above discussion and conclusions do not make any allowance
for parachute actuation system dispersions and drag coefficient degradation
due to angle of attack. Hence, the M/CDA should be reduced slightly to
0. 15 slug/ft Z in order to allow for these effects. The remaining analysis
utilizes an M/CDA of 0. 15 slug/ft Z, deploying an 18 percent reefed para-
chute at Mach 1.3 and disreefing it at 16, 000 feet.
5.4. Z Heat Shield and Structure Design Criteria
Having determined the M/CDA to be O. 15 slug/ft Z, the entry vehicle heat
shield and structure design conditions can be established for each of the
entry vehicle shell concepts. These design conditions are defined to allow
heat shield and structure weights to be calculated as a function of diameter.
The structure design condition is that combination of entry velocity, entry
angle, model atmosphere, and M/CDA (future missions may use a multi-
mission shell at an M/CDA higher than 0. 15 slug/ft Z) which results in the
highest value of stagnation pressure. For the multi-mission structure,
this condition occurs in the Model 1 atmosphere at an entry velocity of
23, 800 ft/sec, an entry angle of -90 degrees, and an M/C_A of 0.8Z slug]
u
ft Z (corresponding to the -90 degree Model 1 line shown in Figure 42. At
a diameter of. about 140 inches, an entry vehicle with an M/CDA of 0.8Z
slug/ft Z weights 4500 pounds; the future mission limit on entry weight. At
diameters larger than 140 inches, the M/CDA is 0.48 slugft Z (corresponding
to the -90 degree Model Z line shown in Figure 4Z).
The heat shield design condition is that combination of entry velocity, entry
angle, model atmosphere, and M/CDA which results in the highest value of
total integrated heating. For the multi-mission shell, this condition occurs
in the Model 1 atmosphere at an entry velocity of 23, 800 ft/sec, an entry
angle of -20 degrees and an M/CDA corresponding to the 4500 pound weight
limit, the value of M/CDA to be varied as a function of diameter.
As previously discussed, several single mission entry shells were synthe-
sized to determine the weight advantage associated with the multi-mission
shell concept. The other combinations investigated were:
1. Multi-mission structure with 1971 heat shield
Z. 1971 designed entry shell
3. Model 3 atmosphere designed entry shell
-135-
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o4. Model _. atmosphere designed entry shell
5. Model 1 atmosphere designed entry shell
The first two are to be used specifically for the 1971 opportunity and the
remaining three are for future missions dependent upon final determination
of the Martian atmosphere. Table XXVIII presents the design conditions for
these five entry shells.
5.4.3 Heat Shield and Structure Weight Determination
Figures 45 and 46 show the resulting heat shield and structure weights as
a function of diameter derived from the design criteria for the multi-mission
shell concept. The information is presented for several candidate materials
for both the heat shield and the structure. Only the modified Apollo and
blunted cone configurations are included, since for the tension shell at these
design conditions, the heat shield and structure weight required proved to be
larger than the entry weight available. Various combinations of heat shield
and structural materials yield a range of available residual weights for each
shape.
5.4.4 Residual Weight -- Vehicle Diameter Comparison
The entry weight (WE} is a direct function of the M/CDA for a given entry
shell configuration and for a given diameter. Using the M/CDA required
for a -90 degrees entry into the Model 3 atmosphere, 0. 15 slug/ft 2, and
the lightest heat shield and structural materials, the residual weight for
each candidate entry shape is shown in Figure 47. This figure also shows
the resulting weight for the landed capsule and internal weight determined
as previously indicated. In order to maximize the weight available for the
landed capsule for the 1971 mission, for which the entire range of atmos-
pheric models must be considered, the entry vehicle diameter should be as
large as possible.
However, the multi-mission shell design must consider future missions,
at a time when the atmosphere may be better defined. If the atmosphere
is determined to be Model 2, the resulting entry, residual, landed capsule,
and internal weights are shown in Figure 48. Under these conditions, the
optimum diameter is that diameter at which the entry weight is equal to
the maximum allowable weight for future missions, 183 inches. Figure 49
shows the same weight profile for a future mission if Model 1 is the correct
atmosphere. The optimum diameter now becomes 140 inches.
5.4.5 Entry Vehicle Diameter Selection
The establishment of the entry vehicle shell diameter is determined by
tradeoff analysis of the constraints placed on it by the mission, launch
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vehicle, flight spacecraft and the desired landed capsule weight. To
conform with the mission requirements specified previously, the ascent
shroud for the Saturn IB-Centaur Launch Vehicle and the available flight
capsule envelope shown in Figure 3 were employed to determine the maxi-
mum shell diameter that could be used for each of the three shapes. Prac-
tical clearances were assumed between the flight capsule and the steriliza-
tion canister; and between the sterilization canister and the launch vehicle
ascent shroud. The candidate shapes were examined both with and without
afterbodies. If an afterbody was not used, flaps were employed to reorient
the entry vehicle to accommodate the failure mode of rearward entry.
Figure 50 presents the three candidate entry shapes in the launch configura-
tion. Each candidate shape has been packaged in the orientation which tends
to maximize its diameter without an afterbody. The tension shell and blun-
ted cone are ina nose up position, whereas the modified Apollo is nose
down. The nose up orientation is preferred, since the flight capsule support
structure need not pass through the primary heat shield and structure of the
flight capsule. In addition, the capsule AV rocket is oriented to accelerate
the dapsule away from the spacecraft. Figure 51 illustrates the three can-
didate entry shapes packaged with afterbodies showing the maximum dia-
meter for each case. The tension shell is shown nose up with the modified
Apollo and blunted cone nose down. In each case, the diameter available
with the alternate orientation is shown. If no afterbodies are employed, the
largest common diameter which can be used to compare the candidate entry
shapes is 189 inches. With the use of minimum afterbodies, as shown,
the rnaximurr_ common diameter is 180 inches.
The Saturn IB-Centaur payload capability is shown in Figure 4 as a function
of the energy parameter C 3 {the hyperbolic excess velocity squared). Con-
sideration of Figure 4 with the projected weights of the flight spacecraft and
flight capsule over the launch opportunities from 1971 through 1975 indicates
that a practical value of C 3 to be utilized for design purposes is 18 km2/sec 2.
This will provide a maximum weight capability of the planetary vehicle of
7500 pounds. Using a weight for the flight spacecraft including its propul-
sion system of 5000 pounds for the 1971 and 1973 orbiter missions will pro-
vide a total flight capsule weight allocation of 2500 pounds. This allocation
includes the weight of entry vehicle as well as sterilization canister, flight
capsule propulsion system and the support structure between the flight cap-
sule and the spacecraft. In 1975, when the flight spacecraft is a fly-by ve-
hicle, the propulsion requirement is reduced allowing the flight capsule
weight allocation to be increased to 5200 pounds. To determine the allowable
entry weight for the capsule as a function of diameter, the total capsule
weight allocation must be reduced by the weight of its sterilization canister,
propulsion system, and support structure. The weight of these items will
vary as a function of capsule diameter. Therefore, the maximum allowable
entry weight will decrease with increasing diameter. This relationship,
for the 1971 mission, is shown in Figure 52 as is the entry weight associa-
ted with an M/CDA of 0. 15 slug/ft2. From this figure, it can be seen that
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the constraint on diameter imposed by the available launch weight, at Z04
inches, is not limiting. Since the use of afterbodies rather than flaps to
acconlrnodate the rearward entry failure mode is preferred, the maximum
COlTU-non diameter which can be used for all three shapes is 180 inches.
The diameter selected for comparison of the =ntry vehicle shell concepts
and configurations could be the maximum diameter, 180 inches, to maxi-
mize the future mission residual weight for the Model Z and Model 3 atmos-
pheres or 140 inches to maximize the future mission residual weight in the
Model 1 atmosphere. A diameter selection of 180 inches maximizes the
residual weight for the !97! _mission which rnl_st consider all three model
atmos phe re s.
Table XXIX presents the weight penalties associated with each of these
diameter selections. In the 1971 design and the future mission (Model 2
atmosphere) design, the comparison shows a severe penalty in residual
weight for the 140-inch entry vehicle instead of the 180-inch entry vehicle.
The penalties are less severe for the future missions (Model 1 atmosphere)
design if the 180-inch vehicle is used. Additionally, if the latter incremen-
tal weight loss is compared to the total residual weight available in the denser
atmosphere, the percentage loss is extremely small. The initial vehicle
synthesis was, therefore, based on an 180-inch vehicle diameter.
TABLE XXIX
DIAMETER SELECTION
Mission
1971 Mission
(All ModelAtmospheres)
Future Mission
(Model 2 Atmosphere)
Future Mission
(Model 1 Atmosphere)
Diameter
180
140
180
140
Residual Weight
Modified Apollo
777
484
140
180
3730
2260
4140
393Q
60-Degree Blunt Cone
870
555
3840
2362
4Z00
4016
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5. 5 COMPARISON OF RESIDUAL WEIGHTS
5.5. 1 Comparison at 197-inch Diameter
The initial comparison of the residual weights from the six entry vehicle
shell concepts was made at a diameter of 197 inches before the final
diameter selection was completed. The conclusion of this comparison;
that themulti-mission shell concept imposes too large a weight penalty
over single n_issiondesigns; is even more valid for the selected diameter
of 180 inches. Table XXX presents the weight analysis developed for the
multi-mission concept; the tension shell weights are shown for complete-
ness. Tables XXXI through XXXV show the comparison of the multi-mission
shell and each of the single mission shells in turn. For the 1971 mission,
a residual weight penalty of Z37 pounds for the modified Apollo and 197
pounds for the blunted cone results if the multi-mission shell is used rather
than an entry shell specifically designed for the 1971 mission. The penalty
for future missions is most severe if the atmosphere is determined to be
Model 3 when the residual weight penalty associated with the use of multi-
mission shell is 159 pounds for the modified Apollo and 196 pounds for the
blunted cone.
On the basis ef the penalty in residual weight associated with the multi-
mission concept for this extremely weight limited design, the multi-mission
structure-1971 heat shield design. This retains most of the desirable cost
saving features of the multi-mission shell while elminating about one half
of the weight penalty.
5.5. Z Comparison of Residual Weights for Three Shell Concepts
At this point in the study, the Mariner IV results were returned from Mars
indicating the atmosphere to be far less dense than anticipated. The Model
1 atmosphere waseliminatedfrom further consideration, reducing the struc-
tural penalty associated with the multi-mission structure - 1971 heat shield
concept still further. The remainder of the study was concerned with the
comparison of three entry shell concepts, the multi-mission structure -
1971 heat shield, the 1971 shell, and the future missions Model 3 atmos-
phere shell.
Each of the three entry shell concepts was re-evaluated for entry into the
Model Z and Model 3 atmospheres only. New design conditions were es-
tablished for each shell concept as presented in Table XXXVI derived in
the same manner as the original design conditions of Table XXVIII.
The analysis at 180-inch diameter also included the real gas effects of the
Martian atmosphere upon the entry vehicle drag coefficients. Real gas
effects increase the drag coefficient of the modified Apollo from 1. 58 to
-150-
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TABLE XXXVII
SHELL SYNTHESIS -- CONCEPT COMPARISON
Multimi s sion
Structure
1971
Heat Shield
1971 Shell
Model 3 Shell
Blunted Cone
(pounds)
Structure Heat Shield
Total
Be/SS Cork
451. 2
423. 1
423. 1
Z90.0
r2/j___see_
240.0 50.0
290.0
pri sec
240.0 50.0
314.7
p____ri sec
264. 7 50.0
741. 2
713. 1
737. 8
Modified Apollo
(pound s)
Structure Heat Shield
Be/SS Cork
249.5
524.3 _ sec
197.0 52.5
Z49.5
501.3 pri sec
197.0 52. 5
Z74.4
501.3 pri sec
221.9 52. 5
rotal
773. 8
750.8
775.7
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to 1,70, the blunted cone from 1.59 to 1.63 the tension shell from 1.60 to
I.70. The modified Apollo configuration was further modified by elimina-
ting the cylindrical skirt at the outer diameter. The weight summary shown
in Table XXXVII illustrates the resulting heat shield, structure and total
entry shell weights for each of the entry shell shapes for the multi-mission
structure - 1971 heat shield entry shell concept. The tension shell was also
included in this analysis to determine the effect of eliminating the Model 1
atmosphere upon the tension shell weights. For the blunted cone and
modified Apollo shapes beryllium face sheets with a stainless steel core
were considered for the honeycomb structural material. The tension shell
structure was fiberglass with a beryllium closeout ring. The heat shield
material is subdivided into the primary heat shield on the outside of the
entry shell, and the secondary heat shield on the backface of the entry-shell
skirt to protect the structure in the event of rearward entry. All three
entry shells are approximately the same total weight.
Design analyses were pursued for the modified Apollo and blunted cone
entry shells for the other entry shell concepts. Table XXXVIII shows the
entry shell weights which result. Work on the tension shell for the 1971
entry shell and the model 3 atmosphere entry shell was not complete when
the entry from approach trajectory study phase was terminated. The struc-
tural weights shown in Tables XXXVII and XXXVIII include the landed cap-
sule support structure mounting ring and capsule bearing pad. These struc-
tural weights represent the portion of the entry shell which is jettisoned at
parachute deployment and are not strictly comparable with the weight shown
in the previous parametric analysis.
Table XXXIX shows the residual weight which results from the use of the
multi-mission structure - 1971 heat shield entry shells at an M/CDA of
0. 15 slug/ft2. The effect of the higher drag coefficient of the modified
Apollo (CD = i.70) as opposed to the blunted cone (CD = i.63) can be noted.
TABLE XXXIX
SHELL SYNTHESIS -- RESIDUAL WEIGHTS
MULTI-MISSION STRUCTURE 1971 HEAT SHIELD
M/CDA= 0.15 slug/ft 2
Entry
Weight
1391
Blunted Cone
Heat Shield and
Structure Weight
741. 2
Residual
Weight
649.8
Entry
Weight
1450
Modified Apollo
Heat Shield and
Structure Weight
773. 8
R e s idual
Weight
676.2
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5.6 COMPARISON OF SHELL SHAPES FOR OTHER SELECTION CRITERIA
Table XL presents the shape selection criteria to be considered as a function
of vehicle configuration. The ratings indicated are on a relative basis and are
used for comparison between these shapes.
TABLE XL
MARS FLIGHT CAPSULE SHELL COMPARISON
Factor Modified Apollo Cone Tension Shell
Good Best PoorResidual weight
(W E - WH/S + S )
Stability
c.g. and packaging versatility
Design confidence
Test requirements
Manufacturing ease
Payload integration and access
External interfaces
Probably good Probably best
Best
Good
High
Good
Best
Good
Good
Best
High
Best
Good
Good
Fair
Poor
Poor
Highe st
Fair to poor
Fair
Poor
5.6. i Residual Weight
The term residual weight applies to the weight that is remaining after the
weight of the entry shell (heat shield and structure) has been subtracted
from the entry weight. For a given set of parachute deployment conditions,
a specific entry M/CDA is required, independent of the entry vehicle shape
selected. If only one entry vehicle diameter is considered, the entry weight
is dependent upon only the hypersonic drag coefficient, which for the vehi-
cles of interest varies only slightly (C d = i. 63 for blunted cone and I. 70
for modified Apollo and tension shell). Therefore, considering these con-
straints and specifying the entry conditions for particular missions, the
residual weight is considered to be a measure of the efficiency of the
entry shape and shell to perform its function.
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The blunted coneproves to be the rest efficient configuration requiring the
least weight for the entry shell under equal conditions of entry velocity and
angle, model atmosphere and entry M/CDA.
5.6. Z Aerodynamic Stability
Based on the primary mode of entry, a slowly spinning vehicle, the blunted
cone, tends to provide the best dynamic stability characteristics. However,
as indicated in Table XL, precise analytical data is limited in this area;
the blunted cone and modified Apollo appear to be quite similar.
5.6.3 Center of Gravity and Packaging Versatility
From a center of gravity and packaging point of view, the modified Apollo
is the best configuration. The allowable center ofgravity margin for the mod-
ified Apollo shape is the largest, allowing a wider variety of payload pack-
ages. When afterbodies are incorporated into the designs, the size of the
afterbody could restrict the payload package size, negating the advantage
of the modified Apollo configuration over that of the blunted cone.
5.6.4 Design Confidence
Design confidence, the amount of previous experience which exists in the
design and fabrication of a particular shape, places the blunted cone in a
preferred po'sition. This is true primarily due to the vast experience that
exists in Earth reentry vehicle design and fabrication for this shape.
5.6. 5 Test Requirements
In the area of test requirements, all shapes will require an extensive de-
velopment program with the tension shell requiring the most extensive
testing. This is principally due to the fact that little test data is available
for this shape during entry. Testing of other system elements such as
parachutes, is common to all configurations.
5.6.6 Manufacturing Ease
The best configuration as far as ease of manufacture :.s concerned is again
the blunted cone chiefly because of simplicity of the geometric shape.
5.6.7 Payload Integration
The modified Apollo shape possesses the greatest degree of accessibility
and thus provides ease inpayload integration and assembly of components
into the entry shell. The other shapes also require relatively complex
payload support structures.
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5.6. 8 External Interfaces
The final consideration is that of external interfaces between the flight
capsule and the flight spacecraft. This is a function of the packaging
arrangement within the launch vehicle ascent shroud and the position of the
spacecraft relative to the capsule. When one considers all configurations
in a nose up position mounted ontopof the spacecraft, the modified Apollo
and blunted cone present approximately the same degree of complexity as
to interface design.
In conclusion, both the blunted cone and the modified Apollo appear to be of about
equal capability as a Mars entry shell configuration. The blunted cone was
selected for the sample design on the basis of its slightly more efficient entry
shell and on the basis of the extensive experience with this shape in Earth re-
entry vehicle design.
The multi-mission structure - 1971 heat shield entry shell concept was selected
over the 1971 shell since the weight penalty is nominal, 28 pounds, and the po-
tential savings in development for future missions could be large in both money
and development time which can be concentrated instead on the more complex
features of the future flight capsules.
5.7 AVAILABLE LANDED CAPSULE WEIGHT
Using the blunted cone entry shell weight at an M/CDA of 0. 15 sluglft Z, the
available landed capsule weight is shown in Table XZl. Preliminary analysis
of the required weight of the landed capsule shows that 162 pounds is clearly
inadequate and m11st be increased to provide a reasonable scientific payload for
the 1971 misssion. As shown in Figure 52, the maximum entry weight available
for the 1971 opportunity at a vehicle diameter of 180 inches is 1850 pounds con-
strained by the total flight capsule weight limit for the 1971 mission. The entry
weight can be increased by increasing the entry vehicle M/CDA and limiting the
allowable entry angle while maintaining the main parachute deployment altitude
and Mach number. The allowable entry weight versus entry angle is shown in
Figure 53; for an entry weight of 1850 pounds (M/CDA of 0. Z slug/ft Z) the maxi-
mum allowable entry angle is approximately -52 degrees.
TABLE XLI
WEIGHT SUMMARY - BLUNTED CONE
(M/CDA = 0.20 slug/ft 2)
Entry weight
Heat shield and structure weight
Residual weight
Suspended weight
Available landed capsule weight
1391 pounds
741 pounds
650 pounds
465 pounds
162 pounds
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Table XLII shows the residual weight forthe modified Apollo and the blunted
cone when the M/CDA has increased to the point where the flight capsule total
weight allocation becomes limiting. As can be seen, the difference in drag
coefficient becomes unimportant. In this case, the lighter heat shield and
structural weight of the blunted cone provide a margin in residual weight of
33 pounds over the nxodified Apollo
TABLE XLII
SHELL SYNTHESIS -- RESIDUAL
MULTI-MISSION STRUCTURE 1971 HEAT SHIELD
Entry
Weight
1850
Blunted Cone
Heat Shield and
Structure Weight
741. Z
R e s idual
Weight
1108.8
Entry
Weight
1850
Modified Apollo
Heat Shield and
Structure Weight
773. 8
R e s idual
Weight
1076. Z
An entry weight consistent with the maximum allowable for the 1971 opportunity
was selected. To achieve this entry weight (1850 pounds) the entry angle was
restricted to a nominal value of -44 degrees. The weight summary for blunted
cone configuration is presented in Table XJ.J.II.
TABLE XLIII
WEIGHT SUMMARY - BLUNTED CONE
(M/CDA = 0.20 slug/ft 2)
Entry weight
Heat shield and
structure weight
Residual weight
Suspended weight
Landed capsule weight
1850 pounds
741 pounds
1109 pounds
924 pounds
581 pounds
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6.0 LANDED CAPSULE TRADEOFFS
6. 1 INTRODUCTION
This section presents the major elements of design synthesis for the landed
capsule. The synthesis primarily includes the selection of a communication
subsystem, power subsystem, and scientific instrumentation. The synthesis is
presented for the entry and descent and for the surface mission phases. Several
landed capsule configurations are presented, the most applicable of which are
examined to determine the impact of capsule configuration on the various sub-
system designs. The resulting designs are then compared to select the capsule
configuration for conceptual design.
An incompatibility exists between the residual weight necessary to accommodate
the desired instrumentation payload and the communications and power equipment
to support it, and the residual weight available for this equipment after consider-
ation of the entry shell design. 'Various approaches can be taken to provide a
landed capsule design within available residual weight constraints.
6. Z LANDED CAPSULE CONFIGURATION COMPARISON
6.2.1 Review of Landed Capsule Concepts
In the initial design study the primary effort was devoted to selection of a
landed capsule concept (that portion of the flight capsule ultimately landing
on the planet). Since the selection of the landed capsule concept is greatly
influenced by the mission objectives and more particularly the entry con-
figuration, it was felt that substantial effort must be placed on its design
generation. Presented in Figure 54 are some typical landed concepts that
were developed in previous studies _. Several of these concepts have some
particular design features that warrant discussion.
The first concept "sphere-in-sphere" possesses several unique properties.
One of the most significant is that it does not depend on the planet terrain
for antenna erection and science deployment, i.e., the erection process
is within the outer sphere, and since the inner sphere has no physical
connection to the outer sphere (except by a flotation fluid) it is capable of
erecting by gravity force regardless of the external sphere orientation.
Other features are, low g-level impact, compact science and electronic
packaging characteristics, low-impact attenuator weight and the compat-
ibility with most entry shell configurations. These features are somewhat
over-shadowed by the design complexity the concept would have under the
overall mission environments. Other systems presented in Figure 54 that
5Conceptual Desiga Studies of an Advanced MarinerSpacecraft, Avco/RAD TR-64-36, III. (28 October 1964)
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indicate promise are the tetrahedren and lenticular (or oblate spheroid)
concepts. These concepts have one thing in common, they have a high
probability of resting on one of the preferred sides after impact. For
instance, the lenticular concept would most likely land on one of two sides,
hence two communication antennas would be required. The same reasoning
applies to the tetrahedren concept except that an erectable antenna would be
employed at one corner and the attenuator deployed to erect it to a vertical
position, since the tetrahedren could land on one of four sides. The tetra-
hedron, however, is not compatible with entry configurations of the class
considered for Mars entry (modified Apollo and blunted cone). The lenti-
cular shape on the other hand is very compatible with these entry configura-
tions but is undesirable with the tension shell, due to the sharp nose angle
(30 degrees).
One other landed concept that is similar to the lenticular is the double cone
(vertical axis). It is compatible with the blunt cone entry shell and possibly
the tension shell. The "clam shell" concept is highly desirable from the
science deployment and antenna erection standpoints, but requires complex
mechanisms to achieve deployment. The concepts presented in Figure 54
either are too complex or are incompatible with design requirements and
entry shell configurations.
After extensive evaluation of the above concepts, several other approaches
were investigated to simplify erection and deployment techniques of the
antenna and science, as well as to maximize compatibility with the entry
configuration (i. e., center of gravity locations and volume). These new
concepts are presented in Figure 55. The concepts are placed in three
groups: topple, topple and erect, and land erect. They represent the de-
gree of simplicity in achieving the mission objective.
The first concept is again the lenticular shape, however the deployment
system jettisons a portion of the impact attenuator, uncovering the science
equipment for deployment, in lieu of the "clam shell" concept. This
concept reduces the design complexity, but requires multiple deployment
systems. The more complex deployment system and the dual antenna
system requirement cause an increase in packaging volume and consequently
an increase in attenuator weight (due to increased size) which ultimately
reduces the payload weight availability. The second concept presented in
the toppled category is a spherical air-bagapproach. In this concept the
payload is suspended inside the air bag giving it complete omnidirectional
impact protection. This concept creates several critical design problems
of which payload accessability is perhaps the most difficult. The payload
is jettisoned by inflating an inner tube and ejecting the spherical payload
through it; clear of the deflated air bag. Air-bag attenuation systems are
not as efficient as crushable material impact attenuators, however one
significant advantage of an air-bag system is that it could be utilized
also as descent retardation system in place of a parachute.
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4position for each of the entry configurations {dashed lines) and the
probable capsule volume requirements for the 1971 mission {solid
lines). For the oblate spheroid, the volume requirements are approxi-
mately twice those of the flotation sphere. It is evident from Figure
58 that the flotation sphere is compatible with all three entry shell
configurations, and is extremely well suited for use in the blunt cone.
The oblate spheroid will not meet the volume requirement when mounted
in the tension shell, but easily satisfies the volume requirements when
used with the Apollo and blunt cone entry shells as shown in Figure
59. The 30-degree solid cone landed capsule concept was developed
to more fully utilize the tension shell packaging volume. It can be
seen from Figure 59 that the B0-degree solid cone in the tension shell
will easily meet the 1971 volume requirements. The air-bag system
is quite compatible with any of the entry configurations since the pack-
aging shape of the air bag is not dependent upon the landed capsule
shape and hence can conform to almost any configuration.
6.2.2.2 Antenna Requirements
The flotation sphere concept provides orientation; antenna directivity
can be obtained, enabling use of a narrow-angle antenna.
Another concept, that of the oblate spheroid and conical shapes re-
quire use of wide-angle antennas since the orientation is not well
controlled. Of these two concepts, the oblate spheroid allows a
somewhat simpler antenna design.
If the air bag impact attenuator concept can keep the landed payload
erect after impact, antenna directivity will be more favorable than
for the oblate spheroid, but not as efficient as for the flotation sphere.
6.2.2. B Instrumentation - Deployment, and Orientation
If a crushable type of impact attenuator material is used, the material
must be removed after impact to allow deployment of the instru-
mentation. Use of an air bag concept for impact attenuation allows
ready deployment of the instrumentation after impact. The flotation
sphere has an additional penalty -- the complex problem of jettisoning
the flotation shell surrounding the payload.
From the orientation standpoint, a flotation sphere is most efficient.
The other shapes suffering from the same deficiencies are noted inthe
antenna discus sion.
6.2.2.4 Impact Attenuator
Two basic factors must be considered in evaluating the impact
attenuator:
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1. The g-level reduction which can be achieved.
2. The weight of the attenuator.
The g-level reduction which canbe achieved is basically a problem
of providing sufficient stroke. The air-bag concept will yield the
lowest g-level since it has the greatest stroke capability. However,
the air-bag concept is the heaviest. It would weigh about twice as
much as a crushable material type impact attenuator for a given
flotation sphere payload weight (65 percent of the payload weight
versus 31 percent).
The flotation sphere represents the most efficient system because of
the compactness of payload packaging which it allows. This means
that less impact attenuator volume is required to enable the payload
to be encapsulated.
6.2.2.5 Thermal Control
To minimize post-impact loss of heat from the payload to the cold
environment, it is desirable to provide the landed package with an
outer surface withlow radiation characteristics. However', the
surface of a crushable material type of impact attenuator may not
retain its low radiation characteristics after impact. This would
make it desirable to jettison the impact attenuator. There would
probably be no need to jettison an air-bag type impact attenuator
because of thermal control considerations. It should be noted that
instrumentation deployment requirements may require jettisoning
of the impact attenuator regardless of thermal control problems.
6. Z.2.6 Complexity
Design and fabrication complexities are frequently more dominant
considerations than other criteria in selection of a concept. It is
clear that the flotation sphere is the most complex and the air-bag
concept is the simplest to fabricate. The weight advantages of the
flotation sphere landed capsule must be weighed against its design
and fabrication difficulties,
6.2.2.7 Reliability
Due to its design and fabrication complexity, the inherent reliability
of the flotation sphere landed capsule is actually lower than that of
the other concepts. However, assuming that the reliability of the
flotation sphere landed capsule can be made equal to that of the
other concepts by sufficient development and testing, then the pro-
bability of achieving a successful mission with the flotation sphere
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is greatest because of its independence of the configuration of the
Martian terrain.
6.2. Z. 8 Available Weight
As noted previously, the flotation sphere concept for the landed capsule
provides the greatest available payload weight and the air-bag concept
for the impact attenuator allows the least available payload weight.
However the results of a study of a typical air-bag design indicated,
that adequate weight allowance for this design could not be provided in
The choice between the flotation sphere and oblate spheroid landed
capsule concepts is not yet clearly defined. If weight is the most
critical factor, the flotation sphere should be employed. However,
a conservative approach would dictate use of the oblate spheroid. Both
concepts are further analyzed in the remainder of this section.
6.3 PAYLOAD SYNTHESIS
This section presents, in moderate detail, the results of the more significant
tradeoffs within the communications power and instrumentation systems. First,
the communications system is data rate limited, restricting the amount of
information which can be transmitted to Earth. Second, the flight capsule is
severely weight limited, as previously discussed. The more important con-
straint was the former, however, which results from any attempt to communi-
cate over large distances as that between Earth and Mars without the aid of
large directional antennas on both ends of the communications link.
The synthesis presented results in a recommended oblate spheroid landed
capsule design which meets all the objectives of the mission but which is signif-
icantly overweight. Several compromises in the complement of the scientific
instruments were made to reduce the weight of the landed capsule. In addition,
post-impact relay communication were eliminated from the design. The alter-
nate flotation sphere landed capsule design synthesis results in an acceptable
weight; no compromises were required to accommodate it.
6.3.1 Design Guidelines
The central theme of the communications synthesis was conservatism.
That is , when alternatives existed, the approach involving the least tech-
nical risk was taken. Functionally redundant means of data transmission
were used whenever possible. If either of the above approaches had to be
sacrificed because of weight restrictions, the approach was identified as
technically risky and alternative approaches were investigated.
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6.3.2 Entry and Descent Payload Synthesis
Since the flight capsule communications system was a bit limited, the avail-
able data capacity constrained, to some degree, the selection of the engineer-
ing and scientific instrumentation to be carried. Only the relay link communi-
cations system was considered for the entry and descent portion of the mission.
In analyzing the performance capability of the relay link, the following critical
features formed the basis for the evaluation:
1. Communication range between the flight capsule and the
flight spacecraft.
2. Flight spacecraft receiving system characteristics
3. Flight capsule transmitter power
4. Operating frequency
5. Flight capsule antenna gain
6. Modulation - detection techniques
6.3.2.1 Communication Range Between the Flight Spacecraft and
The Flight Capsule
Figure 60 shows the geometrical relationship between the terminal
points of the relay link during the entry phase of operation. In this
phase, the communications range is longer than in any other mission
phase and is determined by the desired lead time between the flight
capsule and the flight spacecraft. Selection of the lead time is based
on the requirement that the relay communications mission be accomp-
lished and that transmission of data to Earth be completed before the
spacecraft is maneuvered into its orbit injection attitude. The exact
lead time chosen is a function of the degree of conservatism with which
it is selected. In this study, three lead times, reflecting three differ-
ent'degrees of conservatism, were considered, as follows:
1. Two Hours -- This represents the absolute minimum time
which could be assigned on the basis of the following assumptions:
1) the entry and descent period is a maximum of 15 minutes, Z) the
postlanding relay operations are 10 minutes, 3) the flight spacecraft-
to-Earth data capability is far greater than the flight capsule-to-flight
spacecraft data capability and hence, data transmission to Earth consumes
no additional time, 4) the command to the flight spacecraft to assume
its maneuver attitude is received immediately after the last data is sent
to Earth via relay link, 5) the transit delay for the command verification
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signal from the flight spacecraft to Earth is 11 minutes, 6) the transit
delay for an execute command from Earth is 11 minutes, 7) 30 minutes
is taken to execute the attitude change maneuver, 8) the transit delay
for telemetering engineering data to Earth is 11 minutes, 9) the transit
delay for an orbit injection command from Earth is 11 minutes, and 10)
approximately Z0 minutes is used on Earth to cogitate.
2. Three Hours -- This represents the nominal lead time with
additional time for decision making on Earth and, possibly, time for
multiple attempts to attain the proper injection attitude.
3. Five Hours -- This represents the maximum lead time with a
time allowance for multiple attempts to attain the proper injection attitude,
as well as considerable time to think between events.
Figure 60 illustrates the approximate communications ranges associated
with the three lead times are 25,000 kin, 35,000 kin, and 60,000 km.
6.3.2.2 Flight Spacecraft Receiving System Characteristics
As above, several assumptions were made regarding the flight space-
craft. The characteristics listed in Table XLV reflect these 'assumptions.
The rationale for their selection follows:
1. R.eceivin_ Antenna
a. Minimum Performance -- It was assumed that size and
view-angle constraints would inhibit freedom in selecting the receiving
antenna system. The highest frequency below L-band, where an allocation
can be obtained without difficulty is 400 MHz. Since system performance
at the above L-band frequencies would be greatly degraded, a 400 MHz
turnstile (5.5 db) antenna was selected to meet minimum performance
requirements.
b. Nominal Performance -- It was assumed that the optimum
relay frequency, from a flight capsule viewpoint, could be chosen and
that the onl 7 major constraint was that the antenna be a body-fixed type.
A 10-db helix-type antenna was selected to meet nominal performance
requirements.
c. Maximum Performance -- It was assumed that the antenna
could be mounted on the Planetary Science Platform (PSP) and pointed
toward the center of the planet both during entry and after orbit injec-
tion. Such an arrangement would simplify the problem of relay link
communications after orbit injection.
2. Receiver Noise Temperature -- No particular difficulty was
expected in achieving a system noise temperature of 1450 °K, but any
-18Z-
Q
C ommunications
range at entry
Lead time
Receiving antenna
gain and tv-oe
Receiver noise
tempe ratur e
Operating
frequency*
Down link data
rate**
Command capability
• Function
• Frequency
• Power
Orbital operation
Orbit geometry
• Periapsis
• Apoapsis
• Inclination
Heading
TABLE XLV
SIGNIFICANT SPACECRAFT
CHARA CTERISTICS
A. (Minimum B. (Nominal C. (Maximum
Performance) Performance) Performance)
60,000 kilometers
5 hours
Body fixed
5.5 db max imum
gain
1450"K
400mc/s
<100 bit/sec
35,000 kilometers
3 hours
Body fixed
10 db maximum
25,000 kilometers
2 hours
Steerable on PHP
10 db maximum
None
N/A
N/A
N/A
gain
145 0 ° K
27Zmc/s
>1000 bit/sec
None
N/A
N/A
N/A
gain
1450°K
Z72 mc/s
>1000 bit/sec
Lander turn-on
capability
VHF
Z5w
No contact after
orbit injection
NIA
N/A
N/A
N/A
No contact after
orbit injection
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Contact by com-
mand during period
between 20-3 0
hours after entry
4000 kilometers
14, 000 kilometers
40 degrees
South
*The operating frequencies were selected after analysis of the overall relay
problem and should not be considered as inferred constraints.
**Data rate from the spacecraft to earth.
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appreciable reduction in the figure was considered impractical. Hence,
a maximum noise temperature of 1450°K was assigned for all models.
6.3.2.3 Flight Capsule Transmitter Power
The 1971 flight capsule will very likely employ an energy storage device
such as a battery for the primary power supply. It might therefore be
assumed that transmitted power is not a particularly significant para-
meter. This assumptio n is based upon the following logic° If the energy
required to transmit a single bit of information is constant, and if the
mission data bit content is constant, then for the same battery weight,
the desired information can be transmitted at any power level desired.
Unfortunately, the constant energy per bit and hence constant battery
weight for a given total bit content assumption is not quite true. The
following practical considerations determine the transmitter power used"
I. Potential Antenna Breakdown Problems -- The problem of antenna
breakdown becomes serious at low atmospheric pressures (Volume V
Book 3 Sect. 4.4) and must be considered in selecting the power level.
Although antennas can be designed to operate in any atmosphere at any
power level, experience indicates that for simple antenna configurations,
and, in general, for antennas with a single radiating element, extreme
care must be taken in handling power levels as low as I0 watts to insure
freedom from voltage breakdown in low pressure atmospheres.
Because of the present uncertainty in estimates of the Martian atmos-
pheric composition, it is not wise at this time to consider transmitter
power levels greater than 30 to 40 watts.
2. State-Of-The-Art Limitations On Device Power Handling
Capabilities -- Solid-state devices (transistors) are currently available
withpower output capabilities in the I0 and 15 watt range for carrier fre-
quencies in the 270-400 MHz band of interest. It is predicted, however,
that by mid-1966 this capability will be increased to 15 to 30 watts in the
same frequency band. Power levels above the previously stated values
can be achieved using vacuum tube amplifiers.
3. Avoidance Of High Voltages -- It is desirable to avoid high
voltage potentials when operating at the low atmospheric pressures ex-
pected during entry and descent because high voltage arcing is possible
unless adequate precautions, such as pressurizing the high voltage
components, are taken.
In summary, transmitter powers above 40 watts are unattractive because of po-
tential antenna breakdown problems, devices requiring high voltages are unattract-
ive from the point of view of design risk in the event of pressurization failure,
and solid-state devices are not currently available and will not be available in the
near future with output powers above 30 watts.
Since high voltage arcing will always constitute a design risk, 30 watts was chosen
as the transmitter power level with the recommendation that a solid-plate am-
plifier be developed for its provision.
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6.3.2.4 Relay Operating Frequency
Figure 61 summarizes the results of a frequency selection analysis
which is presented in detail in Volume V Book 3 Section 4.4. The cri-
teria used in selection process were the following:
1. Received signal power, assuming a fixed aperture constraints
upon the flight spacecraft antenna.
2. Received signal power, assuming a fixed beamwidth constraint
upon the flight spacecraft antenna.
3. Transmitter power output, assuming a completely solid-state
d_ign.
4. Ability to obtain a frequency allocation.
5. Weight of the transmission system and battery for a fixed data
content.
All relevant factors point to selection of frequencies in the VI-IF region.
Allocations can be obtained without difficulty at approximately 137, 272,
and 400 MHz. Payload volume limitations made a frequency of 137 the
least attractive of the three possibilities. 400 MHz was selected for
the minimum performance model, while 272 MHz was selected for the
nominal and maximum performance models.
6.3.2.5 Flight Capsule Antenna Gain
Look angles - Since the most critical phase of relay operation occurs
during the period between the end of communications blackout and
planetary impact, the first step in defining antenna performance require-
ments is examination of the flight capsule-to-flight spacecraft look
angles during that period. The factors which determine the look angles
are:
1. Entry Angle -- The entry angle, i.e., the angle between the
velocity vector of the vehicle and the local horizontal. This angle is
determined by the location of the desired impact point and arrival date.
2. Angle of Attack -- The angle of attack, that is, the angle be-
tween the flight path and the roll axis of the flight capsule. During the
latter part of entry (after blackout but before parachute deployment}
this angle is relatively small due to convergence caused by aerodynamic
forces.
3. Parachute Dynamics -- The possibility of high winds being
present near the planet ts surface make it necessary to consider the ef-
fect of parachute dynamics. Figure 62 shows the response of the vehicle
to a 50 ft/sec step in wind velocity. It should be noted that the net
effect is a transient oscillation of the suspended payload about a mean
angle of attack.
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4. Flight Capsule to Flight Spacecraft Range and Approach
Asymptote -- The range between the relay link terminals during
entry and descent, and the flight spacecraft trajectory effect the value
of the flight capsule-to-flight spacecraft look angles.
A composite representation of the look-angle time history for the
case of 44 degree entry angle and a 50 ft/sec wind gust during terminal
descent is given in Figure 63. It can be seen that a broad antenna
beamwidth is required for operation during this phase°
Multipath transmission - The second step in defining antenna perform-
ance requirements is examination of the various aspects of multipath
transmission. Figure 64 shows the various concepts under consideration
is designing the suspended package and the radiation patterns during
entry and during parachute descent. It is apparent from the figure that
the antenna must be designed for a number of configurations, including
the following configurations.
1. Spherical Package without an afterbody -- Broad beam-width
antennas mounted on this shape direct considerable energy toward the
plane t.
2. Lenticular Package without an Afterbody -- Broadbeam
antennas on this shape direct little energy toward the planet.
3. Any Package with an afterbody -- Antennas onthis type of
vehicle are similar to those on the lenticular package in that they con-
fine the radiation to the desired hemisphere.
The problem created when energy is directed toward the planet results
from the fact that a certain fraction of this energy is reflected in
the direction of the flight spacecraft. Since the suspended package is
in motion, the flight spacecraft receives a fluctuating signal caused by
the periodic cancellation and reinforcement of the direct and reflected
signals. If the signal drops below the receiver threshold during a
null, detection is impossible. For a complete treatment of this subject,
see Volume V Book 3 Paragraph 4.4.
In summary, the desired antenna is essentially hemi-omni. That is,
it confines all of the energy within the desired hemisphere and with
approximately uniform distribution within that hemisphere. Figure
65 indicates the free space pattern of a candidate antenna for use on
the suspended package during terminal descent.
6.3.2.6 Modulation/Detection Techniques
In choosing a suitable modulation technique for the flight capsule relay
-188-
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link, a number of criteria must be considered. The optimum choice
necessitates a critical analysis of, and subsequent compromise among
various conflicting selection criteria. Such an analysis was conducted
during the study (see Volume V Book 3 Paragraph 4.4). A variety of
communication systems were considered including systems for coherent
and for noncoherent detection applications.
The major criteria upon which selection of the relay link modulation
technique was based were:
Relative communication efficiency
Compatibility with mission requirements
Compatibility with environment
Equipment complexity
Potential for growth
Evaluation of the results of the analysis resulted in the conclusions
summarized below:
I. From an overall communication efficiency view point, the
the coherent (PCM/PSE/PM) pulse code modulation/phase shift keying
phase modulation technique appears to be the best choice for a relay
data link.
2. From a compatibility with mission requirements viewpoint,
either coherent PCM/PS!K/PM or noncoherent (FSK) frequency-shift-
keyed modulation will satisfy a minimum 1971 mission without TV.
The coherent PCM/PSK/PM system must be used as prime relay link
communication mode in 1973 if descent TV is to be provided.
3. From a compatability with environment viewpoint a noncoherent
rather than a coherent modulation technique is more attractive since,
during entry the radio link will experience blackout for a short period
of time and the coherent system wiU most likely experience loss of
carrier phase lock and will need to require this lock after blackout.
As the amount of time allocated for reacquisition is decreased, the
communication efficiency of the coherent system will degrade since
larger amounts of carrier power will have to be allocated to the carrier
phase lock loop. A similar argument applies for the descent phase
when exposure to large wind gusts could cause conditions during which
the relay link performance margin would drop below threshold and
cause the coherent link to again lose carrier phase lock. This situation
will not exist with a noncoherent modulation scheme such as noncoherent
FSK.
-19Z-
4. From an equipment complexity viewpoint a noncoherent modu-
lation technique is slightly favored over a coherent one since the
requirement for carrier lock is eliminated in the noncoherent scheme.
The additional complexity of the coherent scheme is minor, however,
since the phase lock loop does not contain complex circuitry.
5. From a growth viewpoint the coherent PCM/PSK/PM appears
most attractive since it would be required for missions in which TV
data is collected.
In summary, both coherent PCM/PSK/PM and noncoherent PCM/FSK are
attractive modulation technique candidates. Coherent PCM/PSK/PM is desir-
able from viewpoints of overall communication efficiency, comparability with
mission requirements and growth potential. Noncoherent FSK is desirable
from compatability with environment and slightly reduced equipment complexity.
From the viewpoint of overall mission success, the following recommendations
are made:
l. A single transmitter capable of either phase modulation (PM} or
frequency shift keying (FSK} operation should be developed for the
1971 mission.
2. Payloads should be developed for the 1971 mission with FSK data
rate capabilities.
3. An experimental program designed to verify the performance of
the wideband PCM/FSK system at low signal-to-noise rations {S/N)
should be initiated.
4. An experimental program designed to verify the performance of the
coherent PGM/PSK/PM system in the areas of acquisition and loss-of-
lock characteristics in high velocity and/or deceleration regimes
should be initiated.
5. Use of some form of feed-through system to avoid the necessity for
bit-by-bit detection onboard the Flight Spacecraft appears feasible.
However, considerably more work must be done in this area to arrive
at a suitable resolution for the various tradeoffs required.
In developing the relay-link performance capability during the entry descent
mission phases, the noncoherent FSK modulation technique was used. Table
XLVI presents the data rates achievable for the various Flight Spacecraft
options. The link calculations from which these rates were determined are
shown in Volume V Book 3 paragraph 4.4.
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TABLE XLVI
RELAY LINK DATA RATES
(bits/second)
Flight Spacecraft
Model
Data Rate
Minimum Nominal Maximum
Z 64 IZ8
The mission achievable with the minimum relay link would be clearly unaccept-
able and the choice at this time of the maximum Flight Spacecraft capability
would be unwise since the small lead time Miowed for this Flight Spacecraft
modelwould represent a deviation from the principle of conservatism.
Accordingly, the prime communication system for the entry and descent phase
is considered to the the nominal relay iink with its 64 bits per second data
rate.
Table IX indicates the scientific experiments which must be included to meet
the mission objectives. In addition to the scientific experiments noted there,
a number of critical engineering and diagnostic measurements must be made
during entry. These include temperature and critical voltage measurements,
as well as varioug event monitors.
Since communications may be blacked out for several seconds early in the
entry phase, data taken during that time must be stored and retransmitted
Prior to impact. If the parachute should fail to open, the descent phase wilI
be too short to transmit other than data of critical importance. Accordingly,
during the entry and descent phases of the mission only high priority data will
be transmitted in the period between entry and impact unless there is an
indication that the parachute has opened. Upon sensing successful parachute
deployment and the resultant reduction in the rate of descent, the communication
systemwill switch modes, and the data acquired during blackout interspersed
with data taken during parachute descent will be transmitted.
The critical entry and descent data must also be stored for post impact
transmission in the event that the descent relay communications system fails.
On the basis of a maximum transmission rate of 64 bits/second the total data
transmission capability is 3276 bits for the parachute failure mode, 14,000
bits for a nominal 90-degree entry into the Model 3 atmosphere, and 57,000
bits for the shallower angle of 42 degrees into the Model Z atmosphere. The
science and engineering data list was synthesized on the basis of this limited
total data capability. The data list, shown on Table XLVII also indicates the
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sampling rates, the quantity of data to be transmitted during descent and,
correspondingly, the quantity of data to be stored for post-impact transmission.
The total data transmitted is illustrated for the three cases previously dis-
cussed: I) nominal - 90-degree entry into the Model 3 atmosphere, 2) the
parachute failure mode, and 3) a -42 degree entry into the Model 2 atmosphere.
In the case of the parachute failure mode, only a portion of the data collected
during entry is actually transmitted and some instruments, which normally
operate only during parachute descent, are never sampled.
With the communications and instrumentation requirements and the maximum
available transmission time defined, the descent and entry payload weight can
then be determined.
The weight, volume and power consumption of each element was based on use
of conservative, state-of-the-art equipment. For adetailed discussion of the
individual elements of these systems, see Volume V Book 3 Section 4.0.
A summary of the entry and descent payload is shown in Table XLVIII.
6.3.3 Post-lmpact Payload Synthesis
One of the Probe/Lander objectives for the 1971 mission is performance
of post-landing functions for a minimum of 24 hours. An effort has been
made to define a system not only capable of meeting this goal but also
capable of meeting it with minimum reliance of the flight spacecraft.
Both the maneuver of injecting the flight spacecraft into a Martian orbit
and the collection and forwarding of data from scientific experiments on
the Martian surface are themselves spectacularly difficult accomplishments.
It was considered imprudent, therefore, to rely on the relay link as the
sole means for accomplishment of the Martian surface data acquisition
and transmittal tasks since this would require successful completion of the
orbit injection as necessary condition for successful completion of the
surface tasks. In view of this, development of a system for direct Mars-
Earth communication is required as the prime post-impact communication
link or, alternatively, a high-probability of failure to meet the 24-hour
requirements for the 1971 mission must be accepted. In abackup role, it
would be desirable to have the capability for communications contact between
the flight capsule and the orbiting flight spacecraft after the Martian night.
This would provide an alternate means of obtaining nighttime scientific
data which would be of definite value as insurance against failure of direct
link equipment at or after impact. The price paid for this capability must,
however, be consistent with the expected return. After careful considera-
tion of the many intricate operations which the flight spacecraft must
execute before it can be used as an in-orbit relay link terminal, it was
decided that in-orbit contact capabilities after the Martian night would be
considered for incorporation in the minimum or nominal performance
models discussed earlier only if:
-196-
TABLE XLVIII
ENTRY AND DESCENT PAYLOAD WEIGHT VOLUME AND
POWER BREAKDOWN
Science Payload External
Power
Weight Volume Consumption
(pounds) (in. 3) (watts)
*Accelerometer (3) I. 8 15 2.0
Trapped radiation (I) Z. Z 100 0. 8
Pressure (2) 0. 6 6 0. 3
Temperature (2) 0. 6 6 0. 2
RF probe (Z) I. 3 Z 0. 3
Acoustic 3.0 49 4. 0
Mass spectrometer 8. 0 400 I0. 0
Gas chromatograph 4. 8 Z00 4. 0
Radar altimeter 8. 0 I00 I0. 0
Radiometer Z. Z 7 I. 5
Beta scatter 0.8 15 0.2
Cable s 5.0 ......
Brackets 3.9 ......
Total 40. 4 900 33.3
Telecommunications External
Battery
Data handling and telemetry
Cabling
Power conditioning
Brackets and mounting hardware
Relay antenna
Relay transmitter (I)
Miscellaneous R1 _ relay
Command receiver antenna
Total
27. 0 420
5. 0 160
5.0 ---
Z. 0 30
1.0 ---
2. 5 4800
3.0 70
2.0 80
0. i ---
47.6 5560
N/A
1
0
5
0
75.5
81.5
Total descent payload 88.0 pounds
*Weight in postimpact payload
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i0 The flight spacecraft antenna system used during entry and descent
could also be used for in-orbit operations without repointing
(see Figure 66).
Z. The mutual flight capsule - flight spacecraft visibility time is
sufficiently long to be useful and sufficiently predictable to allow
contact to be made without command assistance from the spacecraft.
Essentially, in-orbit contact capability would be considered for the mini-
mum or nominal performance models if little or no change had to be made
in the flight spacecraft receiving system, a system necessary to support
communications prior to orbit injection.
An exhaustive analysis (summarized in Volume V, Book 3 paragraph 4. 5)
was conducted to select the orbit or orbits capable of satisfying constraints
i) and 2) above. Although several orbits provided adequate mutual visi-
bility, the dispersion in visibility times caused by the various error sources
present make the required relay transmitter operating time prohibitive,-",-"
unless controlled by command from the flight spacecraft. Incorporation of
this capability into the spacecraft was considered so difficult that command
capability was eliminated from consideration for the minimum and nominal
performance models.
However, this capability was sufficiently attractive, in view of the require-
ments for a 30-day mission in 1973 and the potential support which could
be provided by an in-orbit relay, that it was included in consideration of
the maximum performance model.
As a result of this analysis of the orbit geometry, it was concluded that
communication after the Martian night would be accomplished by a direct
link to Earth and that in-orbit relay capability would be considered only
for the maximum performance model.
It presently appears that the 1971 Flight Capsule will be relatively simple
in concept and will be incapable of using a high gain antenna. As a
result, its direct-link communications capabilities will be limited.
Furthermore, there is considerable uncertainty regarding terrain charac-
teristics in the vicinity of the impact point. Both of these considerations
dictated adoption of a conservative approach in selecting data rates. In
analyzing the performance capability of the direct link, the following
critical features formed the basis for the evaluations.
I. Communication range to Earth
2. Receiving terminal characteristics
3. Flight capsule transmitter power
4. Modulation detection technique
5. Antenna performance
*This is true principally because of the low energy-to-weight ratio attainable with Nickel-Cadmium batteries. Selection
of a more efficient power source could lead to reconsideration and possible revision of this conclusion.
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6.3.3.1 Communications Range to Earth
The communications range to Earth is presented as a function of
arrival date for the 1971 opportunity in Figure 67. It is assumed that
the maximum range will be that which exists on the last day of the
orbiter payload optimized window. Consideration has also been given
to flying constant arrival date trajectories, but even in such cases
the most probable arrival dates are late in the window and, hence,
consistent with the last day assumption.
6.3.3.2 Receiving Terminal Characteristics
The deep space network (DSN), including the deep space instrumen-
tation facility (DSIF) and the space flight operations facility (SFOF),
will be utilized as defined in Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) document
TMNo. 33-83, Rev., 1, The Deep Space Network-Space-Flight
Operations Facility Capability and Deep Space Network Ground Communi-
cation System Development Plan.
6.3.3.3 Flight Capsule Transmitter Power
The following practical considerations determine the transmitter
power used:
1. Potential antenna breakdown problems.
2. State-of-the art limitations on power generating device.
Potential antenna breakdown problems were discussed previously
(entry and descent) and it was concluded there that due to present
uncertainties in estimates of the Martian atmospheric composition,
it is not wise at this time to consider transmitter power levels greater
than 40 watts.
For direct-link communications a carrier frequency at S-band is
required to be comparable with the receiving terminal (DSN) charac-
teristics. Solid state devices for power generation at S-band are
currently limited to power output capabilities in the 1 to Z watt range
and the prospects for substantial increases (20 to 30 watts) in the near
future are not promising, Although it is desirable to avoid high voltage
potentials, as was done in selecting the entry and descent relay-link
transmitter power to remain within solid state capabilities, the same
option is not available for selection of the direct-link transmitter
power if the approach taken is to operate near the antenna breakdown
limit of 40 watts. It will be shown later that avoidance of high voltages
by limiting the direct-link transmitter power to the solid state range
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of 1 to 2 watts would result in unacceptable link performance. For
this reason, the direct link will require the acceptance of the high
voltage design risk which is avoided in the relay link.
Figure 68 presents the efficiency achievable, as a function of power,
for several candidate tubes operating at S-band frequencies. Two
significant conclusions can be drawn from this data:
a. The efficiency improves somewhat with increasing power.
Hence, the energy per-bit transmitted decreases with increasing
powe r.
b. Existing hardware for space use is available in the 20-watt
or lower class in the case of the more efficient tube types.
In summary, 20 watts was chosen as the direct-link transmitter power
level since unacceptable link performance would be attained if the
solid state limitation of 1 to g watts was used as the criterion to avoid
the high voltage arcing design risk.
6.3.3.4 Modulation/Detection Techniques
Because previous deep space programs have used a coherent PCM/
PSK/PM approach, it is natural to consider use of the same approach
for the flight capsule direct link. However, for antenna gain-trans-
mitter power products of 8.5 dbw or less, the efficiency of coherent
PCM/PSI(/PM is reduced to zero as the result of the carrier power
requirements, as indicated in Figure 69. To a great extent, this
reduction results from the fact that oscillator instability thwarts
attempts to reduce the receiver noise bandwidth. The PSI< data
presented in Figure 69 is based on carrier loop bandwidths ot 12 and
5 cycles. If smaller bandwidths were used, some relief would result.
However, the restrictions resulting from use of smaller bandwidths
were so intolerable that a study of other modulation techniques was
initiated. Volume V Book 3, Section 4.6 presents the results of this
study. In this paragraph the performance of binary coherent systems
is compared with the N-ary noncoherent systems (Figure 69 shows
the efficiency of 3g-ary MFS system assuming optimum detection).
Results of the study indicate that if the power-gain product is less
than 10 db, there is little choice but to use the more efficient N-ary
system. If, however, the power-gain product is between 10 and 15 db,
either the N-ary or the phase modulation system could be used, although
there is less risk associated with use of the N-ary system. At power-
gain levels above 15 db, the phase modulation system would probably
be chosen because of its proven performance in other deep space
programs.
-20Z-
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Since the transmitter power for the direct link has previously been
selected as 20 watts (13 dbw'), the antenna performance must be
examined before a decision can be reached as to which modulation
technique is recommended, Knowledge of antenna performance will
determine the power-gain product required for this decision.
Two types of landed payloads were considered during the study, namely:
(1} a gimballed payload (flotation sphere configuration} in which the
major direction of radiation from the antenna can be at a predetermined
angle relative to the local vertical, thus making the antenna design
quite straightforward and its performance predictable; and (Z) a non-
gimbaled payload (oblate spheroid configuration} in which the major
direction of radiation from the antenna is a random variable dependent
upon the landed attitude of the vehicle.
6.3.3.5 Flotation Sphere Configuration
For this type of payload the antenna beamwidth and, hence, gain is
determined principally by Earth-Mars geometrical considerations,
including:
a. Landing-site latitude relative to the sub-Earth point
b. The desired transmission time to Earth
c. Errors in knowledge of the arrival time.
For a treatment of direct-link communication system look angles,
see Volume V Book 3, Paragraph 4.6.
Figure 70 shows the required look angles as a function of transmission
time, for a landing site at the sub-Earth latitude, on the last day of
the orbiter window. For a + 5 degree antenna axis alignment error
relative to the vertical and 3-hour transmission time, the required
beamwidthis 55 degrees. This corresponds to gains of from 5.0 to
10.0 db at the 27.5 degree points, depending upon the type of antenna
used and whether or not beam shaping techniques are employed. In
determining the communication capabilities described herein a con-
servative gain value 5.5 db was used.
This gain results in a power-gain product of 18.5 db and leads to
selection of coherent PCM/PSK/PM as the recommended modulation
technique.
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6.3.3.6 Oblate Spheroid Configuration
A brief analysis was sufficient to show that major problems were
associated with use of mechanically steerable antennas on the 1971
mission hard lander. The problems were so formidable that use of
such antennas should be avoided unless their absence imposes un-
acceptable limits on the mission. Elimination of mechanically steer-
able antennas from further consideration left the following types of
antennas as candidates for mission use on the oblate spheroid con-
figuration.
i. Electronically Steerable Arrays--Although a thorough analysis
of the feasibility of using this type of antenna was not completed,
preliminary results indicate that severe equipment complexity would
result from use of electronically steerable antenna arrays on a non-
gimballed payload. Steering information would have to be provided
either by onboard equipment or by suitable command from Earth.
Onboard steering control capable of crude pointing of the antenna could
be obtained by using a system based on a combination of time data and
knowledge of the local vertical and azimuth. The gains which could
be realized by application of this technique would be in the order of
10 to 13 db if a large number of radiating elements were used.
2. Multiple Individually Selectable Antennas--This concept is
based or_use of a number of moderately high gain antennas, such as
horns, and selection of the antenna or antennas which point most nearly
toward Earth at a given time. Again, as noted in regard to the
electrically steerable antennas, command or onboard vertical and
azimuth sensing and timing capabilities would be required. Integration
problems and competition between the direct-link antenna and the
relay-link antenna for space and viewing angles (if the latter link were
used after landing) make selection of this approach unattractive.
3. Fixed Low-Gain Antenna -- For the oblate spheroid configuration,
this approach represents the minimum technical risk but requires acceptance
of gross penalties in performance capability. Despite its limitations,
this type of antenna is receiving the greatest consideration for use on
payloads based on a non-gimballed design. In such applications, any
orientation must be assumed to be possible, with a particular proba-
bility of occurrence assigned to each orientation. This situation for
an oblate spheroid configuration is treated in depth in Volume V Book
3, Paragraph 4.6. This paragraph includes data based on pattern
measurements made on p articu!ar antenna types, which allows
presentation of the gains achievable in a probabilistic manner. Figures
71 through 74 present the cumulative distributions of antenna gain for
different landed orientations of the payload after landing*. Figure 75
These distributions are confined to a cone of radiation of 60-degrees half-angle centered about the local vertical. This
limitation minimizes the effects of multipath which is prevalent in directions which make small angles with the surface.
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presents the resulting gain distribution, based on the assumption that
the landing attitude is a random variable with a uniform distribution
( a very pessimistic assumption), as well as similar gain information
based on the assumption that the distribution is Gaussian with a mean
angle of 0 degree relative to the horizontal and a standard deviation
of 30 degrees.
If ab0ve-threshold performance during more than 99 percent of the
time is assumed to constitute an acceptable operational condition,
then a worst-case antenna gain of -7 db can be assigned for a uniform
distribution of -5.9 db for Gaussian distribution.
This gain results in a worst case power-gain product of +6 db and
leads to selection of the N-ary modulation as the recommended
technique.
6.3.3.7 Comparison of Alternatives
Table ELI)(, compiled by combining the results discussed in the
previous paragraphs provides a matrix of alternatives from which a
clear picture of the interaction of the various factors which influence
performance capability of the direct link in the postlanding phase
can be obtained.
6.3.4 Oblate Spheroid Landed Capsule Synthesis
6.3.4.1 Recommended Landed Capsule Synthesis
The most conservative approach to the synthesis of the oblate spheroid
landed capsule was the selection of the proven modulation technique
(PSK/PM} and the lower transmitter power (20 watts). Unfortunately
these selections result in a data rate of zero. Therefore, the newer
modulation technique (Non coherent N-ary) was selected as the lowest
risk alternative. This selection results in a data rate of 2 bits per
second. Figure 76 presents the direct link Mars to Earth look angles
as a function of time from landing. Since it is desirable, as a means
of minimizing potential multi-path transmission problems, to limit
communications to periods when the Earth is high in the Martian sky
(for example above 60 degrees, which yields look angles of 30 degrees),
communication is possible for a total of 3 hours per day. At the
data rate selected, this represents alanded capsule mission bit-
content of 43000 bits for a 24-hour mission during which two Earth
contacts, one just after impact and one a day later, would be made.
To be consistent with the general guideline that a functionally redundant
means of satisfying the mission objectives be provided, it would be
-Z13-
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desirable to include the following backup capability:
I. Critical entry and descent data should be selected and stored
for transmission over the direct link after impact.
2. The relay link should be included to provide backup means of
communication in support of the direct link during the early
party of the postlanding mission. The relay link can be used
during that period to transmit impact and surface datato
the Flight Spacecraft before the orbit injection maneuver is
initiated.
Between 3000 and 12000 bits are needed to satisfy the requirement
for transmitting critical entry data to ]Earth. This leaves between
31, 000 and 40, 000 bits for the post-impact mission. The exact make
up of this critical entry data has not been established; a detailed
evaluation of the requirements of each experiment must be made to
establish the proper balance and to assure a maximum return from
the entry experiments in the event of failure of the relay link.
The scientific instrumentation necessary to satisfy the post-impact
scientific mission objectives is shown in Table X. In addition to the
scientific data to be compiled after impact, numerous diagnostic and
engineering measurements must be made. These include a complete
status check of all subsystems after impact, as well as verification
that the impact attenuator was jettisoned and that the various arti-
culated experiments were properly deployed. Periodic measurements
of voltages, component temperatures, and voltage-standing wave
ratios are also required. The data list for the post-impact phase of
the mission is shown in Table L.
The size, weight, and power requirements of the post-impact science
experiments and the associated communications and power source
(internal payload) are shown on tables El and LII. The size, weight,
and power requirements of the entry and descent science experiments
and the associated communications and power source (external pay-
load) are included on that table for completeness.
Two sets of antennas and two units of each scientific instrument which
requires a particular direction of deployment have been included in
the landed package. The concept of block redundancy has been
implemented in the area of communication equipment which is vital
to the success of the mission. This equipment includes such items
as the command receivers and decoders, and the direct-link radio
frequency (RF) exciters and power amplifiers.
-216-
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TAB LE LI
WEIGHT, VOLUME AND POWER REQUIREMENTS
OF SCIENCE PAYLOAD
Science Payload External
Power
Weight Volume Consumption
(pound s ) (in 3 ) (watt s )
Trapped radiation (I) g. 2 I00 0.8
Pressure (2) 0.6 6 0.3
Temperature (2) 0.6 6 0.2
RF probe (2) i. 3 2 0o 3
Acoustic 3.0 49 4.0
Mass spectrometer 8.0 400 i0.0
Gas chromatograph 4.8 200 4.0
Radar altimeter 8.0 i00 i0.0
Radiorneter 2. Z 7 1. 5
Beta scatter 0.8 15 0. Z
Cables 5.0 ......
Brackets 3.9 ......
total 40.4 900 33.3
Science Payload Internal
*Accelerometer (3) 1.8 15 2.0
Impact accelerometer (3} 1.0 15 2.0
Gas chromatograph 4.8 200 4. 0
Water detector 0.5 16 1.0
Pressure (2) 0.6 6 0.3
Atmospheric temperature (2) 0.6 6 0.2
Acoustic 3.0 49 4.0
Cosmic radiation 4.4 g00 0.4
Surface radiation 4.0 200 0.4
Hot-wire anemometer i. 0 8 0.5
Force anemometer 4.0 Z8 i. 0
Microphone i. 0 66 0.4
Penetrometer 2.0 4Z 0.9
Surface temperature (2) 1.2 IZ 0.2
Alpha scatter I. 4 23 i. 4
Cables 19.0 ......
Brackets 7.4 ......
total 57.7 886 18.4
Total Science 98. I 1731
*Accelerometers are part of the descent and entry payload. However, they
are contained inside the landed capsule since they must be near the entry
vehicle center of gravity.
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WEIGHT,
TABLE LII
VOLUME AND POWER REQUIREMENTS
OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS
relecommunications External
Battery**
Data handling and telemetry
Cabling
Power conditioning
Brackets and mounting hardware
Relay antenna
Relay transmitter (1)
Miscellaneous RF relay
Command receiver antenna
Telecommunications Internal
Battery
Direct antenna (2)
Relay antenna (Z)
Direct transmitter (2}
Miscellaneous RF hardware dire ct
RF power supply direct
Relay transmitter (1)
Miscellaneous RF components relay
Command revr/decoder
Central control and sequencer
Data automation equipment
Telemetry system
Storage
C able s
Power conditioning
Brackets and mounting hardware
Diagnostic monitors
Engineering data transducers
Weight Volume
(pounds) in3
37.5 500
5.0 160
5.0 ---
2.0 30
1.0 ---
2. 5 480O
3.0 70
2.0 80
0.1 ---
Power
C on sumption
(watt s )
N/A
1
0
5
0
75. 5
total 58. 1 5640 81.5
2170 N/A
45 0
9600 0
300 100*
260 0
60 11*
70 755*
180 0
115 3
285 3
180 10
80 5
100 2
100 0
--- 12
170 0
120 0
200 O. 5
130
2.5
5.0
12 0
5 0
3 5
3 0
2 0
5 0
9.6
5.5
3.0
2.0
22.0
10.9
9.7
4.0
4.0
total 238.7 14035 I01/146.5-_
,_Both transmitters not on at same time except for preseparation check.
*_The battery weight shown includes 10.5 pounds for status and calibration of
the over-all payload prior to impact.
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An additional weight of battery has been addedto the external payload.
This has been incorporated to allow a status check and to provide
means for calibration of the entire flight capsule payload during the
period from separation until impact, a period when the system is
powered by the external battery.
The salient features of the recommended payload, including the
required payload weights, are summarized in Table LIII. The
resulting oblate spheroid landed capsule weight is shownin Table LIV
to be 9Z8.1 poundsas compared to the availabe capsule weight of
581pounds.
6.3, 4.2 Landed Capsule Weight Adjustment
This incompatibility between the required and available payload weight
can also be resolved, at least in part, by reducing the required pay-
load weight. Various approaches are available to reduce the payload
weight. The tradeoffs between these approaches must be carefully
considered to establish the proper balance.
1. Decrease Total Data Requirement -- The data lists shown
on Tables XLVII and L in paragraphs 6.3.2 and 6.3.3 require that
a maximum of 58,000 bits of data be taken during entry and descent,
and that 41,000 bits be taken after impact. Approximately 20 percent
of the de'scent data (or 1Z,000 bits} must be transmitted after impact.
This brings the total post impact data transmission to 53, 000 bits.
This data requirement is incompatible with the direct link capability
of 43,000 bits for a one day mission. Afairly sizeable reduction
in the amount of data to be actually transmitted may be accomplished
be the following means:
Amore sophisticated central computer and sequencer (CC&S) which
will control selected instruments at specific altitudes or times rather
than operating them for a large portion of the entry and descent
phase, and
The liberal use of threshold detectors, event counters and on board
data reduction techniques in both the pre-and post-impact phases.
Table LV shows the reductions in sampling rates and times which are
possible with careful programming. The table also shows the total
bits acquired during the shortest duration trajectory (ye = 90 degrees,
V e = 23, 480 ft/sec., Model 3 atmosphere), the longest duration entry
(Ye = 4Z degrees, Ve = 18, 400 ft/sec., Model Z atmosphere) and the
parachute failure mode which allows minimal post-blackout data
acquisition and transmission time.
-Z20 -
TABLE LIII
RECOMMENDED PAYLOAD
SALIENT CHARACTERISTICS
Communications
Mode of operation
Total data capability
Duration of transmission
Transmitter power
Frequency
Modulation
Ante nna
Pow e r
Type
Energy
Science
Weight
Science
Te le communications
Power
Mis ce!lane o us
Contingency
Total
Descent and E;atry
Relay (64 bits/sec)
14 to 57, 000 bits
3=I/2 to 15 minutes
20 watts
272 mc
FSK
Spiral
Ni Cad Battery
221 watt-hours
11 instruments
40.4 pounds
20.6 pounds
37.5 pounds
4.0 pounds
25.6 pounds
128.1 pounds
Post lmpact
Direct (2 bits/sec)
Relay Backup (64 bits/sec)
43,000 bits
6 hours
20 watts
2295 mc data
2115 mc command
Navy MFS
V-horns
Ni Cad Battery
128Z watt-hours
14 instruments
57.7 pounds
108.7 pounds
130.0 pounds
2.0 pounds
74.6 pounds
373.0 pounds
-2ZI -
TABLE LIV
OBLATE SPHEROID LANDED CAPSULE - WEIGHT SUMMARY
Landed Capsule
Impact attenuator
Flight connector and mis-
cellaneous
Internal W eight
Science
Telecommunication
Pow e r
Miscellaneous
Contingency
Thermal control
Internal structure
R e commended
(weight-pounds)
(9z8.i)
394.0
15.5
(518.6)
57.7
108.7
130.0
2 0
74.6
150
130 6
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The number of bits contributed by each instrument throughout the post
landing phase is shown in Table LVI.
In summary, the total data requirement previously used for system
synthesis of this volume may be reduced from 58, 000 to 45,000 bits
during entry and descent and from 41,000 to 23,800 bits post landing.
Any further reduction in sampling rate would not produce a significant
gain in weight reduction and would begin to seriously curtail the
scientific return of the 1971 mission. Such reductions would require
detailed evaluation of the individual experiment concerned to determine
the impact on the overall mission.
All subsequent methods of reducing payload weight discussed in this
section are based on the assumption that the total post impact data
requirement has been decreased to that shown on Table LVI.
By reducing the quantity of data which must be transmitted to earth
via the direct link, the weight of the battery carried in the landed
capsule can be reduced from 130 pounds to 84 pounds.
2. Decrease Scientific Payload -- The payload weight can be
reduced if some of the scientific instruments are deleted from the
design. The weight savings include the weight of the instrument
itself, as well as its cabling, brackets and mounting hardware, the
weight of battery required to power it and the weight of battery nece-
ssary to transmit the data which it generates.
Table LVII shows the required payload weight as a function of the
number of instruments carried. If all the instruments are flown and
the decreased total data requirement discussed in the previous
section is used, the total weight of the payload, not including the
contingency factor is 354.9 pounds.
If the trapped radiation detector,its brackets, cables and the weight
of battery to power it and transmit the data generated by it are removed,
the resulting payload weight is 347.2 pounds.
If the RF probe and associated equipment is also deleted, the weight
will be 345.0 pounds. This reduction is carried out in accordance
with the priority of the instrument until all of the instruments have
been deleted except for the accelerometer and force anemometer.
This results in a payload weight of 186.8 pounds.
This table does not account for the fact that each item of internal
payload required some structure and a volume of impact attenuator
material. A pound added to the internal payload results in an increase
of 0.44 pounds of structure and over l.g pound of impact attenuator.
-ZZ4-
TAB LE LVI
DATA BITS - SCIENCE INSTRUMENTS
POST IMPACT PHASE
Transducer
Impact Accelerometer (3)
Penetrometer (3)
Alpha Scatter
Co stoic Radiation
Gas Chromatograph
Hot Wire Anemometer
Force Anemometer
Microphone
Surface Radiation
Pressure Transducer (2)
Temperature Transducer (2)
Acoustic Transducer
Water Detector
Atmospheric Temperature
Engineering Diognostics
Synchronization, Identification
and Spaces
I
Outputs:
30
30
200
1
8
6
6
Z
i
2
2
3
1
2
Sampling
Rate
: i_its I
Sample I
1 sample ?
i sample 7
5 samples 5
I/hr 7
5 sample_ 7
5 sampleE 7
5 sample_ 7
5 samples 7
1/hr 7
2/hr 7
i/hr 7
1/hr 7
1/hr 7
2/hr 7
Total Bits
I
Total Bits Acquired
2100
2100
5000
168
280
210
210
70
168
672
336
501
168
672
2303
2252
17, Zl0
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3. External versus Ir,_er_ai Paylc_d -- Te m'_nimize the size
and weight of landed capsule impact attenuator and structure, all
components which are not required after impact, can be carried in
the external payload. This includes the battery which will power
the entire system from preseparation to impact. Also, the data
conditioning equipment and power booster regulator can be carried
in the external payload. Each pound of instrumentation removed
from the internal payload results in a 2.97 pound reduction in landed
capsule weight. This factor includes the weight of structure and
impact attenuator no longer required.
4. Delete Landed Relay Link -- Additional savings of internal
payload can be accomplished bJ the deletion of the post-impact
relay transmission link; this is associated with the minimum space-
craft support option discussed in paragraph 6.3.2. Entry and descent
data would be handled by the external relay link; the resulting penalty
is the loss of a redundant transmission mode for entry and landed
science data. The savings would be 10 pounds of internal telecommuni-
cations payload. However, since the resonant cavity for the VHF
antenna is 10.5 inches deep and has an average diamter of almost 18
inches, the relay antenna represents a significant portion of the pay-
load volume. Two VHF antennas are carried each of which require
27 percent of the total volume within the landed capsule. If the VHF
antennas were removed, the size of the landed capsule including its
impact attenuator would be significantly reduced resulting in a savings
in entry weight of approximately 1 30 pounds.
In summary, a reduced total data requirement shown in Tables LV and
LVI, achieved by a combination of more complex programming and the
liberal use of onboard data reduction equipment, results in a savings
of 46 pounds of internal battery weight. The reduction in battery weight
is further amplified by the reduction in the impact attenuator and sup-
port structure which result. The net weight savings is 137 pounds.
The elimination of the following instruments would provide a v-eight
savings of 70 pounds in the required landed capsule weight:
a) Penetrometer
b) Impact Accelerometer
c) Trapped Radiation detector
d) Hot-wire anemometer
e) !RI_"probe
-ZZ7-
Since two of these instruments are included in the external payload,
the available landed capsule weight is increased by i0 pounds.
The elimination of the post-impact relay communications subsystem
allows a total weight savings of 130 pounds. The weight of the oblate
spheroid landed capsule before and after these modifications is shown
in Table LVIII. The salient characteristics of the resulting payload
are Shown in Table LIX.
6.3.5 Flotation Sphere Landed Capsule Synthesis
If the flotation sphere landed capsule is used rather than the oblate spheroid
landed capsule, a single direct ii db antenna with a -i db gain could be
used instead of the -7 db spiral antenna. This would make possible a
direct-link communication bit rate of 8 bits/second and reduce the energy
required to transmit the reduced data list of paragraph 6.3.4. Z from 378
to 92 watt-hours. This reduction would correspond to a 67 pounds re-
duction in battery weight.
Articulation of those experiments requiring deployment would also be
simplified. Only one of each instrument need be carried. This results
in a saving of 17 pounds of instruments.
Approximately I0 pounds of telecommunications equipment may also be
deleted since only one antenna with its associated RF equipment is
required instead of two. Considerably less impact attenuation material
is now required for the flotation sphere landed capsule than for the
oblate spheroid landed capsule. This weight saving results from the
reduction in payload previously mentioned in addition to the increase in
internal packaging density realizable. Two hundred and seven pounds
less of impact attenuator material is required for the flotation sphere.
A weight summary of the flotation sphere landed capsule is shown in
Table LX and a summary of the salient features is shown in Table
LXI.
-ZZ8-
TABLE LVIII
OBLATE SPHEROID LANDED CAPSULE - WEIGHT SUMMARY
Landed Capsule
Impact Attenuator
Flight Connector and Misc.
Internal Weight
Science
Telecommunication
Power
Miscellaneous
Continge.ncy
The rrna! Control
Internal Structure
Rec ornznended
(weight- pounds )
(9Z8. l)
394.0
15.5
(518.6)
57.7
108.7
130.0
2.0
74.6
15.0
130.6
Adjusted
(we ight- pound s )
(595.0)
ZI5.0
15.5
(364.5)
48.0
98.7
70. 1
2.0
54.7
15.0
76.0
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TAB LE LIX
OBLATE SPHEROID LANDED CAPSULE
SALIENT CHARACTERISTICS
Communications
Mode of operation
Total data requirement
Du ration of transmis s ion
Transmitter power
Frequency
Modulation
Antenna
Power
Type
Energy
Science
Weight (pounds)
Science
Telecommunications
Power
Mis cellane ou s
Contingency
Descent and Entry
Relay (64 bits/sec)
37, 115 bits
9.7 minutes
Z0 watts
Z7Z mc
FSK
Spiral
Ni Cad Battery
184 watt-hour s
9 instruments
35.3
20.6
33.0
4.0
23.2
Total 116. 1 pounds
Postimpact
Direct (Z bits/sec)
19, 295 bits
2.68 hours
Z0 watts
Z295 mc data
ZII5 mc command
Nary MFS
V horns
Ni Cad Battery
565 watt-hour s
I i instruments
48.0
98.7
70.1
2.0
54.7
Total 273.5 pounds
-Z30 -
TABLE LX
FLOTATION SPHERE LANDED CAPSULE WEIGHT SUMMARY
Landed Capsule
Impact attenuator
Flight connectors and miscellaneous
Internal Weight
Science
Telecommunication
Power
Miscellaneous
C ontingency
Thermal control
Internal struc_re
wt - ibs
(572.5)
186.9
15.5
(370. i)
46.7
98.7
63.0
2.0
52.6
15.0
9Z. I
6.4 LANDED CAPSULE SELECTION
Two landed capsules have been synthesized, conceptual design drawings have
been prepared, and the performance capability of these designs has been
determined. Each of the landed capsule designs has significant advantages
and disadvantages over the other. The primary advantage of the flotation
sphere is its markedly superior performance capability, higher bit rate, and
an instrument complex that more completely satisfies the mission objectives.
However, the oblate spheroid represents the more conservative selection
since its operation on the surface is nearly passive, requiring no re-erection
prior to its operation. A summaryof the major tradeoffs between these two
landed capsules is presented below.
Both landed capsule concepts are compatible with the selected entry shell
(blunted cone), however, the more compact nature of the flotation sphere
requires less suspended capsule structure to support it within the entry shell
-231-
TABLE LXI
FLOTATION SPHERE LANDED CAPSULE
SALIENT CHARACTERISTICS
C om_vnunications
Mode of operation
Total data requirement
Duration of transmission
Transmitter power
Frequency
Modulation
Antenna
Power
Type
Energy
Science
(pounds)
Science
Telecornmunications
Power
Miscellaneous
Contingency
Descent and Entry
Relay (64 bits/sec)
37, 115 bits
9.7 minutes
20 watts
Z72 mc
FSK
Spiral
Ni Cad Battery
184 watt-hours
11 instruments
35.3
ZO. 6
33.0
4.0
Z3.2
116. 1 pounds
Po stimpact
Direct (8 bits/sec)
19, 295 bits
0.67 hours
20 watts
2295 mc data
2115 mc command
PSK
slot
Ni Cad Battery
421 watt-hours
14 instruments
46.7
98.7
63.0
2.0
5Z. 6
Z63. 0 pounds
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and during parachute descent. The required center of mass position within the
blunted cone is easily satisfied by either landed capsule.
The primary advantage of the flotation sphere lies in its ability to achieve
vertical orientation after impact independent of the surface terrain slope. This
allows the use of a narrower beam antenna since the pointing direction is well
known. A log spiral antenna is used for the relay link and a slot antenna,
built into the log spiral antenna, is used for direct-link communications. The
relatively narrower beamwidth provides a -1 db direct-link gain over look
angle_" - ul-t interest ..........T_........... 1+_.,._ pnwe_-...... gain prod.ct, with a Z0 watt trans-
mitter is sufficiently high to allow use of the proven PSK/PM modulation
technique at a data rate of 8 bits per second direct to Earth. The knowledge
of pointing direction also provides for better VHF relay link performance.
The oblate spheroid provides only general knowledge of post-impact orientation.
Either of the two flat sides may be facing up after the capsule comes to rest.
Two S-Band direct-link antennas are therefore required with the one facing
upward selected for use once the capsule attitude is determined. This capsule
is sensitive to the terrain slope, its final orientation could be as much as 45
degrees from the vertical, and requires a broader antenna beamwidth. A-7
db antenna gain is realizable over the look angles of interest. The resulting
power gain product with a 20 watt transmitter forces the use of a noncoherent
N-ary modulation technique. A data rate of only 2 bits per second by direct
link to Earth can be achieved. No post-impact relay link is provided in the
oblate spheroid ctesign since there is insufficient weight available for its
inclusion. The obvious advantage of such a link if the direct link should fail
cannot be provided in this design.
The flotation sphere, being more compact and not so severely weight limited
as the oblate spheroid, includes a more complete complement of instruments.
Five additional instruments have been included in the blunted cone flotation
sphere design. Two external instruments, the trapped radiation detector and
the RF probe for use during the preentry, and entry mission phases and three
internal instruments, the penetrometer, impact accelerometer, and the hot-
wire anemometer for surface measurements have been included.
The deployment of surface instruments which must sample the atmosphere
is difficult for both designs, since at least a section of the protective crush-
able material must be deployed. The oblate spheroid deploys a section of
crushable material around its maximum diameter and deploys instruments
through the edge. The flotation sphere, since the relative orientation of the
inner and outer spheres is completely random, must deploy the entire shell of
crushable material. In addition, the outer flotation shell around the payload
must be jettisoned to allow instrument deployment. The orientation of the
deployed instruments is well known for the flotation sphere. However, the
oblate spheroid must carry two of each deployable instrument to insure that
-Z33-
one such instrument is properly oriented. The weight of the post-impact
scientific instrument packagefor the oblate sphere is higher even though it
contains three fewer instrument types.
Thermal control for the flotation sphere is a more complex problem than for
the oblate spheroid. The oblate spheroid canbe provided with a low emmissivity
thermal-control coating over the entire capsule except the region directly over
the antennas t01imit the heat loss during the Martian night. The flotation sphere,
however, cannotbe so coated, since the region of the outer flotation sphere
which will be over the antennas is not a known apriori. The metallic thermal
control coating could inhibit communications if it happened to cover the
antennas. For the flotation sphere, additional batteries must be provided to
heat the capsule during the Martian night.
Both capsules employ crushable material impact attenuators which limit the
impact loads to 500 Earth g. The oblate spheroid, because of its larger surface
area to internal volume ratio, and the lower internal packaging density which
can be achieved (2 slug/ft3 as opposed to 3 slug/ft 3 for the flotation sphere)
requires a significantly heavier impact attenuator. The optimum impact
attenuator material density is also lower, in fact so much lower that the
practicality of such materials is questionable. This may further increase
the weight of the oblate spheroid impact attenuator.
The principle disadvantage of the flotation sphere is its total dependence upon
re-erection after impact for successful operation. The oblate spheroid is
semi-passive after impact and is therefore a much more attractive operational
concept.
Selection between these two landed capsule configurations is therefore not clear
cut. The performance advantages of the flotation sphere are attractive for
the weight limited design, However, the less complex oblate spheroid was
selected as the reference concept as dictated by the overall ground rule of
conservatism. Both landed capsule designs have been shown as alternates in
Section 3 of this book.
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7.0 ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM TRADE-OFFS
7. ] SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS/DESIGN GUIDELINES
The simple requirement of the attitude control system to stabilize the separated
vehicle during thrusting is complicated by the rather stringent demands placed
upon the control which must be maintained over the thrust application angle, or
more precisely, over ul_ directlon of the resultant ve!ocity vector. Three
factors combine to produce the overall accuracy requirements on the direction
of the velocity vector. The first is the need to accelerate the separated vehicle
so that it will arrive at the entry point sufficiently in advance of the flight space-
craft to permit communication between the two during the time allocated for
playout of entry and descent scientific data. This requirement results from the
need to complete this transmission of data before the flight spacecraft begins its
orbit injection attitude maneuver. The second factor is the necessity to control
the landing point to within a 500 kilometer radius of the desired impact point.
The third factor is the requirement to control the entry angle so that it is within
limits which are acceptable to the flight capsule mission. Each of these factors
will be discussed in turn to develop the requirements which then formed the
basis for the tradeoff studies of the ACS.
7.1.1 Communication Lead Time
With the flight spacecraft on a fly-by trajectory, it is necessary to impart
a velocity change to the separated vehicle to place it on an impact course.
It is also necessary to provide an additional separation velocity between
spacecraft and separated vehicle to obtain the necessary communication
lead time. This can be done either by speeding up the separated vehicle or
by decelerating the spacecraft. If the separated vehicle speedup is selected,
this maneuver can be combined with the velocity change required to place it
on an impact trajectory.
The acceleration of the separated vehicle to achieve lead time not only in-
creases the propulsion required but also has a profound influence on the
dispersion in entry angle and impact point which result and consequently
on the pointing accuracy required of the attitude control system.
7. i.2 Landing Point and Entry Angle Dispersion
It is a design requirement of the system that the dispersion in impact point
be no more than 500 km (3 sigma ). This corresponds to a variation in
entry angle of approximately 7.5 degrees (3 sigma); this tolerance is
essentially constant over the range of trajectory parameters considered.
Furthermore, the maximum entry angle must be less than -52 degrees to
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satisfy the_arachute deployment conditions with the selected M/CDA of
0.2 slug/ft _. In brief, the attitude control system is required to control
the direction of the velocity increment to maintain a tolerance of 7. 5 degrees
(3 sigma) in entry angle for a nominal entry angle of 44 degrees, while atthe
same time providing the lead time necessary to meet communication
r equi r ements.
7.1.3 Trajectory Analysis
Detailed analyses have been carried out to show which trajectory parameters
are important in determining the thrust pointing accuracy required, and the
results are presented in Sections 3.0 and 4.0, Volume V, Book I. These
analyses show that entry angle dispersion is virtually independent of separa-
tion range and periapsis altitude, but the dispersion increases rapidly with
increasing lead time, with increasing approach velocities, and with
shallower entry angles. The hyperbolic approach velocity can be minimized
by proper choice of launch period. The effect of lead time and entry angle
on ACS pointing accuracy requirements can be seen in Figure 77. This
figure shows the allowable error in thrust application angle as a function of
lead time for a range of entry angles. The nominal separation conditions
are also stated. The data presented is based on an allowable entry angle
dispersion of 2.5 degrees (i sigma), on a position uncertainty at the time
of separation of 150 km (I sigma) and an uncertainty in velocity increment
of one percent (i sigma). (The position uncertainty is due principally to
uncertainty in ,the ephemeris of Mars. This is a very significant con-
tributor to entry angle dispersion and if reduced by improved ephemeris
data can greatly ease the ACS pointing accuracy requirements.) These are
the only important error sources affecting entry dispersion other than
pointing accuracy and are the expected nominal values.
From this figure it can be seen that to achieve a lead time of three hours
the allowable error in thrust application angle is 0.38 degrees (I sigma)
for an entry angle of -50 degrees and 0.25 degrees (i sigma) for an entry
angle of -40 degrees, and at -30 degrees entry angle the desired dis-
persion is unachievable even with a perfect ACS. On the other hand if lead
time is reduced, or achieved by flight spacecraft slowdown, the pointing
accuracy requirement of the ACS is drastically relaxed.
7.1.4 Summary
In summary the following conclusions .can be stated:
I. The thin atmosphere requires shallow entry angles which in turn
give rise to large entry angle dispersion.
2. The lead time requirement together with the shallow entry angles
impose severe constraints on the ACS accuracy.
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3° The ACS requirements can be relaxed by the use of flight space-
craft slowdown and also by improved ephemeris data.
7.2 CANDIDATE TECHNIQUES BY MISSION PHASE
The possible approaches for the design of the ACS can be conveniently dis-
cussed by examining the operation required during each phase of the mission
and considering the candidate techniques which are suitable.
7.2. 1 Orient Separated Vehicle to Thrust Attitude
The separated vehicle can be placed in the proper orientation for thrusting
either by maneuvering the flight spacecraft prior to separation or by ma-
neuvering the flight spacecraft prior to separation or by maneuvering the
separated vehicle after separation by means of an active control system.
7.2.2 Maintain Attitude During Thrust
The attitude of the separated vehicle can be maintained during thrusting by
spin stabilization, by means of an active ACS, or by gimballing the engine.
7.2.3 Reorient for Proper Entry Attitude
The entry vehicle dynamic performance during entry will be improved if
the angle of attack at entry is zero. If an active ACS is used, it can per-
form the reorientation. If spin stabilization alone is used, no reorientation
is possible, but at least the spin rate should be reduced before entry so
that angle-of-attack convergence is not hindered.
7.2.4 Maintain Attitude During Cruise
The attitude of the entry vehicle can be maintained until entry by spin
stabilization or by an active ACS.
7.3 COMPARISON OF CANDIDATE SYSTEMS
From the above techniques, possible candidate systems can be synthesized,
then compared and evaluated in terms of their performance, reliability and
complexity, weight, flexibility, growth potential, and their effect on other
systems.
7.3. 1 Spin Only System
This system is oriented to the thrusting attitude by the flight spacecraft,
is spin stabilized after separation for thrusting and cruise; the spin rate
is decreased prior to entry. This is the simplest and lightest system but
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requires a maneuver of the flight spacecraft which may be a disadvantage.
It does not have the required pointing accuracy if a three hour lead time
must be obtained by capsule bus speedup. However its performance is
more than adequatewith reduced lead times.
7.3.2 Active ACS with Spin
This system uses an active ACS for orientation, to maintain attitude during
thrusting, and to orient for entry attitude. Spin stabilization is then em-
ployed until entry. Adequate pointing accuracy can be achieved for lead
times up to three hours and nominal entry angles of -40 degrees or steeper.
It does not require a flight spacecraft maneuver, is flexible and has growth
potential, but it is heavier, more complex and less reliable than a spin-only
system. It also presents a difficult problem to achieve proper alignment
between the spacecraft attitude reference and the gyro reference on the
separated vehicle.
7.3.3 Active ACS
This system is the same as that previously described except that it uses no
spin stabilization and maintains cruise attitude by reaction control. Due to
the long time during cruise, the total impulse required becomes excessive
and attitude accuracy due to gyro drift becomes intolerable.
7.3.4 Active ACS with Engine Gimbal and Spin
This is the same as the system described in paragraph 7.3.2 except that
engine gimbaling is used during thrusting. Since the thrust level and total
impulse of the AV engine are moderate, the reaction control system can
readily be sized to provide thrust vector control. Consequently, no advant-
age is obtained by gimbaling or other auxiliary means of thrust vector
control.
7.4 SELECTED APPROACH
The approach which has been selected is the active ACS with spin, and is de-
scribed inparagraph4.6 of this book and in greater detail in Volume V Book 5.
This choice was dictated by the stringent pointing accuracy requirements
imposed by a lead time of three hours together with the desire to avoid the com-
plication of flight space orientation and slowdown maneuvers. If these maneu-
vers should be permitted, the spin only system would be the preferred choice.
7. 5 TERMINAL GUIDANCE
From the discussion in paragraph 7.1 it should be clear that even the perfor-
mance of the closed-loop active ACS is marginal in meeting the accuracy
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requirements If a communication lead time of at least three hours must be
obtained by separatedvehicle speedup and if no improvement in Mars ephemeris
data is obtained, then the active ACSwill not permit entry angles shallower than
about -40 degrees in order to meet dispersion requirements. If shallower angles
become a requirement, it may be necessary to employ terminal guidanceon the
entry vehicle. Sucha system would include, in addition to the ACS, a pre-
cision planet tracker, sun tracker, computer, and possibly a star tracker to
make a navigation fix at a range of about 30,000 km from Mars. A velocity
correction would then be performed using the ACSand propulsion system to
correct to the desired trajectory. The additional weight of such a system
would be about i00 poundsplus theweight of additional propellant required
which amountsto 100-200 pounds_dependingon the range from the planet at
which the velocity correction is made. A terminal guidance system would
greatly easethe demandsonACS accuracy for thrusting after separation, and
may in fact be strongly desirable for missions in which better control of impact
point location is required. In this sense it is an attractive approach since it
provides growth potential for more ambitious future missions. However, it
must be regarded as a less attractive choice for the present mission than
reducing the entry angle dispersions at the time of separation. These dispers-
ions will be reducedby updating the Martian position data from Mariner IV in-
formation andreducing the separation event errors. The most effective method
of reducing the separation event errors is to provide the required lead tinge by
slowing downthe flight spacecraft instead of speedingup the separatedvehicle.
This allows a thrust application angle of nearly ninety degrees and the re-
quired accuracy o_the vehicle attitude during thrust application is dramatically
reduced. By reducing the separation event errors in this manner and updating
the Martian orbit data, the entry angle dispersions can be reduced to less than
1 degree. Theneed for a terminal maneuver is then eliminated. Furthermore,
the reduced accuracy requirement for the separatedvehicle attitude control
ailows the use of the simple spin system and eliminates the alignment mechaniza-
tion problem.
7.6 FLIGHT SPACECRAFT SEPARATIONMANEUVER
An important option in the flight sequencewhich has a direct impact on the
design of the ACS is whether or not to perform a flight spacecraft presepara-
tion maneuverdesigned to provide the required separated vehicle thrust applica-
tion angle. Sucha maneuver is required if a simple spin system is used for
stabilization while thrusting. If the flight spacecraft maneuver is not used, the
ACS must perform a vehicle orientation maneuver after separation. In this
case an active attitude control system is required. It has been shownpre-
viously that a spin system cannot meet the dispersion requirements if lead time
must be obtainedby separated vehicle speedup. Consequently the spacecraft
preseparation maneuver is only beneficial to the design of the ACS if it is also
possible to obtain communications lead time by slowing downthe spacecraft.
In this case the simple spin system can be used.
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7.7 DESPiN
The influence of spin rate upon the vehicle performance and subsequently the
environment (loads and heating) is reflected through the higher angle of attack
history associated with increasing spin rate. Since all shapes considered are
characterized by reduced drag at angle of attack, the result is an increase in
the effective M/CDA as spin is increased. It is to be expected then, that as
the spin rate increases the heating and loads will also increase. In addition,
the altitude at which parachute deployment can be initiated will decrease.
_u_o_ +_ .... I,T independent _f the atm_osphere, nr _ntry shell shade.
Typical results for the integrated heating at the stagnation point for the blunted
cone are shown illustratively in Figure 78 where, initial angle of attack and
model atmosphere are presented as parameters. The integrated heating in-
creases at higher spin rates, as expected. The initial angle of attack is seen
to be a significant parameter. Local aggravations associated with angle of
attack which would result in a higher sensitivity to variation of initial angle of
attack and spin rate are not included. Similar results were obtained for the
modified Apollo and tension shell• For the tension shell, however, test data
indicates a fovorable effect on the distribution with a possible reduction in
heating over some portions of the body.
Also of significance is the variation of parachute deployment altitude with spin
rate which is shown in Figure 79 and 80. The effect of the damping derivative,
Crnq, is seen to be" critical. These results are representative of the supersonic
or late entry phase of the trajectories. In this case the tension shell which
........ u _ t.,,.0 _ -exlllbltS a ilnllt cycle motion, results in lower altitudes _.uL- _h,o._,_u_uL=
inent and is also most sensitive to the spin rate.
The variation in the loads are as expected and shown in Figures 81 and 82. The
tension shell is most sensitive to spin rate The effect of Cm_ is not signifi-
cant here as is to be expected since the initial an_le of attack convergence is
associated with the dynamic pressure variation Cmq being critical during the
supersonic and transonic regime where the dynamic pressure is decreasing.
A despin maneuver is therefore desired during early entry to reduce these
effects. The despin should be initiated at the onset of aerodynamic loads to
avoid tumbling. The effect of despin is primarily reflected through the supe-
rior angle-of-attack convergence.
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8.0 FAILURE MODE ANALYSIS
Once the typical mission flight sequence was established (Volume II, Book Z)
subsvstem operational requirements were investigated to determine the effects
of subsystem failures on the over-all mission. In addition to this investigation,
redundant features designed to compensate for a variety of possible flight cap-
sule subsystem failures which could occur between launch from Earth and the
end of post-landing operations were also studied.
The flight capsule design, as finally defined, included several of the recommend-
ed redundant features or suitable backup modes of operation. The design in-
corporated both the diagnostic instrumentation needed to identify failures and
means to allow selection of appropriate failure mode operation. The selection
is made either on the basis of MOS judgement or, automatically, by the cap-
sule central computer and sequencer, (CC&S) .
The analysis of each failure mode was based on:
i. Definition of the failure mode.
2. Identification of a diagnostic method to determine whether a failure
had occurred.
3. Identification of the backup command necessary either to reactivate
the appropriate mode or to select an alternative mode of operation.
4. Identification of an alternative or redundant mode of operation capable
of compensating for the original failure.
5. Analysis of the effect on the over-all mission if:
a. The backup command activated the original mode of operation.
b. The alternative or redundant mode of operation was successful.
c. No alternative or redundant mode of operation was available or
successful.
8. 1 FAILURE MODE SUMMARY
Table LXII presents an abbreviated flight sequence with the related failure modes
considered and their relative effects on the mission.
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TABLE LXII
FAILURE MODE SUMMARY
Event Time Failure Mode Provision Effect on Mission
Approach trajectoryJettison sterilization
canister lid
Activate and checkout
flight capsule systems
Separate flight capsule
Orient flight capsule
for hv application
Thrust- solid engine
Orient flight capsule
for a E = 0 degrees
Spin flight capsule
Jettison engine and
ACS electronics
Deploy reefed parachute,
jettison entry shell
Deploy full open chute
Pr e separation
Postcheckout
Postseparation
Postorientation
Postthrust
Postorientation
Postspin
Mach no = 1.3
16, 000 foot altitude
Jettison flight
capsule
Redundant systems
Back-up separation
joint
Redundant ACS
capability
None
Redundant ACS
c apab ility
Design shell for
failure mode
Design shell for
failure mode
Priority data trans-
mission in the event
of chute failure
Priority data trans-
Land
Jettison chute and impact
attenuator material
Deploy surface instru-
mentation
Impact
mission in the event
of disreefing failure
Designed with factor
of safety for impact
g
_Postimpact
Po sterection or
stabilization
Redundant pyro devices
Redundant deployment
devices
Flight capsule mission
failure
No effect
Flight capsule mission
failure
No effect
Flight capsule mission
failure
No effect
No effect-*-minor
Decreased descent time
increased impact velocity
and g
Reduced data quantity
Reduced data quantity
Reduction -_ loss of
surface data
None
None
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8. g FAILURE BEFORE SEPARATION
System failures prior to separation are considered to deal mainly with those
failures detected during preseparation checkout and the jettisoning of the steri-
lization canister lid. During checkout, the failure of a system to respond to
checkout command is interpreted as a failure. After all backup and redundant
excitation methods have been exhausted, dependent upon the seriousness of the
loss, the flight capsule would be discarded and the entire capsule mission lost.
Another failure that would cause the loss of the entire flight capsule mission,
would be the failure of the sterilization canister lid to jettison, thus preventing
the capsule itself from separating from the flight spacecraft, in the event of
this failure, the entire sterilization canister together with the capsule would
be jettisoned at the field joint between the sterilization canister and the flight
spacecraft by a command signal from the deep space instrumentation facility
(DSIF).
8. 3 SEPARATION FAILURE
The physical separation of the flight capsule from the flight spacecraft will be
accomplished by explosive pen pullers; the signal for detonation will be pro-
vided by the flight spacecraft. Redundancy will be provided in the mechaniza-
tion of the separation process, thus providing a high degree of probability of
separation. In the event that separation does not occur, the base of the steri-
lization canister and the capsule will be jettisoned and the capsule mission will
be lost. This backup separation will occur at the field joint between the flight
capsule system and the flight spacecraft. The command required for this
jettison is supplied by DSIF via the flight spacecraft.
8. 4 ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM FAILURE
The time of the detection or occurrence of the Attitude Control System (ACS)
failure plays a significant role in the failure mode provision and effect of the
failure on the mission. As previously mentioned, prior to separation a flight
capsule system checkout is performed. If the checkout should detect an irre-
parable ACS malfunction (e. g. , gas supply depleted, electronics malfunction,
etc. ) The mode of operation for the failure would be to orient the planetary
vehicle to provide the flight spacecraft with the proper orientation, prior to
separation, for AV application. After separation, the capsule would spin up
to 50 rpm to provide stabilization during thrusting. However, since the ACS
is inoperative, orientation for zero angle of attack at entry, in the normal mode,
would not be possible. The exact extent of the mission degradation due to this
operating mode is dependent upon the angle of attack at entry (entry shell design
condition) and the look angle between the capsule and the spacecraft during tran-
sit for communication purposes.
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RedundantACSsystem capabilities have beenincorporated into the system in
the quantity of cold gas storage, thruster nozzles, and piping. In the event
that the primary system should fail, sufficient backup capability will be avail-
able to provide normal operation andtherefore no significant effect on the flight
capsule mission will result.
8. 5 PROPULSIONFAILURE
The propulsion system aboard the flight capsule is required to provide suffi-
cient AV capability to alter the capsule's trajectory from close approach to
impact and to provide a lead time sufficient to allow communications during
the descent portion of the flight capsule mission. Consequently, for failure
mode analysis considerations, the relative effects on the mission of AV values
larger and smaller than nominal were investigated as well as complete system
failure.
In the event that the actual AV was larger than nominal, during the time of en-
try and descent of the flight capsule, the communication range between the
capsule and the spacecraft would be large when compared to the design range.
Also, the entry angle (Ye) would be steeper than nominal. The failure mode
provision for this event is compensated for by designing the communication
system to handle ranges that would be produced in the event that the AV applied
was equal to the maximum that the system was capable of producing (approxi-
mately 265 ft/sec). As a failure mode to provide for the steep entry angle, the
entry shell has been designed to accommodate entry angles from -20 to -90
degrees.
The effect of an insufficient AV could be reflected in two ways (I) the AV could
be too low to cause the space capsule to impact the planet or (2) the lead time
between capsule impact and flight spacecraft orbital injection could be decreased.
In the first case, it is obvious that the capsule mission is lost. In the second
case, however, the lead time requirement used as a design basis was of suffi-
cient magnitude to provide failure mode capability.
The failure of the rocket to ignite is an obvious total loss of the flight capsule
mission. However, as previously stated, the rocket utilized is a solid type
which possesses inherent ignition and operational reliability. In addition, re-
dundant bridgewires are used for ignition.
8. 6 ENTRY SHELL FAILURE
The failure of the entry shell during entry would naturally have catastrophic
results on the flight capsule mission. Therefore, the early results of the fail-
ure-effects analysis were incorporated into the design of the shell. In addition
to designing the entry shell heat shield and structure for the worst entry condi-
tions that could be encountered (see Section 5.0 of this book), consideration
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was given to off-nominal entry angle of attack spinning and nonspinning. As
previously mentioned, the nominal angle of attack at entry (%) is 0 degrees.
However, ACS failure after thrusting could result in a random attitude at
entry, thus requiring the entry shetl to be designed for any entry angie of at-
tack from 0 to 1 80 degrees in a spinning or nonspinning mode.
8. 7 CHUTE FAILURE
Early in the study, it became obvious that failure of the parachute system
would result in loss of the surface operation experiments and severely restrict
the amount of atmospheric data that could be obtained. With this fact in mind,
the design of the canopy utilized a load factor of safety of Z. 7 and the shroud
and riser lines used a factor of 1.7. In addition to the added strength provided
in the parachute materials themselves, redundant and backup devices were
utiIized for parachute deployment. In the normal mode, the parachute is de-
ployed reefed at M = 1.3 by the accelerometer empioying a time delay from
peak g. As a backup to this operation, in the event the accelerometer mal-
functions and the parachute is not deployed as programmed, a deployment sig-
nal is initiated by the altimeter at an altitude of 18, 500 feet. The actual de-
ployment is performed by a pilot parachute that is ejected by a mortar. A
failure of the primary ejection system would automatically initiate the secondary
system, a gas generator used to simultaneously deploy and inflate the main
parachute. The parachute is then disreefed at an altitude of 16, 000 feet, upon
command from the altimeter by dual reefing line cutters electrically activated.
The communication system has been designed to provide sufficient capability
to relay a major portion of the atmospheric data sampled in the event that the
main chute does not disreef (decreased descent time).
8. 8 COMMUNICATION FAILURE
The communication subsystem has been designed to provide as high a degree of
reliability as possible utiIizing functionai and block redundancy techniques con-
sistent with the weight limitations of the total flight capsule system. Several
of the redundant or backup features of the communications subsystem have been
discussed as they pertain to the failure modes of other functional areas; e. g. ,
increase communication range to account for an off-nominal incremental velo-
city from the propuIsion system and rapid and selective playout of descent data
to account for parachute failure. Another important redundancy feature of the
communication system, is the use of both relay and direct communication links
to provide the maximum probability of obtaining data from the flight capsule.
The relay link is considered prime during entry and descent while the direct
link is considered prime after landing. To utiIize the direct link as backup to
the relay capability, the entry and descent data is stored and played out, direct
to DSIF, after landing.
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8.9 INSTRUMENTATIONFAILURE
The acquisition of data characterizing the Martian atmosphere has been con-
sidered as the primary mission objective in the 1971lander design. Conse-
quently, to improve the probability of obtaining data on the atmospheric charac-
teristics, functional as well as block redundancyhas been applied to the instru-
mentation, throughout the entry, descent and surface operation portion of the
mission. As anexample, consider the acquisition of atmospheric density,
which can be read directly from the acoustical densitometer. However, den-
sity of the atmosphere canbe derived from such quantities as: acceleration
during entry, pressure, temperature and mean molecular weight. In addition,
the same type of functional redundancywas applied to atmospheric pressure,
temperature, composition andwind conditions.
8. I0 IMPACT/RE-ERECTION FAILURE
Early in the study, the concept of a re-erecting flotation sphere was investiga-
ted, to be used as the method of packagingthe instrumentation for surface
operation. The flotation sphere would allow the landed capsule to come to rest
in any position andthen provide the means of orienting the antennaand instru-
ments as required. However, the investigation showed that while the concept
was good, the complexity of the re-erection system placed a severe penalty
on the overall subsystem reliability. Using this analysis as a basis, the rec-
ommendeddesignutilized an oblate spheroid as a landed capsule shape. The
oblate spheroid can come to rest in only two possible positions, independentof
the initial impact orientation. Therefore, redundant equipment requiring a
given post-impact orientation was utilized in the design. Consequently, those
instruments andequipment were properly oriented for deployment or use on
both sides of the oblate spheroid.
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9.0 LAUNCH PERIOD ANALYSIS
An integral segment of a preliminary design study for an interplanetary mis-
sion entails a comprehensive analysis of the various daily trajectory charac-
teristics to select the optimum launch period based upon the mission design
and scientific goals. Typical missions that have been postulated for Mariner-
Voyager type vehicles include:
a. Flyby
.L" _-y oy I .L_c2..tJ.u,_.t.
c. Orbiter
d. Orbiter/Lander
where each of the above designs could include multiple nonsurvivable atmos-
phere probes.
9. i CONSTRAINING PARAMETERS
In theory, an unlimited number of possible interplanetary trajectories exist
for a given target planet as there are, in general, at least four trajectory
paths per given departure velocity per day. Within each launch opportunity
there are two types of trajectories (Type I with heliocentric transfer angles
less than 180 degrees and Type II with heliocentric transfer angles greater than
1 80 degrees) and within each type, the minimum energy point separates the
Class i and Class ii trajectories. Class i trajectories have shorter times of
flight and smaller heliocentric transfer angles than the corresponding Class II
trajectories. For Mars mission, the orbital rates of Earth and Mars about
the sun are such that the oppositions and hence favorable launch opportunities
occur approximately every 25. 6 months (synodic period). In general, the
launch opportunities precede opposition by 3 to 6 months, depending upon the
transfer time. The metonic cycle for Mars is approximately 15 years or 7
synodic periods. In view of the fact that both the orbits of Earth and Mars are
eccentric and that the orbit of Mars is inclined relative to the ecliptic plane,
the energy requirements vary from opportunity to opportunity within a metonic
cycle. The vast range of trajectory possibilities can be confined to tolerable
limits by the employment of realistic engineering constraints. An evaluation
of the payload characteristics of presently conceived boost vehicles, in con-
junction with desirable mission payloads, places an upper bound on the depar-
ture velocity requirements and, in the case of an orbiter mission, on the ap-
proach velocity requirements. Additional engineering constraints which must
be considered are:
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1, Approach geometry that satisfies flight spacecraft mapping-mission
requirements, and/or entry angle-impact site relationship for flight
capsule.
Z. Minimum Earth-Mars communications distance at encounter and/or
at termination of the scientific mission.
3. Time of flight for system reliability considerations (flight times can
exceed 400 days).
4. Declination of the launch asymptote (DLA) constraint which eliminates
from consideration those trajectories where the declination of the
hyperbolic deoarture trajectory is greater than the maximum orbital
inclination achievable with launches from Cape Kennedy. However,
the present range safety-launch-azimuth constraints of 114 degrees
may be relaxed for missions in the mid-1970's thereby allowing de-
clination greater than 33 degrees to be employed.
5. Scientific constraints on arrival date; it is desirable to land at a posi-
tion and time which allow scientific measurements to be made during
the wave of darkening.
. Target-dispersion ellipse showing sensitivity of trajectory-orbit de-
termination and velocity uncertainties associated with mid-course cor-
rection r_aneuve rs.
With these and additional secondary trajectory constraints, the range of ac-
ceptable departure trajectories approaches reasonable proportions for each
launch opportunity.
Since the cost per pound of scientific payload is extremely high for any Mariner-
Voyager type interplanetary mission, every attempt must be made to maxi-
mize the useful payload. For a lander or flyby/lander mission, this is accom-
plished by employing the daily minimum departure velocity and selecting the
launch period duration to obtain the desired maximum payload. In the case of
an orbiter mission, the payload in the desired planetocentric orbit is a function
of both the departure and approach velocities. This is maximized when the
sum of the departure and approach velocities is minimized if the performance
of the orbit establishment propulsion system is similar to that of the boost
vehicle. Since, in general, the departure and approach velocities are not
simultaneously minimized, the Optimum launch period for an orbiter mission
may be significantly different than the flyby period for the same launch oppor-
tunity. In the case of a lander/orbiter mission, the payload optimized period
will be between the orbiter and flyby periods, and the proximity to either will
depend upon the relative sizes of the lander and orbiter. Therefore, the se-
lection of the optimum launch period with a given launch opportunity is directly
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dependent upon the selected mission configuration and scientific objectives;
numerous tradeoff studies exist to simultaneously achieve acceptable variations
in all pertinent trajectory parameters. For the 1971 and 1973 launch oppor-
tunities the tentative mission configuration is an orbiter/lander, in 1975 a
flyby/lander will be used. Therefore, the payload optimized periods afford an
excellent starting point in design of the optimum launch period.
9.2 1971 LAUNCH OPPORTUNITY
The pertinent trajectory characteristics associated with the 1971 launch oppor-
tunity are presented in Table LXIII and Figure 83. The results of the launch
period analysis for the 1971 opportunity indicate that:
1. This launch opportunity is one of the most favorable, in that both the
departure and approach velocities are minimized near the same date
at the middle of the period, thereby tending to maximize the payload
for any mission configuration within the same period.
At opposition, Mars is near perihelion and the Earth-Mars distance is
56 x 106 kin. The advantage of employing the shortest times of flight
consistent with mission objectives is illustrated by the fact that the
communication distance at encounter increases by 106 km for each
day increase in the time of flight.
3. For the oi-biter mission, the time of flight for Type I trajectories
varies between 200 and 210 days.
4, The initial launch date in the payload optimized window is constrained
by the DLA limitation of 33 degrees. However, this segment of the
period can still be employed by utilizing off-optimum transfer trajec-
tories.
5. The ZAP angle (angle between approach asymptote and Mars-sun line)
varies from 109 to 69 degrees. The importance of this variation will
be shown later to produce a similar variation in the capsule entry
angle if a fixed impact location is assumed for the entire period.
9. 3 1973 LAUNCH OPPORTUNITY
The pertinent trajectory characteristics associated with the 1973 launch oppor-
tunity are presented in Table LXIV and Figure 84. The results of the launch
period analysis for the 1973 opportunity indicate that:
10 The departure velocity is approximately 30 percent larger than in 1971,
and the approach velocity is reduced by approximately 10 percent.
These variations, coupled with the fact that the approach velocity is
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minimized 30 days after the minimum departure velocity, tend to
degrade the payload capability that was available in 1971.
The times of flight and communication distance at encounter are
slightly increased over the corresponding values associated with the
1971 opportunity.
3. The variation in the direction of the approach asymptote is again 40
degrees, however, the direction is rotated by 20 degrees so that the
ZAP angle varies from 130 to 90 degrees.
9.4 1975 LAUNCH OPPORTUNITY
The pertinent trajectory characteristics associated with the normal 1975 launch
opportunity are presented in Table LXV and Figure 85. An alternate, fast-
approach period is proposed for this opportunity because of a communication
blackout period due to superior conjunction; the characteristics of which are
presented in Table LXVI and Figure 86. The results of the launch period analy-
sis for the 1975 opportunity indicate that:
I0 The major changes in the pertinent trajectory parameters associated
with this period result from the fact that because of the DLA con-
straint, Type I trajectories cannot be employed; Type II trajectories
are required for the entire launch period. Variations in the depar-
ture and approach velocities are minor when compared to the 1973
launch period, except that the minimum approach velocity occurs 35
to 40 days prior to the minimum departure velocity.
2.
3.
For a 60-day flyby period centered around l0 September 1975 (90 days
before the 1975 opposition}, the times of flight vary between 330 and
430 days. These times of flight, while being extremely long, might
not impose a serious constraint on the mission were it not for the fact
that the corresponding arrival dates are in the vicinity of superior
conjunction (Mars and Earth on the opposite side of the sun). There-
fore, in the vicinity of encounter there will be a period of 70 days
where communication back to Earth is virtually impossible. For this
reason alternate period is proposed; a constant departure velocity of
4. 24km/sec is employed to provide the fastest transfer trajectories
(Class I). Such a 30-day launch period produces arrival dates which
result in at least 70 days of surface operation before the angle sub-
tended at Earth between the Mars line and sun line is less than i0 de-
grees, and II0 days of surface operation before superior conjunction.
The communication range for either window approaches 378 x 106 m
for any extended surface mission.
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4, For the flyby period, the ZAP angle varies from 78 to 32 degrees,
whereas for the 30-day fast period, the ZAP angle varies only from
86 to 71 degrees.
9. 5 LAUNCH PERIOD ANALYSIS SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Summary parametric plots containing the pertinent trajectory parameters for
1971 and 1975 launch opportunities have been prepared from preliminary re-
leases of JPL trajectory data, and are presented in Figures 87 through 90,
respectively. These charts permit rapid tradeoff studies to be performed
showing the variation in the parameters for various launch period selections.
Reasonable engineering constraints for use with these figures include:
I. Departure velocity, VHL <_4.24 km/sec
2. Approach velocity, VHE£_5.0 km/sec
3. Declination of geocentric asymptote, DLA<33 degrees.
These constraints are based upon the launch and orbit injection capabilities of
reasonable propulsion systems.
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